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SUMMARY
This thesis work aims at analysing the performance of ef􀅭icient cooperative tech-
niques and of smart antenna aided solutions in the context of wireless networks.
Particularly, original contributions include a performance analysis of distributed
coding techniques for the physical layer of communication systems, the design of
practical ef􀅭icient coding schemes that approach the analytic limiting bound, the
cross-layer design of cooperative medium access control systems that incorporate
and bene􀅭it from advanced physical layer techniques, the study of the performance
of such solutions under realistic network assumptions, and, 􀅭inally the design of
access protocols where nodes are equipped with smart antenna systems. The con-
tributions presented in this dissertation are the result of a three-year study period
as a Ph.D. student in information engineering at the Telecommunication Group of
the Department of Engineering and Architecture at the University of Trieste and
of a visiting period at the Communications Research Group of the University of
Southampton.
Mobile communications have recently experienced a rapid growth, due to the
increasing users' request to provide real time information independently by their
position. Nowadays, smartphones and personal digital assistants are able to con-
nect to both 3G networks and 802.11 compliant wireless networks. New devices,
such as tablets, ``netbooks'' and ``ultrabooks'' have seen a wide diffusion as they
provide applications, usually available on more powerful desktop computers, on
smaller terminals, characterized by a low weight and a long battery life, and hence
``mobility'' oriented.
Despite this recent interest in cable-free communications, wireless links were
always characterized by a lower bandwidth compared to the one offered by their
wired counterparts. This fact limited the quantity of information that could be re-
liably delivered to a mobile user.
A solution to increase the ``quality'' of wireless links was given by the introduc-
tion of multiple-Input multiple-output techniques. Multiple-input multiple-output
systems provide a way to achieve a higher throughput in a mobile communication,
however this enhancement comes at the cost ofmultiple radio frequency frontends
at both the transmitter and the receiver. The main drawback of multiple-input
multiple-output is that accommodating more antennas on a single device is not al-
ways possible, as the small size of some mobile equipment could not allow it.
Recent studies on cooperative communications addressed the problem of
squeezingmultiple antennas on tiny handheld deviceswith a newdesign approach.
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In a cooperative scenario, nodes equippedwith a single antenna share their inform-
ation to form a virtual antenna array, achieving the same spatial diversity provided
by the standard co-locatedmultiple-inputmultiple-output design, without employ-
ing multiple radio frequency frontends in every device.
Another approach for increasing the capacity of a wireless network is to host
multiple communications at a single time, hence reducing the mutual interference
among communicating nodes using beamforming techniques. Particularly, smart
antenna systems, which are composed by an antenna array that contains mul-
tiple radiating elements and by signal processing algorithms for feeding such ele-
ments, allowmitigating the interference from undesired sources and hencemay be
equipped on wireless stations for enabling concurrent transmissions with the end
result of improving the user experience.
This thesis provides novel results and insights on the physical and medium
access control layers of a cooperative system. Particularly, the thesis shows ana-
lytic results for the performance of a distributed coding system adopting retrans-
missions, and proposes a design approach for contriving practical coding schemes
that perform close to the bounding performance. Such ef􀅭icient coding schemes
are later amalgamated with cooperative medium access schemes in a cross-layer
design fashion. Furthermore, the performance of cooperative medium access con-
trol protocols are evaluated under realistic assumptions for the network environ-
ment, and novel schemes are proposed for mitigating the impairments incurred
when nodes rely on imperfect knowledge of the scenario where they operate in. Fi-
nally, the thesis proposes practical medium access control systems where a higher
network performance is obtained by hosting multiple communications at a single
time. Such novel systems are designed to be backward compatible with the legacy
IEEE802.11 standard, and hence are a practical solution for improving the network
performance without modifying the network infrastructure. The performance of
such systems is simulated for many network scenarios, demonstrating the actual
throughput increase over the legacy IEEE 802.11 standard.
This thesis is composedof twoparts. The 􀅭irst part summarises literatureworks
that are relevant as background for the main contributions of the dissertation. The
second part presents the novel results obtained during the Ph.D. studies in a co-
herent fashion and contains the main contributions of this work. Both parts are
divided into chapters, and the whole work is organised as follows.
The background part is divided into three chapter.
• The 􀅭irst chapter summarises the main properties of a wireless channel, with
a particular focus on the fading phenomenon. The chapter also reviews the
techniques that are used for mitigating the impairments imposed by the time
varying channel, such as adaptive systems and diversity. Among the differ-
ent approaches to diversity, a particular interest is given to multiple-input
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multiple-output techniques, which motivate the cooperative approach. Co-
operative physical layer techniques are discussed in detail in the rest of the
chapter, which also contains an overview of literature works that studied dis-
tributed channel coding solutions.
• The second chapter reviews the IEEE 802.11 standard for wireless networks,
focusing on the medium access scheme aspect. The chapter then analyses
literatureworks that extended the IEEE 802.11 access scheme by introducing
a cooperative approach. Particularly, the chapter details the design choices
and problems that are encountered when allowing IEEE 802.11 stations to
cooperate. Finally, the chapter brie􀅭ly reviews the most popular cooperative
medium access control schemes found in the literature.
• The third chapter concludes the background section by presenting the main
limitations of literature works that target cooperation. These limitations
motivate further research on cooperative communications. Particularly, the
chapter outlines the research lines followed in this work and 􀅭inally summar-
ises the main contributions of the thesis.
The following four chapters present novel results.
• Chapter four introduces an analytic framework for determining the limiting
performance of cooperative coding schemes. The novel framework is based
on the sphere-packing bound and hence does not rely on the adoption of a
speci􀅭ic encoder, rather it considers generic characteristic of the code scheme.
The framework is shown to be an accurate benchmark tool for existing coding
techniques. Furthermore the chapter shows that the analysismay be used for
deriving the throughput and delay performance of an adaptive cooperative
system.
• The 􀅭ifth chapter addresses the design problem of 􀅭inding ef􀅭icient distrib-
uted codes that are capable of approaching the limiting performance derived
in the previous chapter. Particularly, the chapter presents a design strategy,
based on a genetic algorithm aided optimisation technique, for contriving
distributed turbo code schemes showing a satisfactory performance over a
wide range of channel conditions. The chapter also addresses the problem
of determining the performance in the low signal to noise ratio region of a
turbo code that is punctured in a periodic way by introducing a novel tri-
dimensional extrinsic information transfer chart technique.
• Chapter six considers the design of cooperative access protocols for wire-
less networks. Particularly, the chapter adopts a cross-layer design approach
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for amalgamating advanced physical layer techniques with medium layer as-
pects. The chapter than derives the performance of the designed cross-layer
access schemes, and discusses the impact of distributed physical layer coding
on the medium access control layer performance.
• The seventh chapter analyses the performance of cooperativemedium access
control schemes that rely on imperfect knowledge of the network character-
istics. Furthermore, the chapter proposes novel protocols, that are based on
Markov prediction techniques, which mitigate the performance downgrade
experienced when the relay selection algorithm does not have access to per-
fect channel estimates.
• Chapter eight addresses the design of high throughput wireless networks
that rely on smart antenna equipped stations for hosting multiple commu-
nications at a single time. The chapter presents some guidelines for contriv-
ing schemes for wireless networks composed by smart antenna aided nodes.
Such guidelines are used as a base for designing two novel access schemes
that are backward compatible with the IEEE 802.11 standard and are shown
to provide a throughput increase by obtaining spatial reuse.
Finally, chapter nine contains a discussion of the results presented in this thesis,
along with a description of future possible improvements of the topics covered in
this work.
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1
COMMUNICATIONS ON A WIRELESS
CHANNEL
This chapter reviews the characteristics that de􀅲ine a wireless communication chan-
nel and presents techniques that are used for mitigating the impairments incurred
when transmitting on a radio channel. Particularly, adaptive strategies and the co-
operative approach are reviewed, since they are the main area of interest of the
thesis.
1.1 THE WIRELESS CHANNEL
In awireless channel a transmitter anda receiver exchange informationover a radio
interface. A wireless communication is characterised by re􀅭lections, refractions,
diffractions and scattering. The ultimate result of these propagation characteristics
is that the received signal is composed by the superposition of different replicas of
the transmitted signal. Such phenomenon is referred to asmultipath. Furthermore,
the propagation is also in􀅭luenced bymobility, which causes short term 􀅭luctuations
(fading) and long term 􀅭luctuations (shadowing) of the received signal power.
1.1.1 FADING
As previously introduced, the signal received in a wireless channel is composed of
many replicas of the same transmitted signal, that are shifted in phase and attenu-
ated because of re􀅭lections, refractions, diffractions and scattering. Such phenom-
ena, and the additional in􀅭luence of mobility, determine a fast 􀅭luctuation of the
power of the received signal. This behaviour is referred to as multipath fading, and
is detrimental for the performance of the wireless system. Particularly, the effect of
fading may be modelled by multiplying the received signal by a complex quantity
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ℎ(𝑡) that represents the signal variation in amplitude and phase incurred because
of fading itself.
The fading properties are characterised by its statistic at a given time instant,
and by the correlation over two different time instants. Many statisticsmay be used
formodelling the fading behaviour, such as the Rice statistic, the Nakagami statistic
and the Rayleigh one. This work considers Rayleigh fading, which indicates the
particular situationwhere the direct path between the transmitter and the receiver
is absent, and hence the entire signal is received through multipath propagation.
For characterising the instantaneous time property of Rayleigh fading, denote
the fading value at a time 𝑡 by ℎ(𝑡), and its in-phase and quadrature components
by ℎ􀏻(𝑡) and ℎ􀐃(𝑡), respectively. When considering Rayleigh fading, the in-phase
and quadrature components of fading may be modelled as independent Gaussian
random variables having a mean equal to zero and variance equal to
􀍮
􀍯
. Hence, the
probability density functions of ℎ􀏻(𝑡) and ℎ􀐃(𝑡)may be written as:
𝑝􀐔􀓳(􀐠)(𝑧) =
1
√𝜋
𝑒􀍸(􀐦􀍸􀍮)
􀑧
, (1.1)
𝑝􀐔􀓻(􀐠)(𝑧) =
1
√𝜋
𝑒􀍸(􀐦􀍸􀍮)
􀑧
. (1.2)
Such probability distribution for the in-phase and quadrature components trans-
lates to a variation of the received power due to the fading that is exponentially
distributed, and follows the law:
𝑝|􀐔(􀐠)|􀑧(𝑧) = 𝑒
􀍸􀐦. (1.3)
The Rayleigh fading model accounts for the distribution of the received signal
envelop during a particular time instant. The temporal characteristic of the fad-
ing process is instead in􀅭luenced by the Doppler effect, which accounts for the re-
lative velocity between the transmitter and the receiver. The Clark model [1] is
usually considered as the classic approach for accounting for the time variation of
the fading process. Particularly, the Clarke model assumes that received signals
are uniformly distributed over the whole azimuth domain. Under such assump-
tion, the correlation between the in-phase components, and similarly between the
quadrature components of the fading values at two different time instants may be
expressed as:
ℰ(ℎ􀏻(𝑡), ℎ􀏻(𝑡 + 𝜏)) = 𝐽􀍭(2𝜋𝑓􀐐𝜏), (1.4)
ℰ(ℎ􀐃(𝑡), ℎ􀐃(𝑡 + 𝜏)) = 𝐽􀍭(2𝜋𝑓􀐐𝜏), (1.5)
where 𝐽􀍭 is the zero-order unmodi􀅭ied Bessel function of the 􀅭irst kind and 𝑓􀐐 is the
Doppler frequency. The in-phase and quadrature components of fading values are
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independent. Such correlation property between in-phase and quadrature signal
components translates to a correlation law between the power gains received in
different time instants that may be written as:
ℰ(|ℎ(𝑡)|􀍯, |ℎ(𝑡 + 𝜏)|􀍯) = 𝐽􀍯􀍭(2𝜋𝑓􀐐𝜏). (1.6)
The time characteristics of the fading process depend on the value 𝑓􀐐𝜏. In the
case where 𝑓􀐐𝜏 << 0.1 the fading is referred to as slow fading, being the fading
values highly correlated over time. The opposite case is referred to as fast fading,
where fading values are less correlated over time.
1.1.2 THE EFFECTS OF FADING ON THE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Fading has a detrimental in􀅭luence on the system performance. Particularly, it in-
creases the error ratio of digital transmissions over the channel. Consider, for ex-
ample, an uncoded transmission using the Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)mode.
The Bit Error Ratio (BER) 𝑃􀐑(𝛾) of such system over an Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) channel, where the transmission is affected by noise, but the signal
does not experience fading and hence is received at a constant Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) 𝛾, is given by:
𝑃􀐑(𝛾) = 𝑄 (√2𝛾) . (1.7)
When the signal is affected by Rayleigh fading, the SNR value 𝛾 􀅭luctuates over
time, andmay bewritten as 𝛾 = |ℎ|􀍯Γ, with Γ being its expected value. The average
BER of such systemmay be obtained as:
𝑃􀐑(Γ) = ℰ[𝑃􀐑(𝛾)] = ∫
􀍷􀏯
􀍭
𝑄 (√2𝑠Γ) 𝑝|􀐔|􀑧(𝑠)d𝑠. (1.8)
For a Rayleigh fading scenario, after some manipulations, one obtains:
𝑃􀐑(Γ) =
1
2
(1 − √
Γ
1 + Γ
) . (1.9)
Figure 1.1 compares the BER performance of the uncoded BPSK system over the
AWGN channel and over the Rayleigh faded channel. It can be seen that the BER
performance is much worse in the faded scenario. Such observation is more gen-
eral, and it applies to both uncoded and coded scenarios [1].
The next section reviews techniques that allowmitigating the negative effects of
fading on the system performance. Particularly, adaptive and cooperative systems
are reviewed, since they are the main topics covered in the rest of this thesis work.
A complete review of the characteristic of the fading channel and techniques used
to overcome its negative effects may be found in [2].
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Figure 1.1: Comparison between the performance of an uncoded system using the
BPSK modulation mode in non-faded and faded environments.
1.2 ADAPTIVE TECHNIQUES
As detailed in the previous section, the fading phenomenon translates to a SNR
value that varies over time. Such variation of the channel quality is detrimental for
the systemperformance, and it ultimatelymay result in a failed transmission, when
the channel quality does not support the particular selected transmission mode.
Adaptive techniques, as the name suggests, try to adapt the transmission mode
to the instantaneous channel condition. In particular, they aim at selecting the
transmission mode (e.g. the modulation mode, the coding rate) that provides the
most prompt transmission and has a success rate higher than a target threshold
given the instantaneous channel conditions.
Many research works considered the problem of selecting the transmission
mode when knowing the instantaneous channel quality. These papers share the
base idea that using a higher modulation mode or a lower coding rate when the
channel condition is high, and reducing themodulationorder or increasing the code
ratewhen the channel condition is low, provides an increased bandwidth ef􀅭iciency
than using the same transmission technique independently from the channel state.
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Particularly, reference [3] considers an uncoded system operating on a fading
channel. This work shows using both theoretical and experimental means that se-
lecting the transmission characteristics according to an instantaneous channel pre-
diction allows the system designer to achieve an increased performance in terms
of error probability.
A different point of view is considered in [4], where the characteristics de􀅭ining
the transmission of a user, including the transmission power and the bit rate, are
adapted to the particular service level that the user requires.
References [5, 6] consider instead a coded system, where the adaptive regime
matches the selectedmodulationmode and code rate to the instantaneous channel
quality. Again, the papers con􀅭irm that adaptive strategies are an ef􀅭icient solution
for mitigating the negative effects experienced in time varying channels.
The introduction of turbo codes [7] and the rediscovery of Low Density Parity
Check (LDPC) codes motivated additional research on adaptive algorithms for ex-
ploiting the near capacity performance achieved by such coding techniques. Partic-
ularly, the works of [8, 9, 10] study adaptive techniques when turbo codes are used
for transmitting information on a time varying channel. LDPC codes are instead
taken into account in references [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Again, the above mentioned
works show that adaptive techniques, where the coding rate and other character-
istics of the encoding technique are adapted to the channel quality, are an ef􀅭icient
and practical solution for addressing the variance over time of a faded channel.
1.3 DIVERSITY TECHNIQUES
The previous section shown that the time varying nature of the wireless channel
may be tackled by using transmission schemes that adapt their characteristics to
the instantaneous channel quality. However, such schemes typically require a feed-
back channel or either rely on estimationmechanisms for obtaining information on
the actual channel state.
Another approach for mitigating the negative effects of fading is diversity. Di-
versity techniques overcome the impairments imposed by the 􀅭luctuation of the re-
ceived signal by providing different replicas of the same information to the receiver
in a way such that the replicas experience independent fading. The idea behind di-
versity is that at least one among such replicas will be received with a suf􀅭icient
quality for supporting the communication.
1.3.1 THE EFFECTS OF ADOPTING DIVERSITY TECHNIQUES
Diversity techniques typically combine the different replicas, and the optimal com-
bining strategy is the Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC), where the replicas are re-
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phased and weighted according to the fading that they experienced during trans-
mission. The end result of adoptingMRC is that the recombined signal is character-
ised by a SNR value that is the sum of the SNR values of the single replicas. Partic-
ularly, denote the SNR of the 𝑙-th replica at a time 𝑡 by 𝛾􀐘(𝑡). The SNR of the signal
obtained by using the MRC combination is:
𝛾(𝑡) =
􀏾
∑
􀐘􀍹􀍮
𝛾􀐘(𝑡). (1.10)
By calculating the probability density function of the SNR of the signal obtained
after the MRC combiner for a given fading statistic, one may observe that the ulti-
mate effect of such a combination technique is to reduce the variance of the SNR.
For exemplifying the effects of diversity and MRC combining on the received signal
quality, Figure 1.2 compares the probability of receiving a signal characterised by
a particular SNR value both for diversity aided scenarios and for the case where no
diversity techniques are used under Rayleigh fading. For the sake of having a fair
comparison, a transmit power that is 𝐿 times less than the one used for the single
transmissionwithout diversity is given to each replica of a scenariowhere diversity
with 𝐿 replicas is considered. It can be seen that using diversity increases the prob-
ability of receiving a signal with quality closer to the average SNR value, while the
most likely SNR valuewhen no diversity technique is adopted is the zero value. Fig-
ure 1.2 is obtained using Monte-carlo simulations, though analytic results may be
found in [1].
The effect of MRC on the SNR distribution in􀅭luences the system performance.
In particular, having ahigherprobability of receiving a signal characterisedby abet-
ter quality translates to an improved BER performance. Figure 1.3 shows the BER
performance averaged over fading realisations of an uncoded transmission using
the BPSK modulation mode for the case where no diversity is provided and for the
case where 𝐿 independently faded replicas are combined by the receiver. It can be
seen that diversity techniques signi􀅭icantly improve the BER performance of the
system, and hence are an effective way for mitigating the impairments of fading.
1.3.2 DIVERSITY USING MULTIPLE-INPUT MULTIPLE-OUTPUT
SOLUTIONS
Many approaches may be adopted for providing 𝐿 independent replicas at the re-
ceiver for activating the bene􀅭its offered by diversity. The most common ones are
summarised in the following.
• Frequency diversity: The transmitter sends the same message on 𝐿 differ-
ent frequencies, separated by a frequency value that must be equal or higher
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Figure 1.2: Probability density function of the received SNR after MRC combining,
for Γ = 10dB.
than the coherence band value characterising the channel. The main disad-
vantages of frequency diversity are its high bandwidth requirement and the
fact that the coherence band value is typically unknown a priori.
• Time diversity: The transmitter sends 𝐿 replicas at different times, separated
by at least 0.1/𝑓􀐐 seconds, where 𝑓􀐐 is the normalised Doppler frequency. The
main drawbacks of time diversity are a throughput decrease and the correl-
ation between 𝑓􀐐 and the users' mobility: particularly, if the transmitter and
the receiver are not inmotion, time diversitymay suffer fromhigh correlation
between replicas.
• Polarisation diversity: The signal is sent using both vertical and horizontal
polarisations, or with right and left circular polarisations. In order to employ
polarisation diversity the transmitter has to collaborate. Furthermore, for
polarisation diversity, 𝐿may only assume the value of 𝐿 = 2.
• Antenna diversity: The receiver is equipped with 𝐿 antennas, separated by a
distance equal at least to 𝜆/2, being 𝜆 the wavelength value. The main disad-
vantage of antenna diversity is that it increases the receiver complexity.
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Figure 1.3: Comparison between the performance of an uncoded system using the
BPSK modulation mode and receiving a different number of independ-
ently faded replicas.
A modern way to interpret antenna diversity was proposed by Alamouti [16]
and re􀅭ined by Tarokh et al. [17] with the introduction of Space-Time Block Codes
(STBCs). The diversity schemes proposed by Alamouti and Tarokh et al. target
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) channels. A MIMO channel is a network
scenario where both the transmitter and the receiver are equipped with multiple
antennas. The key idea of Alamouti's work was to spread the symbols at the trans-
mitter over successive time instants and map them in a particular way to transmit
antennas. Such mapping over the temporal and spatial domains, which in Alam-
outi's work was limited to two antennas at the transmitter, was shown to obtain
the same degree of diversity of the classic two-antenna receiver diversity [16]. Tar-
okh et al. extended Alamouti's 􀅭indings by providing schemes for different values
of transmit antennas [17]. These mapping schemes over time and antennas are re-
ferred to as space-time block codes. The work of Tarokh et al. further proved that
a STBC aided transmission system operating on a MIMO scenario where the trans-
mitter is equipped with𝑁􀐆 transmit antennas and the receiver is equipped with𝑁􀐄
receive antennas achieves a diversity gain equal to𝑁􀐆 × 𝑁􀐄 [17].
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The main advantage of diversity MIMO systems is that they move the complex-
ity required for activating diversity from the receiver to the transmitter. Partic-
ularly, in many scenarios the receiver suffers from limited spatial characteristics
and computational capabilities, such as when dealing with handsets in downlink
transmissions inmobile networks. In such scenarios, shifting the complexity to the
transmitter is bene􀅭icial, since it allows resource limited receivers to bene􀅭it from
a diversity gain and hence to experience an improved decoding performance. One
may also note that MIMO diversity systems may allow achieving a higher diversity
gain in the casewhere both the transmitter and the receiver are equippedwithmul-
tiple antennas, compared to the traditional receiver based antenna diversity.
Despite being a practical way for achieving diversity, STBC and MIMO diversity
based solutions suffer from a major disadvantage. Particularly, they require ac-
commodating multiple antennas on a single device, with the additional constraint
of adequately separating such antennas for providing independently faded paths
between the transmit and receive radiating elements. Such constraint may be very
limiting when tiny devices are considered, such for example for mobile phones.
1.4 THE COOPERATIVE APPROACH
The previous section shown that diversity techniquesmitigate the BER downgrade
experienced in fading channel. Furthermore, among diversity solutions, STBCs
were introduced as a practical way for providing independently faded replicas at
the receiver. However, MIMO solutions require accommodating multiple antenna
elements both at the transmitter and at the receiver. Hence STBC aided solutions
are limited by space constraints on tiny devices.
Recent studies on cooperative communications overcame the problem of ac-
commodating multiple antennas on a tiny device by letting nodes equipped with
a single antenna to share their information in order to form a virtual antenna ar-
ray, achieving the same spatial diversity provided by a standard co-located MIMO
design, without employing multiple radio frequency frontends in every device.
In a cooperative communication the signal transmitted from the source station
is received and forwarded by one or more relays. Since the direct and the relayed
signals typically arrive via completely different paths, the correlation between
these signals is small, hence a diversity gain is provided. A cooperative scenario
is shown in Figure 1.4.
As one can see, cooperation is typically divided into two phases. During the ini-
tial phase, represented using dashed lines, the source station transmits its inform-
ation to potential helpers. Such transmission is also received by the destination
station, which stores the signal and later combines it with the information gleaned
from relays. After potential relays received the signal transmitted from the source
11
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Figure 1.4: Data transmission in a cooperative scenario including |ℋ| available re-
lay stations.
station, they initiate a second phase, represented using solid lines, where they for-
ward information to the destination station. Finally, the destination combines sig-
nals received by relays with the information gleaned from the source station and
performs its decoding algorithm.
1.4.1 POSSIBLE RELAYING STRATEGIES
Cooperation techniques differ in the way information is forwarded by relay sta-
tions. Particularly, a potential relay can forward data in three different ways,
namely amplify-and-forward, decode-and-forward and coded cooperation [18].
These forwarding schemes are summarised in the following:
• amplify-and-forward: each relay receives a noisy version of the signal trans-
mitted from the source to the destination, ampli􀅭ies it and 􀅭inally forwards it
to the destination. The drawback of using amplify-and-forward techniques is
that by amplifying the signal transmitted by the source station, relay stations
also amplify noise;
• decode-and-forward: each relay receives a noisy version of the signal trans-
mitted from the source to the destination, decodes it and then retransmits
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a new noise-free replica; decode-and-forward achieves better performance
than amplify-and-forward schemes as noise is not ampli􀅭ied, however it as-
sumes that each relay is able to decode the received information (i.e. decode-
and-forward requires having a high SNR source-relay link) and forward it on
time;
• coded cooperation: each relay receives a noisy version of the signal trans-
mitted from the source to the destination, decodes it and then retransmits
an re-encoded message that contains different information than the one pre-
viously transmitted by the source station, i.e. coded cooperation integrates
channel coding into cooperation.
Among these forwarding solution, Hunter et al. [19, 20] shown that coded co-
operation provides ef􀅭iciency improvements over amplify-and-forward and
decode-and-forward schemes as it bene􀅭its from advanced coding techniques
and hence attains a higher throughput together with a lower BER at the des-
tination.
1.4.2 DISTRIBUTED COOPERATIVE CODING TECHNIQUES
The 􀅭indings of Hunter et al. [19, 20] fostered research on distributed channel cod-
ing techniques, where cooperation among the encoders used at the source and re-
lay stations allows increasing the decoding performance at the destination. Par-
ticularly, noting that the optimal performance in cooperative scenarios is attained
if new information is forwarded by the relay, instead of simply retransmitting the
information gleaned from the source station, researchers studied ef􀅭icient distrib-
uted coding schemes where relays add new information or invoke an additional
coding layer for improving the performance of the overall cooperative link. A brief
review of distributed coding techniques proposed in the literature is presented in
the following paragraphs.
1.4.2.1 COOPERATIVE SPACE-TIME BLOCK CODES AND LINEAR DISPERSION CODES
As shown in the previous section, STBCs were proven to be a promising coding
technique in a co-located scenario. Distributed space-time block codes [21] extend
STBCs to a cooperative scenario, where the joint transmissions of the source and
relay stations form a space-time block coding technique, providing a diversity gain
at the destination.
Distributed STBC schemes are a subset of Cooperative Linear Dispersion Codes
(CLDCs) [22], which provide a general framework comprehending a wide variety
of cooperative coding schemes. The co-located version of CLDCs, namely Linear
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Dispersion Codes (LDCs), use a matrix-based linear modulation, where the space-
time transmission matrix is obtained by a linear combination of so-called disper-
sionmatrices [23]. The performance of LDCs and CLDCs over a channel affected by
Rayleigh fading was summarised by Hanzo et al. in [22], assuming that the source-
destination Channel State Information (CSI) was perfectly known at the receiver.
Particularly, Hanzo et al. shown that LDCs outperform their cooperative counter-
part in a Rayleigh fading channel, due to the time used in the latter to spread the
original signal to all the relays. However, when the channel is affected by shadow
fading, the achievable throughput severely downgrades and CLDCs obtain better
results as they use multiple relays which experience different shadow fading.
1.4.2.2 DISTRIBUTED TURBO CODES
Aiming to bene􀅭it from the performance increase using coded cooperation prom-
ised by Hunter et al. [19, 20], Valenti and Zhao proposed an ef􀅭icient distributed
coding scheme in [24]. The technique proposed by Valenti and Zhao mimics the
behaviour of turbo codes [7] by adapting Berrou et al. codes to a cooperative scen-
ario, and hence is referred to as a distributed turbo code.
Valenti and Zhao divide the transmission sequence into two phases. During the
initial phase, the source station transmits a signal that was previously encoded us-
ing a Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) code. This signal is received and
decoded by the designated relay. During the second phase, the relay interleaves the
bits obtained bydecoding the signal gleaned from the source station during the 􀅭irst
phase and re-encodes their interleaved version using again an RSC. The destination
obtains both the non-interleaved and the interleaved encoded bit sequences by re-
ceiving the signals transmitted by the source and the relay stations during the two
successive phases, and hence may activate the iterative algorithm that is typically
employed for decoding co-located turbo codes. The BER and outage performance
of distributed turbo codes were shown to be close to the capacity of a relay-aided
link, with the provision of having an error-free decoding at the relay of the signal
transmitted by the source station during the initial phase.
1.4.2.3 CAPACITY APPROACHING DISTRIBUTED CODING TECHNIQUES
The limit of the distributed turbo code schemeproposed in [24] byValenti and Zhao
and of the CLDC of [22] was to adopt the simplifying assumption of having a perfect
source-relay link. However, in a realistic scenario, the signal decoded by the relay
may potentially contain errors, which are then propagated to the destination. Fur-
thermore, the CLDCs of [22] were designed with the aim of eliminating the effects
of antenna-element correlation typically imposed on co-located antenna elements
of space-time codes, where the virtual array antenna elements were constituted by
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the mobiles' single antennas; however no attempt was made to jointly decode the
source's and relay's transmissions at the destination. These issues are addressed in
recent papers, where an imperfect source-relay communication is considered and
an ef􀅭icient joint decoding strategies for the source's and relay's signals are pro-
posed.
In [25] Uddin Butt et al. adopt an Iteratively-Decoded SElf-Concatenated Convo-
lutional Code (SECCC-ID) [26] at the source station and an additional RSC encoder
at the relay. An EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart analysis is performed
for guaranteeing the possibility of decoding the signal with an in􀅭initesimally low
BER at the relay. Finally, a novel decoder architecture is adopted at the destination
and its design is aided by an EXIT chart analysis. The new decoding architecture
jointly decodes the SECCC encoded signal transmitted by the source station and
the RSC encoded signal forwarded by the relay. The scheme of Uddin Butt et al. is
shown to attain a remarkable decoding performance at very low SNR values.
A similar approach is considered by Kong et al. in [27], where again an addi-
tional layer of coding is introduced at the relay, and the whole scheme amalgam-
ates STBC codes for additionally obtaining a diversity gain. More particularly, the
distributed coding scheme of Kong et al. adopts a combination of an IRregular Con-
volutional Code (IRCC) and a STBC at the source station and at the relay. The ir-
regular code at the source station is designed for attaining an in􀅭initesimally BER
at the relay during the initial phase, for mitigating the propagation of errors. In
turn, the encoder used at the relay station is optimised using an EXIT chart match-
ing technique for guaranteeing a vanishingly BER performance at the destination
when performing a joint decoding of the signals gleaned during the two successive
transmission phases. A novel three-stage iterative decoder is used at the destina-
tion, which allows performing an ef􀅭icient joint decoding of the received signals.
Theprevious schemesareprovidedas examplesof physical layer systemswhere
cooperative communications are carefully considered, taking into account both the
performance at the relay and at the destination stations. Many schemes following
the design guidelines of the above-mentioned works have been presented in the
literature. An overview of distributed iterative systems for MIMO channels may be
found in [22].
The previous presented schemes adopt concatenations of convolutional en-
coders at the source and relay stations. However, other solutions have been pro-
posed for cooperative links. Particularly, given the promising performance of LDPC
codes in the single-link scenario, many research efforts were devoted at extending
such coding technique to the cooperative channel.
A parallel concatenation of rate-compatible punctured LDPC codes is used
in [28] for transmitting information with the aid of a relay. The authors show that
the proposed scheme provides signi􀅭icant performance gains for a wide variety of
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channel conditions while simultaneously offering a high degree of 􀅭lexibility.
The work of [29] considers the design of LDPC codes that achieve optimal per-
formance both over the Gaussian and the faded channels. Codes are proposed for
cooperative communications, and the paper shows that the universal design out-
performs previous solutions.
Hybrid automatic repeat and request systems are considered in [30], where the
authors propose a novel retransmit strategy that relies on LDPC codes. It is shown
that thenovel strategyoutperformsprevious cooperative solutions, even in the case
when it is arti􀅭icially limited to activating a single rely, while classic cooperative
systems are allowed invoking multiple helpers.
An overview of distributed techniques adopting LDPC codes is presented
in [31], together with a discussion of different design strategies an their resulting
performance. The paper shows that distributed techniques that rely on puncturing
solutions outperform schemes that adopt an additional layer of coding at the relay,
when the relay station is located in the proximity of the destination station. An op-
posed result is found for scenarios where the relay station is instead closer to the
source stations.
Two-way relaying scenarios are considered in [32], which derives the optimal
degree distribution for an LDPC code adopted in such systems. Particularly, the
degree distribution is optimised for situationswhere the different segmentswithin
the distributed codeword have been transmitted through different channels and
experience different SNRs. The paper relies on density evolution techniques and
on a multi-edge type LDPC design for contriving codes which provide the lowest
decoding threshold as possible.
Finally, LDPC are amalgamated with STBCs for contriving high performance
solutions for cooperative systems operating on MIMO links [33]. The authors ad-
opt a soft-relay solution and include a low-complexity decoding algorithm, showing
that the proposed scheme outperforms previously published solutions.
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THE IEEE 802.11 STANDARD FOR
WIRELESS NETWORKS AND ITS
COOPERATIVE EXTENSIONS
This chapter presents a brief review of the IEEE 802.11 standard family, which is a
widely popular solution for supporting wireless communications between networked
stations. The chapter focuses on themediumaccess control layer aspects of the stand-
ard, and in particular it summarises literature works trying to enhance the perform-
ance of an IEEE 802.11 based network by adopting a cooperative approach. The
chapter also brie􀅲ly pictures the main limitations of cooperative medium access con-
trol solutions that have been proposed by the research community.
2.1 WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
Recent years have seen a signi􀅭icant demand of communication technologies that
provide an increased users' mobility. Particularly, users want to be able to commu-
nicatewithout location constraints imposed bywired solutions. This trend affected
Local Area Networks (LAN), where wireless solutions extended and in many situ-
ations replaced cabled networks. Today, Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs)
are widespread in people's homes, in business environments and in public places,
since they are a practical way of allowing users to communicate without sacri􀅭icing
mobility and without requiring a cabled architecture.
Among different solutions for creating a WLAN infrastructure, the most popu-
lar one is represented by the IEEE 802.11 standard [34]. The IEEE 802.11 standard
allows de􀅭ining both centralised and distributed WLANs, and devices that mount
IEEE 802.11 compliant modules include laptop computers, smartphones, tablets
and more recently even home appliances. The ubiquitous diffusion of IEEE 802.11
networks attracted a wide research effort aimed at analysing the performance of
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such networks and at contriving enhanced schemes which may provide an in-
creased user experience. Among the diverse ideas proposed for extending IEEE
802.11, cooperation has been shown lately to provide a throughput and outage
performance increase. Particularly, extending the IEEE 802.11 by introducing co-
operation is one of the core contributions of this thesis work. This chapter brie􀅭ly
reviews the IEEE802.11 standard and its cooperative extensions presented in liter-
atureworks, for providing a background to later chapterswhich address the design
of cross-layer cooperativemedium access control solutions based on this standard.
2.2 THE IEEE 802.11 STANDARD FOR WIRELESS
NETWORKS
The IEEE 802.11 is the most diffused standard for wireless networks. The IEEE
802.11 was originally proposed in 1997 [34], and later extended by diverse task
groups that provided a set of enhanced standards, that are typically referred to
as 802.11x and aim at increasing the network performance in terms of through-
put [34, 35, 36], Quality of Service (QoS) [37] and security [38]. The 802.11 stand-
ard speci􀅭ies both PHYsical (PHY) layer andMediumAccess Control (MAC) layer as-
pects that de􀅭ine the behaviour of theWLAN. The 802.11 standard familymay oper-
ate on the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz frequency bands, and supportsmultiple nominal bit
rates, that vary between 1Mbits/s and 11Mbits/s in the IEEE 802.11b amendment,
between 6 Mbits/s and 54 Mbits/s in the IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11g amend-
ments and between 6.5 Mbits/s and 600 Mbits/s in the IEEE 802.11n amendment.
Thesedifferent transmission rates are obtainedbyvarying the combinationofmod-
ulation mode and code rate adopted for the channel encoder, as well as using ad-
vanced transmission techniques such asMIMO schemes andOrthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) solutions.
2.2.1 THE IEEE 802.11 MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL SCHEME
The IEEE 802.11 MAC scheme for distributed scenarios, where there is not a cent-
ral controller, is the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF). The DCF algorithm
is based on the CSMA scheme, where sensing is performed by stations before they
send their own data frames. More explicitly, when a packet is ready for transmis-
sion, a station senses the channel for assessing if other stations are currently trans-
mitting information. In the case where there are not other ongoing communica-
tions, the station waits for a Distributed InterFrame Space (DIFS) time and checks
the channel again. If the medium is still free the station transmits its informa-
tion using a DATA frame. Finally, if the destination station correctly receives the
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information transmitted by the source station, it con􀅭irms the success of the data
exchange with an acknowledgement (ACK) frame after waiting a Short InterFrame
Space (SIFS) time. In the opposite case, that is when the station senses ongoing
communications, it waits a random time, referred to as the backoff time, for redu-
cing the likelihood of colliding with other active transmissions. The backoff time is
regulated by a random process, which sets a backoff counter to a random number
that is selected uniformly between zero and an integer value referred to as the sta-
tion's contention window. At the beginning of the following slot, the station senses
the channel again. If the medium is free for a DIFS duration, that is if the station
does not sense communications from other nodes during a DIFS time, the node de-
creases its backoff counter, otherwise it waits until the beginning of the next slot.
When the counter reaches the zero value the station transmits its packet.
If the destination cannot decode the signal transmitted by the source station
(either because data is corrupted due to impairments imposed by the communic-
ation channel or because a collision occurred), or if the source station does not
receive the ACK frame, a retransmission is scheduled and a backoff procedure is
initiated after doubling the value of the station's contention window and increas-
ing the retransmission counter.
Particularly, the value of the contention window varies from a minimum value,
referred to as theminimum contentionwindow, to amaximumvalue, referred to as
the maximum contention window, which is obtained by multiplying the minimum
contentionwindowvalue times the value of two to thepower of themaximumback-
off stage. The contention window update is regulated by the following rules:
• every time a packet is successfully transmitted a station resets its contention
window to the minimum contention window value;
• whena transmission is unsuccessful orwhen themedium is foundbusy trying
to transmit, the contention window is doubled, until it reaches the maximum
value.
The access scheme described in the previous paragraph is referred to as the
basic access scheme of the DCF. The problem of the basic access is that in congested
situations theremight be a high number of collisions, resulting in a signi􀅭icant time
waste, since collided DATA frames may be very long. The DCF algorithm offers a
way for mitigating the probability of collisions that is based on collision avoidance
techniques.
2.2.2 THE DCF COLLISION AVOIDANCE MECHANISM
The collision avoidance solution adopted by the DCF consists of a four-way hand-
shake mechanism for transmitting DATA frames. This four-way handshake relies
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on exchanging additional frames before the actual DATA frame transmission takes
place. Particularly, when a station wants to transmit a DATA frame, it initiates the
communication by sending a small Ready-To-Send (RTS) frame. If this frame is suc-
cessfully received (i.e. no collision occurs), the destination replies with a Clear-To-
Send (CTS) frame. Both the RTS and the CTS frames contain a 􀅭ield which indicates
the duration of the future DATA/ACK exchange. Every other station which receives
the RTS frame or the CTS frame knows that a DATA transmission is being initiated
and hence defers its transmission to a later time, for avoiding collisions. Particu-
larly, the station records the DATA/ACK exchange duration by setting its Network
AllocationVector (NAV) to a value thatmatches the transmissionduration indicated
in the RTS and CTS frames. While the NAV is set, the stationwaits before sending its
packet, in order to avoid colliding with the ongoing transmission. Figure 2.1 shows
the data exchange when adopting the RTS/CTS frames exchange aided access solu-
tion.
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Figure 2.1: Data exchange when adopting the RTS/CTS frames exchange aided ac-
cess solution.
TheRTS/CTSmechanism is very effective in terms of systemperformancewhen
large packets are considered. Particularly, as previously noted, when adopting the
basic access for large DATA frames a collision leads to a considerable waste of time.
By contrast, when employing the RTS/CTS mechanism the collision only involves
the shorter RTS/CTS frames and hence less time is wasted.
2.3 COOPERATIVE MAC SCHEMES FOR IEEE 802.11
WLANS
The previous chapter introduced the cooperative approach for mitigating the per-
formance downgrade incurred in faded scenarios and reviewed distributed coding
techniques proposed for the PHY layer in the literature. However, cooperative solu-
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tions are not limited to the PHY layer, and may be adopted at the MAC layer for in-
creasing the performance of wireless networks in terms of throughput and outage.
Particularly, the works of [39, 40] shown that a performance downgrade is
incurred in IEEE 802.11 networks because of slow stations, which occupy the
channel for long periods of time and hence prevent faster nodes from transmit-
ting their DATA frames, ultimately limiting the network throughput. These works
also shown that a cooperative approach may be bene􀅭icial for reducing such per-
formance downgrade by allowingmulti-hop communications through faster relays
when the direct link may only operate at a slow speed because of a low channel
quality. The outage performance may be also improved by noting that, when chan-
nel impairments reduce the link quality to the point that a direct communication
may not take place, the source station can still transmit its DATA frame to the des-
tination by invoking the aid of an appropriate partner.
The following parts review the cooperative solutions for IEEE 802.11 networks
proposed in the literature, with a particular emphasis on the requirements and the
issues that characterise the design of a cooperative MAC protocol for WLANs.
2.3.1 COOPERATIVE MAC PROTOCOLS OVERVIEW AND DESIGN ISSUES
Cooperative MAC control protocols based on the IEEE 802.11 standard modify the
access scheme of station and the following frame exchange by intrinsically allowing
multi-hop transmissions where data is transmitted to the destination with the aid
of a relay station. Diverse proposed solutions differ in the particular way in which
they enable cooperation, in the algorithm adopted for selecting the relay and in the
actual frame exchange strategy. Despite showing signi􀅭icant differences in stations'
behaviours, all the cooperative MAC protocols proposed in the literature address
some of the following design questions, which may be seen as fundamental issues
characterising the design process of a cooperative MAC scheme [41]. Such ques-
tions are:
• whether to cooperate or not to cooperate;
• if cooperation is invoked, how should the helper be identi􀅭ied and selected;
• how to address hidden and exposed terminal problems in a cooperative scen-
ario;
• whether cooperation should be used for improving throughput, for minim-
ising the number of retransmissions (obtained achieving a better BER at the
destination) or for reducing interference.
The following paragraphs provide more literature background on the 􀅭irst two
design issues.
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2.3.1.1 TO COOPERATE OR NOT TO COOPERATE
A design choice that is of paramount importance for de􀅭ining the behaviour of a
cooperative MAC is to decide whether cooperation should be invoked for the up-
coming transmission or if a direct communication is to be preferred, and in the
case where a cooperative approach is adopted how the particular transmission se-
quence should develop. Particularly, cooperative MAC protocols are divided into
two categories based on how they interpret cooperation, namely proactive and re-
active schemes.
In proactive schemes, the decision if cooperation should be invoked is taken be-
fore transmitting, while in reactive schemes cooperation is adopted only when the
transmission on the direct link fails. In particular, proactive schemes aim atmaxim-
ising the throughput by selecting the most prompt transmission before it actually
takes place. Such systemsmay in fact select to transmit to a relay with a high order
modulation mode, which is not supported on the source-destination link, and let
the relay forward the information to the destination, if such transmission sequence
requires less time than the one using the modulation mode supported on the dir-
ect link. Conversely, reactive schemes aim at reducing the error probability at the
destination by providing an additional transmission that experiences independent
fading and shadowing characteristics than the one from the source to the destina-
tion, in the case that the latter was unsuccessful.
These two design strategies are the common base for a wide range of cooperat-
ive solutions that are found in the literature. Particularly, the works of [41, 42, 43,
44, 45, 46, 47] take aproactive approach,while the schemesproposed in [48, 49, 50]
base their transmission strategy on reactive cooperative solutions.
2.3.1.2 RELAY SELECTION MECHANISM
Another design choice which differentiates cooperate MAC protocols is the relay
selection mechanism. Particularly, the relay selection mechanism de􀅭ines the met-
ric that is used for selecting the adopted relaying partner, the mechanism that per-
forms the actual selection and also the particular strategy that is used for informing
the stations involved in the communication about the identity of the chosen relay.
The typical metric that is used for selecting the adopted relay station relies on
channel qualities [41, 43, 44], which are in most case identi􀅭ied with SNR values
on the source-relay and relay-destination links. Such metric choice is motivated
by noting that channel qualities determine whether the relay may understand the
transmission made by the source station and later the success of the relay to des-
tination transmission. Hence, selecting a relay with satisfactory channel quality
characteristics translates to selecting a relay which will successfully receive and
forward information to the destination. Furthermore, higher channel qualities also
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support higher data rates. Hence, selecting relays having high channel qualities to-
wards the source and the destinationmay providemore prompt transmissions due
to the adoption of higher ordermodulationmodes. Manyworksweremotivated by
the above-mentioned considerations, and relay selection schemes based on chan-
nel qualities for achieving faster transmission rates may be found in [42, 45, 46].
Even though SNR is themetric that is typically used for selecting the communic-
ation partner, othermetrics were considered in the literature. Particularly, another
metric that was adopted for discriminating between possible relay stations is en-
ergy. The work of [51, 52] provide relay selection schemes that takes into account
the amount of energy that is used for performing a cooperative transmission for
identifying the most appropriate partner. A further metric considered for the relay
selection problem is spatial reuse. Particularly, the works of [53, 54] select the re-
lay which provides a better spatial reuse, in the sense that it allows minimising the
number of nodes that may not transmit because their are in the collision avoidance
range of the adopted partner.
Cooperative protocols also differ in the practical way of selecting the relay and
notifying its identity to other stations involved in the communication. Particularly,
some cooperative protocols rely on a contention mechanism between possible re-
lay stations [41, 44, 50, 52] for determining the actual partner. A contending re-
lay typically transmits an additional frame for informing the source and destina-
tion stations about its identity, its willingness to cooperate and its network charac-
teristics. Some protocols also introduce busy tones [41, 44], that are transmitted
by contending relays for reserving a time window where they send the additional
identifying frame. Busy tones are typically very short, and are detected by stations
located farther away, since decoding a busy tone is simply achieved by noting that
there is power on the channel, while decoding a frame requires understanding the
bit sequence that it contains and hence is only supported by higher channel qualit-
ies [41].
A different set of cooperative protocols assumes that the adopted partner is de-
cided by the source station before initiating the frame exchange procedure [42, 43,
46]. In such scenario, the source station typically addresses the relay station using
a modi􀅭ied RTS frame, and the relay station replies using an additional frame for
con􀅭irming its willingness to cooperate.
Onemay note that when the relay is chosen by the source station, other stations
do not need to pay attention to the frame exchange. By contrast, when contention
between relays that successfully decoded the signal transmitted from the source is
chosen as the strategy for selecting the partner, every station that may serve as a
potential relay has to decode the source station's transmission. Hence, adopting a
mechanismwhere the identity of the adopted relay station is decided at the source
station may help reducing the energy usage in the network. However, such choice
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comes with some drawbacks. Particularly, the source station may only decide to
rely on a particular relay station based on information about past communications.
Such information may be outdated, particularly in scenarios where channel qualit-
ies vary quickly. By contrast, schemes where relay stations contend to be the active
partner typically rely on more accurate channel state information. This is because
relays stations receive the RTS and CTS frames, and in some cases even the DATA
frame transmitted by the source station, before they are asked to contend for ad-
vertising their willingness to cooperate. Hence, potential relay stations may obtain
information of their current channel state towards both the source and destination
stations from these frames, and ultimately make a more informed guess at their
ability to serve as a good relay for the upcoming transmission sequence.
2.3.2 REVIEW OF COOPERATIVE MEDIUM ACCESS PROTOCOLS
PROPOSED FOR WIRELESS NETWORKS
This section reviews someof themost popular cooperativeMACschemespresented
in the literature. Between these schemes, the CoopMAC protocol is of particular
interest, since it will be used as a base for designing cross-layer cooperative MAC
schemes in the following of these works.
2.3.2.1 THE COOPMAC PROTOCOL
CoopMAC [42, 45] is a proactive cooperative MAC protocol, in which high data rate
stations assist lowdata rate nodes in their transmissions by forwarding their traf􀅭ic.
CoopMAC provides both a higher throughput and a lower interference level in a
wireless network than the IEEE 802.11 DCF scheme.
For enabling cooperation between802.11 stations, the CoopMACprotocolmod-
i􀅭ies the access scheme. Particularly, when a source node has a new packet ready
to send, it decides if cooperation is needed and which will be the helping relay. If
cooperation is invoked and a relay is available, a modi􀅭ied RTS message is used by
the source node to inform the chosen helper. Besides the standard DCF control
packets, CoopMAC introduces a new message, called Helper ready-To-Send (HTS),
which is used by the selected relay to con􀅭irm its willingness to cooperate after it
receives the RTSmessage from the source. If the destination hears theHTS, it sends
a CTSmessage to reserve the channel for the source-relay and the relay-destination
transmissions. When the source station receives both theHTS and the CTS, it trans-
mits the packet to the relay, which will then forward it to the destination. If the
source node does not receive an HTS, a direct transmission takes place. A normal
ACK is used by the destination station to con􀅭irm a successful reception, regardless
of whether the packet was forwarded by the relay or was directly transmitted by
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Figure 2.2: Frame exchange in a network based on the CoopMAC protocol.
the source station. Figure 2.2 shows the data exchange in a network based on the
CoopMAC protocol.
A major part of the CoopMAC protocol consists in obtaining information about
possible helpers. Each station maintains a table for every destination, called Coop-
Table, where all possible helpers are listed. This table can be populated by pass-
ively listening to all ongoing transmissions. Every entry of the table corresponds
to a possible relay and contains its MAC address, the latest time at which a packet
from the relay is received by the station and the potential data rate between the
relay and the destination and between the station and the relay. This information
can be obtained listening to an RTS/CTS exchange between the particular relay and
the destination.
When a stationwants to transmit a packet, it searches for possible helpers in its
CoopTable. If more helpers are available the helper selection criterion invokes the
relay that provides the most prompt transmission.
2.3.2.2 THE RDCF PROTOCOL
The relay-enabled Distributed Coordination Function (rDCF) scheme [43] is an-
other popular proactive MAC scheme, which adopts an approach that is very close
to the one used in the CoopMAC protocol.
In rDCF every station passively listens to RTS/CTS exchanges between other
stations. By extracting the transmission rate from a CTS packet a stationmay know
the channel condition between the sender and the receiver. The station may also
measure the channel conditions between itself and both the CTS source, let it be
node ``𝐴'' and the CTS destination, let it be node ``𝐵''. If the station 􀅭inds out that a
faster transmissionwould have been possible by invoking cooperation and propos-
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ing itself as a partner, it adds the association 𝐴 → 𝐵 into its willing list. Periodically
every station transmits its willing list to its neighbours. When a station receives a
willing list, it searches for associationswhere it is listed as a frame source. If at least
one association is found, then the station from which the willing list originates is
inserted into a relay table.
When a node ``𝐴'' has a packet ready to be transmitted to a destination ``𝐵'', it
􀅭irst searches in its relay table an 𝐴 → 𝐵 row. If such row is not found the transmis-
sion continues using the legacy IEEE 802.11 DCF. Otherwise, 𝐴 chooses the relay
node ``𝑟'' that corresponds to the match in the relay table and starts a cooperat-
ive transmission. More explicitly 𝐴 sends a new frame, called Relay Ready-To-Send
(RRTS1) to the relay. The relay replies with another RRTS2, directed to 𝐴. The
destination node 𝐵 overhears the both the RRTS1 and RRTS2 frames, obtaining in-
formation about the possible data rates between 𝐴 and 𝑟, 𝐴 and 𝐵 and 𝑟 and 𝐵. If
the multi-hop transmission via the relay is faster, 𝐵 sends a Relay Clear-To-Send
(RCTS), which tells 𝐴 to transmit the DATA frame to 𝑟, who will forward it. Other-
wise 𝐵 sends a standard CTS packet and a direct transmission from 𝐴 to 𝐵 takes
place. Further enhancements are provided in rDCF concerning multi-rate use and
rate calculation for the sake of attaining a better performance in particular scen-
arios [43].
2.3.2.3 OC-MAC, AN OPPORTUNISTIC MAC PROTOCOL
The Opportunistic Cooperative MAC (OC-MAC) protocol proposed in [46] provides
relay-aided transmissions with automatic relay selection. OC-MAC also allows to
determine if cooperation should be used or not, basing this decision on a through-
put maximisation criterion. In OC-MAC a novel idea of throughput is used, which
takes into account the probability of successful reception at the receiver and not
only the data rates available on the direct and on the relay-aided channels. A more
detailed analysis on the throughput de􀅭inition andmaximisation in OC-MACwill be
given in the next paragraphs.
The relay selection in OC-MAC is done by the source station. Each station in
the network keeps a table listing all the possible relays it could use. The rows of
this table contain the MAC addresses of the relays, the channel gains between the
node and each relay, and the last time a packet is received from every relay. When
a source station ``𝐴'' has to transmit data to a node ``𝐵'', it 􀅭irstly checks if a relay
is available in its relay table. If there are many, the best relay is chosen (i.e. the one
which has themaximumchannel gain). Then the station checks if the channel is idle
and after completing its backoff it transmits amodi􀅭ied RTS frame that contains the
MAC address of the chosen relay. The relay addressed by the modi􀅭ied RTS decides
whether he wants to cooperate or not. In the 􀅭irst case, after waiting a SIFS time, it
sends a Relay Con􀅭irmation (RC) frame to𝐴. The destination node receives both the
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RTS and the RC frames, and decides if the relay should be used, as further detailed
in the following. When a relay aided transmission is invoked, 𝐵 sends a CTS frame
specifying that the station listed in the modi􀅭ied RTS should be used for relaying
data, otherwise a standard CTS with no con􀅭irmation is sent to 𝐴, which begins a
direct communication.
In OC-MAC the decision on whether to cooperate or not is made by the destin-
ation and is based on a throughput maximisation criterion. This is achieved not
only using the fastest channel among all the possible relays, but also taking into ac-
count the probability of a successful reception at the receiver. More explicitly, the
throughput for the direct link is de􀅭ined as:
𝒮􀎛􀎠􀎩 =
𝑝􀐅
𝑇􀎛􀎠􀎩
,
where 𝑇􀎛􀎠􀎩 is the communication duration using the direct link and 𝑝􀐅 represents
the probability of having a successful direct transmission. By contrast, when a co-
operative communication is invoked, the throughput is de􀅭ined as:
𝒮􀎚􀎦􀎦􀎧 =
𝑝􀐅
𝑇􀎛􀎠􀎩
+
(1 − 𝑝􀐅)𝑝
􀐞
􀐅
𝑇􀐞,
,
where 𝑇􀎛􀎠􀎩 is again the transmission duration when the direct transmission is suc-
cessful, 𝑇􀐞, is the transmission duration using the relay aided multi-hop link and 𝑝
􀐞
􀐅
is the probability of having a successful cooperative communication. The destina-
tion node invokes cooperation sending a modi􀅭ied CTS only if 𝒮􀎚􀎦􀎦􀎧 > 𝒮􀎛􀎠􀎩.
2.3.2.4 A REACTIVE MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL PROTOCOL PROPOSED BY LI YI AND JI
HONG
A reactive MAC protocol is proposed by Yi and Hong in [50]. This protocol further
improves both the Cooperative communication MAC (CMAC) [48] protocol and the
NodeCooperative Stop andWait (NCSW) [49] Automatic Repeat and reQuest (ARQ)
protocol.
In the scheme proposed by Yi and Hong each neighbour of both the source node
and the destination node can help relaying the message. The basic algorithm de-
velops as follows. At 􀅭irst, the source station tries to transmit its data to the destin-
ation. If the direct communication fails, the relay accesses the channel and retrans-
mits the information. In order to select the actual relay, potential partners undergo
through a contention phase. The contention mechanism is priority driven, where
relays having higher channel conditions are given a higher change of being selected
as the actual partner.
Finally, the scheme improves previous solutions by introducing both frame
numbering and traf􀅭ic categories:
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• frame numbering is used to distinguish between original frames and relay
retransmitted frames. In this way multiple-cooperation is avoided (multiple-
cooperation consists in retransmitting already relayed packets) as only
source originated data could be forwarded.
• traf􀅭ic categories are introduced in order to prioritize transmissions of own
data or retransmissions of other stations' data.
2.3.2.5 A DISTRIBUTED COOPERATIVE MAC PROTOCOL BY SHAN ET AL.
In [41] Shan et al. proposed a new MAC protocol for multi-hop wireless networks.
The protocol is based on a proactive approach, however a reactive one can be integ-
rated when retransmissions are considered. Shan et al. address questions as when
to cooperate,whom to cooperate with and provide an automatic relay selection rule
which gives higher priority to the best relays.
The protocol adopts an helper selectionmethodwhere each possible relaymon-
itors the instantaneous channel conditions towards the source and the destination
using as information RTS and CTS frames. Multiple rates are allowed, hence the
helpers canprovide a higher transmission rate than the one available on the source-
destination link. A source initiates its transmission by sending a RTS frame, which
is acknowledged by the destination with a CTS. Each of the common neighbours
of the source and the destination stations hears both the RTS and the CTS frames
and 􀅭inds out the potential maximum cooperative data rate. Every neighbour who
is able to provide a better rate than the one available on the direct link contends to
be the helper as follows.
Firstly, the potential helper sends a Helper Indication (HI), which is similar to
a busy tone and its purpose is to inform the source and the destination of the re-
lay's willingness to cooperate. If there is no HI the source starts a direct transmis-
sion. After sending the HI each potential relay transmits a Ready-To-Help (RTH)
frame after a backoff time that prioritises stations with higher maximum cooper-
ative data rates. After receiving the RTH, the destination sends a Clear-To-Receive
(CTR) frame to notify all helpers to stop contention and to inform the source node
to send data. When two relays collide trying to access the channel the destination
does not send any CTR, and the helperswill resend their RTH frame in a random se-
lected minislot from𝑀minislots, where a minislot duration is equal to the symbol
duration.
When a Negative ACK (NACK) frame is received from the destination, indicating
that the previous exchangewas unsuccessful, data has to be retransmitted. Usually
the helper has better channel conditions than the source, hence a retransmission
by the helper should be chosen. However, when the helper is quickly moving, it
is possible that its channel condition has become worse, thus sometimes a source
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retransmission could be the best solution. To deal with this situation, the helper
and the source station contend to retransmit as follows. The helper increases its
contentionwindowby stepswithin [1, 2), while the sourcenodedoubles it. In order
to avoid multiple-helpers retransmissions, only the prearranged helper (i.e. the
one who won the contention to become the chosen relay) can retransmit data. A
reactive approach could be introduced by letting the helper to cooperate onlywhen
a NACK is received, and not before.
Finally, the protocol provides a way to automatically decide whether to co-
operate or not. The choice is based on channel conditions and on payload length,
and adopts a time minimisation criterion, similarly to solutions proposed for the
CoopMAC and rDCF protocols [42, 43].
2.3.2.6 STUDIES THAT CONSIDER AN IMPERFECT KNOWLEDGE OF THE NETWORK
PARAMETERS
As previously mentioned, many cooperative schemes rely on the assumption that
some stations have a perfect knowledge of some network characteristics, with the
most typical example being channel qualities of links composing the network. Such
assumption is very limiting in a wireless scenario, where mobility and multipath
in􀅭luence the received signal, which shows a time varying behaviour.
Research studies hence considered scenarios where the knowledge of network
parameters is not ideal, but night be corrupted. However, themajority of such stud-
ies idealises either the cooperative protocol description, or dispenses with includ-
ing a detailed physical layer into their analysis, and particularly did not account for
multiple data rates or signal combining at the destination.
A cooperative system using realistic imperfect CSI knowledge is considered
in [55], though the paper does not include multiple rates for transmissions or con-
sider bene􀅭its from channel coding techniques. The temporal characteristics of re-
active relaying are identi􀅭ied in [56], which also discusses the impact of the over-
head involved in setting up a cooperative link on the network performance. The
drawback of [56] is that its analysis again supports only single rate transmissions
and a simple Gilbert-Elliot [57] channel model is adopted. The work of [58] ana-
lyses the performance of a cooperative sensor network, with the drawback of again
dispensingwith adaptivemodulation systems andwith a detailed cooperativeMAC
protocol description.
One may hence observe that research on cooperative systems for the medium
access control layer is limited on theprotocol side by assuming anunrealistic know-
ledge on physical layer quantities, such as SNRvalues, and on the physical layer side
by dispensing with considering higher layer techniques, such as adaptive solutions
and combining at the destination.
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3
MOTIVATIONS AND CONTRIBUTION
This chapter summarises the major limitations of works presented in the literature
that address cooperative transmissions, limitations which motivate the research ef-
forts behind this thesis. The chapter also summarises the actual contribution of this
work and outlines the novel results that are presented in the following chapters.
3.1 RESEARCH GOALS
From the overview of cooperative systems presented in the previous chapters one
may identify some areas of potential research which could improve the results ob-
tained in the reviewed literature papers.
A 􀅭irst interesting topic would be analysing the performance of ef􀅭icient cod-
ing techniques over cooperative links for a wide set of retransmission schemes and
channel qualities. Particularly, literature works are mainly focused on obtaining
asymptotic results by determining the channel capacity of a distributed wireless
system. These works tough are not suited for benchmarking cooperative schemes
that adopt multiple retransmission solutions, both because they assume a poten-
tially in􀅭inite frame length and because calculations involved in determining the
capacity of complex relaying systems are typically challenging.
Secondly, distributed channel coding techniques proposed in the literature typ-
ically target a particular network scenario, where the relay is located at a speci􀅭ic
point between the source station and the destination station. Hence, the code layer
used at the relay and thedecoder adoptedby thedestination are typically optimised
for the 􀅭ixed network situation; if such systems were to be used in other network
environments the design strategy would have to be modi􀅭ied, or at least run again
for adapting to the new network characteristics.
Cooperative MAC layer protocols may also be further enhanced. Particularly, it
seems interesting to study the performance of cooperative access solutions relying
on advanced physical layer techniques, since literatureworks typically assume that
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the access scheme sits on the top of an ideal physical layer. Furthermore, the phys-
ical layer should consider a joint decoding at the destination of the signals gleaned
from the source station and the relay station for the sake of enabling real cooper-
ation. Finally, studies that analyse the behaviour of cooperative access schemes
under imperfect knowledge of the system state might be enhanced for including
rate adaptation and an appropriate relay selection scheme, for the sake of closely
matching the behaviour of existing cooperative MAC protocols.
As a 􀅭inal note, it couldbe also interesting to evaluate other solutions for increas-
ing the network performance of WLANs, which may be complementary to cooper-
ation, or even be amalgamated with it in order to contrive MAC schemes that are
capable of providing a better user experience when a high throughput is required.
3.2 MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS THESIS
This thesis work is motivated by the considerations presented in the previous sec-
tion, and presents novel results that aim both at analysing the performance of the
cooperative PHY andMAC layers techniques and at developing novel solutions cap-
able of outperforming existing ones.
Particularly, this thesis starts with proposing an estimator for the performance
of cooperative retransmission systems relying on ef􀅭icient codes. The proposed es-
timator does not target the asymptotic performance, but rather it aims at being a
benchmark for practical coding schemes, and hence it considers quantities such
as the block length and the modulation mode for an arbitrary retransmission se-
quence.
Once having obtained a benchmarking tool for evaluating the performance of
distributed coding techniques, the thesis addresses the design problem of 􀅭inding
practical schemes that are capable of approaching such limiting performance for a
wide range of network scenarios. Particularly, the thesis proposes a design strategy
that may be used for contriving codes with arbitrary rate that perform close to the
bounding performance for a large set of channel qualities.
The PHY layer contributions mentioned in the previous paragraphs are then
included into a cross-layer designed MAC scheme. Such scheme removes ideal as-
sumptions of literature solutions on the PHY layer, and it shows that relying on ad-
vanced distributed coding techniques may be of bene􀅭it for the network perform-
ance when a cross-layer design strategy and optimisation is taken into account.
The thesis also addresses the problem of estimating the performance of a co-
operative access scheme that relies on imperfect channel knowledge. Furthermore,
novel schemes that are capable of mitigating the performance downgrade caused
by relying on outdated and corrupted channel estimates are also presented.
Finally, the thesis considers the design of MAC protocols that allow achieving
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a better network performance by equipping single nodes with multiple antenna
radiating elements. The work shows that a throughput and delay increase may be
achievedwhen nodesmay bene􀅭it frombeamforming capable antenna systems and
hencemay be able to reduce interference allowingmultiple communications at the
same time. Along this line, the work also proposes guidelines for designing prac-
tical systems that extend the IEEE 802.11 DCF access scheme for enabling multiple
simultaneous transmissions.
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4
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF
COOPERATIVE CODING SCHEMES
This chapter presents an analytic method for assessing the performance of ef􀅲icient
cooperative channel coding schemes. The method is based on the sphere-packing
bound, and does not rely on the choice of a particular encoding scheme. This chapter
details the analytic model, and shows preliminary results of actual code simulations
for verifying the analysis. Further discussions on the choice of ef􀅲icient codes and on
the in􀅲luence of the code design on the performance will be shown in the following
chapters.1
4.1 INTRODUCTION
From the literature overview presented in previous chapters, one may see that co-
operation may be used for enhancing the decoding performance in wireless net-
works. Cooperationmay be improved in faded scenarios by using a combination of
ARQ and Forward Error Correction (FEC) techniques. Furthermore, an additional
performance increasemay be guaranteed by incremental redundancy and adaptive
modulation systems [20, 59].
Despite the recent interest in cooperation, only few papers aimed at theoretic-
ally assessing the performance coded cooperation schemes. The analysis of refer-
ences [60, 61, 62] is based on capacity considerationswhich do not consider adapt-
ive or incremental redundancy systems. An evaluation of the Bit Error Rate (BER)
performance of a decode-and-forward system is presented in [63] considering the
mutual information of bits received from the source and the relay. The drawback
of [63] is that the analysis relies on simulations of a particular code to relate themu-
1The content of this chapter is based on F. Babich andA. Crismani, ``Cooperative coding schemes:
design and performance evaluation'', IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications, vol. 11, pp.
222–235, Jan. 2012.
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tual information to the BER. This chapter presents a novel estimator for assessing
the limiting performance of coded cooperation schemes in wireless scenarios. The
analytic framework is based on the Sphere-Packing Bound (SPB) [64] and allows
one to estimate the limiting performance of cooperative incremental redundancy
systems over a fading channel. The approach is not limited to a speci􀅭ic code struc-
ture, instead it relies on some general characteristics of the transmission, such as
the block-length, the modulation mode and the coding rate.
The chapter considers a general cooperative scenario, that involves transmit-
tingwith differentmodulationmodes at the source and relay stations and accounts
for multiple retransmissions, as proposed for Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) systems. The
chapter shows that the limiting performance is closely approached by the actual
performance obtained by simulations, provided that ef􀅭icient coding schemes are
used both at the source and at the relay stations. Hence, the theoretical analysis
may be seen as a benchmark for the adopted channel code.
4.2 THE SPHERE-PACKING BOUND
The SPB is an analytic method that allows assessing the limiting performance of
an encoding technique over a communication channel, for a 􀅭inite length of the en-
coded bit sequence. More particularly, the SPB relies on general characteristics of
the transmission scheme, such as the coding rate, the modulation mode adopted,
the length of the encoded sequence and the channel quality, rather than focusing on
a particular channel encoding technique, for determining the probability that the
received sequence contains corrupted information [65].
Such a general approach has the advantage of dispensing with ad-hoc and time
consuming simulations of speci􀅭ic encoding schemes for obtaining their BLock Er-
ror Ratio (BLER) performance. The SPB analysis is brie􀅭ly reviewed in the following
of the section.
Consider a digital transmission system, where a sequence of𝑈 information bits
is encoded into a sequence of 𝐵 encoded bits using a channel encoder having a rate
of 𝑅􀐏 = 𝑈/𝐵. These encoded bits are modulated into 𝜆 complex symbols using
a linear modulation mode ℳ and are then transmitted over the communication
channel. Consider the case of an AWGN channel characterised by a SNR value of 𝛾.
The SPB formulates a relation between the coding rate 𝑅􀐏 , the SNR 𝛾, the modula-
tionmodeℳ, the length of the symbol sequence 𝜆 and the block error ratio 𝑃􀏴. The
SPB relation may be expressed as [66]:
𝑃􀏴 > 2
􀍸􀑋[􀏷􀒢􀒟(􀐄􀔇)􀍷􀐛(􀑋)], (4.1)
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where the sphere-packing exponent 𝐸􀎪􀎧 is [67] is obtained as:
𝐸􀎪􀎧(𝑅􀐏) = max
􀑑􀏲􀍭
[𝐸􀍭(𝜌) − 𝑅
􀑑
􀐏 ] , (4.2)
with 𝜌 being an optimisation parameter and the value 𝐸􀍭(𝜌) calculated for a 𝐷 di-
mensional modulation mode consisting of𝑀 input symbols 𝐬􀐙 by a𝐷-fold integra-
tion as follows:
𝐸􀍭(𝜌) = − log􀍯∫
􀏯
􀍸􀏯
…∫
􀏯
􀍸􀏯
[
􀏿
∑
􀐕􀍹􀍮
𝑝􀐕 (𝑓(𝐲|𝐬􀐙))
􀑦
􀑦􀑯􀕉 ]
􀍮􀍷􀑑
d𝐲, (4.3)
where𝑝􀐙 is the probability of the𝑚-th symbol, and, for anAWGNchannel, the prob-
ability that the received signal is 𝐲 given that 𝑠􀐙 was transmitted is:
𝑓(𝐲|𝐬𝐢) =
􀏶
∏
􀐖􀍹􀍮
1
√𝜋𝑁􀍭
𝑒
􀍸
(􀔝􀔎􀑰􀔗􀔍􀔎)
􀑧
􀓸􀑥 . (4.4)
An upper bound to the error probability is given by:
𝑃􀏴 < 2
􀍸􀑋􀏷(􀐄􀔇), (4.5)
where
𝐸(𝑅􀐏) = max
􀍭􀏱􀑑􀏱􀍮
[𝐸􀍭(𝜌) − 𝑅
􀑑
􀐏 ] . (4.6)
One can observe that, as long as the optimising value of 𝜌 is between 0 and 1, the
two bounds are asymptotically equivalents. In the following of this chapter, for an
improved clarity of exposition, the value of (4.1), when neglecting the effect of the
term 𝑜(𝜆), and of (4.5) will be denoted as:
𝑃􀏴 = 𝑃􀏴(𝛾, 𝑅􀐏 ,ℳ, 𝜆). (4.7)
One may note that any of the parameters contained in (4.7) may be calculated
once a value is assigned to the others. In particular, Equation (4.7) allows one to
analytically determine the BLER versus SNR curve 𝑃􀏴 = 𝑃􀏴(𝛾) for a 􀅭ixed coding
rate-modulation pair and length of the symbol sequence. This analytic curve is a
steep function, as shown in Figure 4.1. A similar steep shaped curve is character-
istic of ef􀅭icient channel encoding techniques, such as turbo codes [7] and LDPC
codes [68, 69], that are capable of performing within 1dB from the curve obtained
using the SPB. Hence, one can assess the systemperformance by approximating the
BLER curve of ef􀅭icient coding techniques for different values of SNR using a step
function [65]. More explicitly, one can de􀅭ine a success threshold 𝛾􀐠, that represents
the SNR value that guarantees achieving a target BLER performance. The success
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Figure 4.1: Block error ratio versus SNR curve as obtained using the SPB for the
BPSK and 16QAM modulation modes and codes having rates of 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍮
􀍰
(∘), 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍯
􀍰
and ( ) 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
( )
thresholdmay be used for determiningwhether a transmission is successful or not.
Particularly, a transmission is considered successful if the SNR satis􀅭ies the inequal-
ity 𝛾 > 𝛾􀐠, while it is considered unsuccessful otherwise. The threshold 𝛾􀐠 may be
evaluated using the SPB and is calculated as the SNR yielding:
𝑃􀏴(𝛾􀐠) = 10
􀍸􀍮, (4.8)
as proposed in [70].
Another system parameter may be determined by considering a given SNR in-
stead of a given code rate. Particularly, consider a transmission at a 􀅭ixed SNR value
of 𝛾, using amodulationmodeℳ and transmitting a number of symbols equal to 𝜆.
The relationof Equation (4.7) allowsobtaining themaximumcode rate that guaran-
tees a target BLER. This code rate is referred to as the equivalent rate of the system,
and will be used in the following sections for assessing the performance of cooper-
ative scenarios.
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4.3 THE PERFORMANCE OF COOPERATIVE CODING
SCHEMES
The previous section brie􀅭ly summarised the sphere-packing bound theory, show-
ing that the performance of a coding scheme over an AWGN channel having a chan-
nel quality that does not vary over time may be obtained using an analytic ex-
pression. However, a cooperative scenario involves multiple communications over
channels having different qualities that may vary because of fading.
Particularly, a cooperative communication consists of a sequence ofmany single
transmission attempts, carried out either by the source station or by the chosen re-
lay, that ends when the destination successfully recovers the transmitted inform-
ation or the maximum number of attempts is reached. The transmission attempts
occur at different times, and hence they may experience different channel condi-
tions. Finally, the different attempts may or may not contain the same coded bits,
and in the more general case a coded bit may be transmitted only in a single at-
tempt, in a subset of all the transmission attempts, in every attempt, or may not
even be transmitted at all.
Given the signi􀅭icant difference between the single transmissions composing a
cooperative communication, the simple relation between the block error ratio and
the channel code characteristic of (4.7), which assumes having a single encoded
sequence where every bit is transmitted once and experiences the same channel
quality as other bits, may not be used in a straightforward fashion for determin-
ing the performance of a cooperative scheme, whose evaluation requires a more
general approach.
The following subsections present a general framework, that is again based on
the SPB, for evaluating whether a cooperative communication is successfully re-
ceived at the destination. The analysis is divided into two parts. Firstly, the SPB
theory is extended to account for a repetition cooperative scenario, where the des-
tination receives two versions of the same encoded sequence, being one version
gleaned from the source station and the other from the relay. Secondly, the analysis
is extended to account for cooperative schemes composed of many attempts and
relying on incremental encoding techniques, where different bits are transmitted
in each attempt.
4.3.1 REPETITION COOPERATIVE SCHEMES
Consider a repetition decode-and-forward cooperative scheme, where the destin-
ation station receives two copies of the same 𝐵 bits encoded with a rate 𝑅􀐏 . The
two copies are transmitted by the source station and by the relay, using possibly
different modulation schemesℳ􀐅􀏶 andℳ􀐄􀏶 and hence obtaining sequences con-
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taining 𝜆􀐅􀏶 and 𝜆􀐄􀏶 symbols, respectively. Furthermore, note that the qualities of
the two copies may be signi􀅭icantly different, given that they are received from dif-
ferent sources, and that in a typical cooperative scenario the quality of the relay-
destination link is higher than the one of the source-destination link, otherwise co-
operation would not be helpful. Particularly, denote the instantaneous SNR values
on the source-destination, source-relay and relay-destination links by 𝛾􀐅􀏶, 𝛾􀐅􀐄 and
𝛾􀐄􀏶, respectively.
The reader may recall that the purpose of this section is to assess the perform-
ance of a cooperative scheme. Hence it is assumed that the relay can successfully
decode the signal transmitted by the source station, i.e. the value 𝛾􀐅􀐄 is chosen to
support an error-free decoding. A more detailed HARQ system, where the relay
station might not be able to decode the signal broadcasted by the source station,
is thoroughly analysed in Section 4.3.4. Furthermore, the modulation modesℳ􀐅􀏶
andℳ􀐄􀏶 are chosen independently by the source station and by the relay, and this
section dispenses with an in-depth analysis of the adaptive modulation scheme.
A simple adaptive scheme that maximises the throughput of a cooperative com-
munication scheme is presented and analysed in Section 4.3.3. A more detailed
discussion on adaptive schemes for cooperative communications may be found in
Chapters 6 and 7, which analyse the adaptive scheme from aMAC layer perspective
and account for the relay selection algorithm and for the case where the channel
information may be corrupted or outdated.
The performance of the repetition scheme may be de􀅭ined in terms of the suc-
cess thresholds of the source-destination and relay-destination links. Particularly,
one may note that the single transmission on the source-destination link sees a
channel quality that does not vary over time. Hence, one can use the SPB for de-
termining the SNR value that guarantees the target BLER performance of 10􀍸􀍮.
Such SNR value is referred to as the success threshold 𝛾􀐠􀓽􀓮 for the selected cod-
ing rate-modulation mode pair on the source-destination link. That is, the success
threshold 𝛾􀐠􀓽􀓮 is the SNR value obtained using the SPB that satis􀅭ies:
10􀍸􀍮 = 𝑃􀏴(𝛾􀐠􀓽􀓮 , 𝑅􀐏 ,ℳ􀐅􀏶, 𝜆􀐅􀏶). (4.9)
Similarly, considering the relay-destination link where the transmission is carried
out over a channel of constant quality 𝛾􀐄􀏶, one can de􀅭ine the success threshold 𝛾􀐠􀓼􀓮
for the selected coding rate-modulation mode pair as the SNR that satis􀅭ies:
10􀍸􀍮 = 𝑃􀏴(𝛾􀐠􀓼􀓮 , 𝑅􀐏 ,ℳ􀐄􀏶, 𝜆􀐄􀏶). (4.10)
The two success thresholds may be combined for determining whether the
whole cooperative communicationmay be correctly decoded at the destination sta-
tion.
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Assume at 􀅭irst that the samemodulation is used for both the copies transmitted
by the source and the relay stations. In such a scenario, the success thresholds for
the source-destination transmission and for the relay-destination transmission are
the same, i.e. 𝛾􀐠􀓽􀓮 = 𝛾􀐠􀓼􀓮 = 𝛾􀐠, given that the two transmissions are characterised
by the same coding rate, encoded bits, modulation mode, and target BLER of 10􀍸􀍮.
When the same modulation mode is used for the copies, the cooperative com-
munication may be seen as a single transmission using the same coding rate and
modulation mode of the two cooperative attempts that takes place over a channel
characterised by an SNR value of 𝛾􀐅􀏶+𝛾􀐄􀏶. Hence, one can compare the SNR value
of the equivalent system with the success threshold 𝛾􀐠 that characterises the de-
coding behaviour of such a transmission scheme, and the combined transmission
is considered successful if the value of 𝛾􀐅􀏶 + 𝛾􀐄􀏶 satis􀅭ies the inequality:
𝛾􀐅􀏶 + 𝛾􀐄􀏶 > 𝛾􀐠. (4.11)
By recalling that 𝛾􀐠 represents the success threshold of both links, the above in-
equality may be also seen as a linear interpolation between the success thresholds
of the two links. More explicitly, (4.11) may be rewritten as:
𝛾􀐄􀏶 > 𝛾􀐠 − 𝛾􀐅􀏶 = 𝛾􀐠 (1 −
𝛾􀐅􀏶
𝛾􀐠
) . (4.12)
The above linear expression may be extended to approximate the success per-
formance of a combined transmission in a decode-and-forward scheme where the
source and relay stationsusedifferentmodulationmodes. Inparticular, a combined
transmission is assumed to be error-free if the following condition is met:
𝛾􀐄􀏶 > 𝛾􀐠􀓼􀓮 (1 −
𝛾􀐅􀏶
𝛾􀐠􀓽􀓮
) . (4.13)
One can observe that the condition expressed by Equation (4.13) reduces
to (4.11) if the same modulation modes are used on the source-destination and
relay-destination links. Hence, in such situation, the bound of (4.13) is exact. Con-
versely, when different modulation modes are used, the inequality of (4.13) is an
approximated expression for the limiting performance.
Such approximation is justi􀅭ied in the following paragraphs both by providing
simulated results that con􀅭irm its accuracy and by comparing it with the Informa-
tion Outage Criterion (IOC) proposed by Valenti in [71].
The information outage criterion is an analytic technique proposed by Valenti
in [71] for determining whether a single transmission is successfully decoded or
not. More particularly, the mutual information criterion considers a single trans-
mission to be successful if the mutual information between the 𝐵 received Log-
LikelihoodRatio (LLR) values and the corresponding transmitted bits is higher that
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the coding rate of that transmission. The mutual information 𝐼(𝑥; ?̃?) between an
LLR ?̃? and its corresponding bit 𝑥, where 𝑥 takes the values +1,−1 with the same
probability of 0.5, is de􀅭ined as:
𝐼(𝑥; ?̃?) =
1
2
∑
􀐤􀍹􀍸􀍮,􀍮
∫
􀏯
􀏯
𝑓?̃?(?̃?|𝑥) log􀍯
2𝑓?̃?(?̃?|𝑥)
𝑓?̃?(?̃?| + 1) + 𝑓?̃?(?̃?| − 1)
𝑑?̃?, (4.14)
where 𝑓?̃? is the probability that the real valued LLR is ?̃? given that the bit 𝑥 was
transmitted. It can be shown that, if 𝑓?̃? is a Gaussian distributed random variable
having mean of√
􀑒􀑧?̃?
􀍱
and variance 𝜎􀍯?̃? , the mutual information may be rewritten as:
𝐼(𝑥; ?̃?) = 𝐽(𝜎?̃?), (4.15)
where the function 𝐽 is a monotonic crescent function and is de􀅭ined as:
𝐽(𝜎) = 1 −∫
􀏯
􀏯
𝑒
[􀍸
(?̃?􀑰
􀕊
􀑧 )
􀑧
􀑧􀕊􀑧
]
√2𝜋𝜎􀍯
log􀍯[1 + 𝑒
􀍸?̃?]d?̃? (4.16)
It can be shown that applying themutual information criterion to a cooperative
communication yields a linear formulation for the success threshold that parallels
the SPB predicted threshold of Equation (4.13).
Particularly, consider at 􀅭irst a non-cooperative scenario using the BPSK mode
for transmitting information. The received signal may be expressed as:
𝐲 = 𝐱 + 𝐧, (4.17)
where 𝐧 is the noise vector, whose elements 𝑛􀐕 are distributed according to 𝑛􀐕 ∼
𝒩(0,
􀐀􀑥
􀍯
) and 𝑁􀍭 =
􀍮
􀑃􀓽􀓮
.
The LLRs that are produced by the soft demapper for the sequence of received
BPSK encoded symbols 𝐲 are:
?̃? =
4
𝑁􀍭
𝐲 =
4
𝑁􀍭
(𝐱 + 𝐧) (4.18)
One can note from (4.18) that the LLRs are Gaussian distributedwith variance𝜎􀍯􀏾 =
􀍵
􀐀􀑥
, as further detailed in [72], and hence the mutual information 𝐼(𝐱; ?̃?) between
the LLRs and the transmitted bits depends only on the noise power density𝑁􀍭 and
may be obtained as:
𝐼(𝐱; ?̃?) = 𝐽 (√𝜎􀍯􀏾 ) = 𝐽 (√
8
𝑁􀍭
) = 𝐽 (√8𝛾􀐅􀏶) , (4.19)
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as shown previously.
The information outage criterion of [71] considers the non-cooperative trans-
mission to be successful if:
𝑅􀐏 < 𝐼(𝐱; ?̃?) = 𝐽(√8𝛾􀐅􀏶). (4.20)
The system's limiting performance may be then obtained by substituting the in-
equality with an equal operator, and the minimum SNR supporting an error free
decoding is found to be 𝛾􀐅􀏶 =
􀍮
􀍵
[𝐽􀍸􀍮(𝑅􀐏)]
􀍯. Note that the previous analysis's only
assumption is that the LLRs ?̃? are Gaussian distributed.
Consider now the repetition cooperative system under study. Denote the LLRs
pertaining to the bits received by the destination from the source station with ?̃?􀎐􀎁
and, similarly, denote the LLRs pertaining to the bits received from the relay with
?̃?􀎏􀎁. Considering again a BPSK modulated system, the LLR sequences ?̃?􀎐􀎁 and ?̃?􀎏􀎁
are Gaussian distributed, similarly to the non-cooperative scenario. Particularly,
let the variance of the LLR sequence pertaining to bits received from the source
stationbe𝜎􀍯?̃?􀒈􀑹 and thevarianceof theLLRsequencepertaining tobits received from
the relay be 𝜎􀍯?̃?􀒇􀑹 . The MRC decoder operates using the sum of the LLRs pertaining
to each encoded bit. Hence, the information outage criterion considers a decoded
sequence to be error free if
𝑅􀐏 < 𝐼(𝐱; ?̃?􀎐􀎁 + ?̃?􀎏􀎁). (4.21)
It was shown in [73] that, for the case where ?̃?􀎐􀎁 and ?̃?􀎏􀎁 are Gaussian distrib-
uted, the mutual information 𝐼(𝐱; ?̃?􀎐􀎁 + ?̃?􀎏􀎁)may be expressed as:
𝐼(𝐱; ?̃?􀎐􀎁 + ?̃?􀎏􀎁) = 𝐽 (√[𝐽􀍸􀍮 (𝐼(𝐱; ?̃?􀎐􀎁))]
􀍯 + [𝐽􀍸􀍮 (𝐼(𝐱; ?̃?􀎏􀎁))]
􀍯) . (4.22)
Recalling that 𝐼(𝐱; ?̃?􀎐􀎁) = 𝐽 (√𝜎
􀍯
?̃?􀒈􀑹) and 𝐼(𝐱; ?̃?􀎏􀎁) = 𝐽 (√𝜎
􀍯
?̃?􀒇􀑹), Equation (4.22)
can be rewritten as:
𝐼(𝐱; ?̃?􀎐􀎁 + ?̃?􀎏􀎁) = 𝐽 (√[𝐽􀍸􀍮 (𝐽 (√𝜎
􀍯
?̃?􀒈􀑹))]
􀍯
+ [𝐽􀍸􀍮 (𝐽 (√𝜎􀍯?̃?􀒇􀑹))]
􀍯
)
= 𝐽 (√(√𝜎􀍯?̃?􀒈􀑹)
􀍯
+ (√𝜎􀍯?̃?􀒇􀑹)
􀍯
)
= 𝐽 (√𝜎􀍯?̃?􀒈􀑹 + 𝜎
􀍯
?̃?􀒇􀑹) . (4.23)
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Hence, the information outage criterion bound formulates a linear relation
between the quantities 𝜎􀍯?̃?􀒈􀑹 and 𝜎
􀍯
?̃?􀒇􀑹 , provided that Gaussian distributed LLRs are
fed to the decoder. It is known that using a BPSK or a QPSK modulation mode
provides Gaussian distributed LLRs, while the LLRs of bits received using higher or-
derQAMmodulationmodes arenotGaussiandistributed [74]. Nonetheless, aGaus-
sian distribution has been used for approximating the probability density function
of LLRs of higher order QAM modulation modes in order to analyse the perform-
ance of bit-interleaved coded systems [75]. The Gaussian approximation of [75]
motivates the use of Equation (4.13) as an approximation of the bound for higher
order QAMmodulation sets.
Figure4.2 compares thebound calculatedusing the SPBand theproposed linear
interpolation with the bound based on the information outage criterion. Particu-
larly, Figure 4.2 plots the SNR 𝛾􀐄􀏶 required on the relay-destination link for achiev-
ing the target BLER at the destination for a given value of SNR 𝛾􀐅􀏶 on the source-
destination link. 𝐵 =
􀐇
􀐄􀔇
= 10􀍲 bits are transmitted by the source station and then
forwarded by the relay, and the bounds are plotted for different modulation mode
couples and coding rates.
It can be seen that the cooperative bound based on the SPB and on the linear
approximation is very close to the information outage criterion for the BPSK-QPSK
modulation couple, when LLRs are Gaussian distributed. A good degree of agree-
ment is also found using modulation mode couples that do not have Gaussian dis-
tributed LLRs. Finally, it has to be noted that the information outage criterion as-
sumes an in􀅭inite block length, while the proposed SPB based bound correctly ac-
counts for a 􀅭inite length encoding.
For further verifying the accuracy of the SPB based estimator, Figure 4.3 com-
pares the limiting value of 𝛾􀐄􀏶 for a given SNR 𝛾􀐅􀏶 obtained using Equation (4.13)
with the actual performance of a systematic turbo code for a system adopting a
code rate of 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
. It can be seen that the SPB accurately predicts the actual per-
formance of the coded system, both in the case where the same modulation mode
is used on the source-destination and on the relay-destination links and in the case
where the modulation modes on the two links are different.
Finally, consider now a scenario where the channel qualities 𝛾􀐅􀏶 and 𝛾􀐄􀏶 on
the source-destination and relay-destination links are 􀅭ixed. Assume also that the
modulationmodesℳ􀐅􀏶 andℳ􀐄􀏶 and that the number of encoded bits𝐵 are given.
In such case, the success thresholds 𝛾􀐠􀓽􀓮 and 𝛾􀐠􀓼􀓮 only depend on the code rate used
by the source and by the relay stations for generating the encoded bit sequence.
Hence, similarly to the non cooperative case, one can determine themaximum code
rate that guarantees a target BLER at the destination by substituting the inequality
in Equation (4.13) with an equal operator. The coding rate 𝑟􀎜􀎨 that yields success
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between the information outage criterion of [71] and the
limiting performance obtained using Equation (4.13).
thresholds 𝛾􀐠􀓽􀓮 and 𝛾􀐠􀓼􀓮 that satisfy:
𝛾􀐄􀏶 = 𝛾􀐠􀓼􀓮 (1 −
𝛾􀐅􀏶
𝛾􀐠􀓽􀓮
) . (4.24)
is de􀅭ined as the equivalent rate of the repetition cooperative system.
4.3.2 INCREMENTAL COOPERATIVE SCHEME
The previous section shown that the SPB theory may be used for obtaining an es-
timator of the limiting performance of a cooperative coded systemwhere the relay
decodes and forwards the same bit sequence transmitted by the source station, al-
beit possibly using a different modulation mode.
This section extends the analysis to the general case where the source station
and the relay station may transmit multiple times and each transmission may con-
tain a different set of encoded bits. Particularly, this section considers an HARQ
system [76, 77], where a transmission sequence consists of multiple attempts, that
may be carried out either by the source station or by the relay. Each of these at-
tempts may contain a different set of encoded bits, where the set is obtained by ap-
plying a particular puncturing scheme to a mother code. Again, since the purpose
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between the SPB limit (solid) and the actual simulated
performance of a turbo coded system ( ) using different combinations
of modulation modes for the source-destination and relay-destination
links in a repetition cooperative scheme.
of the section is to evaluate the performance of a cooperative incremental trans-
mission, it is assumed that the relay is able to perform an error-free decoding of
the signal transmitted by the source station.
Consider the 𝐾-th step of an incremental forwarding scheme, consisting of 𝐼
attempts transmitted by the source station and 𝐽 = 𝐾 − 𝐼 attempts transmitted by
the relay. Denote the decoding rate obtained after receiving the joint transmission
sequence composed by the 𝐾 attempts by 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀏽 .
The key idea for analysing the success of such step is to divide the 𝐿 bits that
have been transmitted within the 􀅭irst 𝐾 attempts into groups containing bits that
are received the same number of times and from the same paths. Particularly, As-
sume to divide the 𝐿 bits transmitted within the 􀅭irst𝐾 attempts of the incremental
process into 𝑁 segments of respective lengths 𝑙􀐚 (1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁, ∑
􀐀
􀐚􀍹􀍮 𝑙􀐚 = 𝐿). All the
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bits contained in the 𝑛-th segment have been received a number 𝑖∗ (0 ≤ 𝑖∗ ≤ 𝐼)
of times from the source station with the modulation modeℳ􀐅􀏶 and a number 𝑗
∗
(0 ≤ 𝑗∗ ≤ 𝐽) of times by the relay station with the modulation mode ℳ􀐄􀏶. The
SNR of the 𝑖-th of the 𝑖∗ attempts received from the source station is denoted by 𝛾􀐚,􀐕􀐅􀏶
(0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑖∗). Similarly, the SNR of the 𝑗-th of the 𝑗∗ attempts received from the relay
is denoted by 𝛾􀐚,􀐖􀐄􀏶 (0 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑗∗).
Each of the 𝑁 segments contributes to the success of the incremental scheme.
Particularly, each segmentmaybe characterised by two SNRvalues, namely 𝛾􀐚􀐅􀏶 and
𝛾􀐚􀐄􀏶, that aggregate the qualities of the bits contained in the particular segment over
the 𝑖∗ different attempts transmitted on the source-destination link and over the 𝑗∗
different attempts transmitted on the relay-destination link, respectively. These
SNR quantities are obtained as:
𝛾􀐚􀐅􀏶 =
􀐕∗
∑
􀐕􀍹􀍭
𝛾􀐚,􀐕􀐅􀏶 and 𝛾
􀐚
􀐄􀏶 =
􀐖∗
∑
􀐖􀍹􀍭
𝛾􀐚,􀐖􀐄􀏶. (4.25)
The two quantities 𝛾􀐚􀐅􀏶 and 𝛾
􀐚
􀐄􀏶, together with the modulation modes ℳ􀐅􀏶 and
ℳ􀐄􀏶, completely characterise the contribution of the 𝑛-th segment. Particularly,
as shown in the previous section, 𝛾􀐚􀐅􀏶 and 𝛾
􀐚
􀐄􀏶 allow one to calculate the equivalent
coding rate 𝑟􀐚􀎜􀎨 for the 𝑛-th segment. The equivalent rate 𝑟
􀐚
􀎜􀎨 represents the max-
imum coding rate that may be used by the source station and by the relay for the
𝑛-th segment.
The success of the whole incremental scheme may be determined by weighing
the contribution of the single segments. In particular, one can obtain an estimate of
the maximum code rate that the system supports by averaging the equivalent rate
values of the single segments, after scaling such values according to the length of
the segments. If the actual code rate is less than the maximum allowed rate, the
incremental scheme is successful. Using a more formal notation, de􀅭ine as sustain-
able rate 𝑟􀎪􀎬􀎪 the maximum code rate for the whole transmission that provides an
error-free decoding. The sustainable rate is obtained as the weighted average of
the equivalent rates of the 𝑁 segments:
𝑟􀎪􀎬􀎪 =
􀐀
∑
􀐚􀍹􀍮
𝑤􀐚𝑟
􀐚
􀎜􀎨, (4.26)
where 𝑤􀐚 = 𝑙􀐚/𝐿 is the weight factor for the 𝑛-th segment. Recalling that the used
channel code has a rate equal to 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀏽 , the transmission is successful if:
𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀏽 < 𝑟􀎪􀎬􀎪. (4.27)
The analysis is validated by simulations in Figure 4.4, that shows the SNR re-
quired on the relay-destination link to achieve the target BLER of 𝑃􀏴 = 10
􀍸􀍮 for
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between the SPB limit (solid) and the actual simulated
performance of a turbo coded system ( ) using different combinations
of modulation modes for the source-destination and relay-destination
links in an incremental cooperative scheme.
incremental systems that transmit two or three attempts and for different code
rates used for the single attempts. A slow fading scenario is considered, where the
channel quality values are constant over different attempts, i.e. 𝛾􀐚,􀐕􀐅􀏶 = 𝛾􀐅􀏶 and
𝛾􀐚,􀐖􀐄􀏶 = 𝛾􀐄􀏶 ∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑛. Hence, in the slow fading scenario the qualities characterising
each segment are given by 𝛾􀐚􀐅􀏶 = 𝛾􀐅􀏶 and 𝛾
􀐚
􀐄􀏶 = 𝛾􀐄􀏶. The incremental coding
scheme used is a non-systematic distributed turbo code scheme, where each at-
tempt contains both information and parity bits. Its design is further detailed in
the following chapters, and in particular in Chapter 5, which addresses the design
problem of 􀅭inding schemes that are capable of approaching the limiting perform-
ance.
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4.3.3 HOW TO COOPERATE
The proposed analytic frameworkmay be used for identifying the best pair ofmod-
ulations to be adopted by the source and the relay stations in a cooperative commu-
nication. This subsection exempli􀅭ies how to use the SPB as a tool for determining
the best cooperation mode for a system consisting of two transmission attempts.
Consider a scheme consisting of two attempts, the 􀅭irst transmitted by the
source station and the second forwarded by the relay. The modulation modesℳ􀐅􀏶
andℳ􀐄􀏶, used respectively by the source and by the relay, are chosen between a
set of modulation modes consisting of the Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK), the
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), the Sixteen Quadrature Amplitude Modu-
lation (16QAM) and the Sixty-Four Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (64QAM).
Denote with 𝜂(ℳ) the number of bits mapped to each transmitted symbol by the
modulationmodeℳ. Furthermore, assume to considermodulationmodes couples
consisting of the same modulation mode or of adjacent modulation modes for the
source and the relay stations' transmissions, where the relay uses the higher order
mode in the case of different modulations. This choice is justi􀅭ied by noting that a
good quality on the relay-destination link allows one to use an high order modula-
tion on the source-destination link and hence to transmit less symbols, achieving a
faster communication, as can be seen later in Figure 4.6.
Since the purpose of this section is to evaluate the best way to cooperate, it is
assumed that the quality of the source-relay link guarantees an error-free decoding
at the relay of the signal transmitted by the source, independently of the chosen
modulation modeℳ􀐅􀏶.
Name as available mode pair a couple of modulations satisfying (4.13) for repe-
tition schemes or (4.27) for incremental schemes for a given sequence of SNRs on
the source-destination and relay-destination links. The number of symbols trans-
mitted by a cooperative scheme using a modulation mode couple (ℳ􀐅􀏶,ℳ􀐄􀏶) on
the source-destination and relay-destination links may be calculated as:
Λ􀎚􀎦􀎦􀎧(ℳ􀐅􀏶,ℳ􀐄􀏶) =
𝐵
𝜂(ℳ􀐅􀏶)
+
𝐵
𝜂(ℳ􀐄􀏶)
. (4.28)
The best modulation mode couple (ℳ∗􀐅􀏶,ℳ
∗
􀐄􀏶) is the available pair of modu-
lations that transmits the least number of symbols. Formally, the best modulation
mode couple may be obtained as:
(ℳ∗􀐅􀏶,ℳ
∗
􀐄􀏶) = argmin
(ℳ􀓽􀓮,ℳ􀓼􀓮)
{Λ􀎚􀎦􀎦􀎧(ℳ􀐅􀏶,ℳ􀐄􀏶)} , (4.29)
subject to: (ℳ􀐅􀏶,ℳ􀐄􀏶) satis􀅭ies (4.13) or (4.27).
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the available transmission mode couple providing
the fastest communication for different SNRs on the source-destination and relay-
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Figure 4.5: Best modulation mode couple for S's and R's transmissions of a two at-
tempts cooperative scheme under repetition forwarding for different
values of 𝛾􀐅􀏶 and 𝛾􀐄􀏶.
destination links for repetition and incremental schemes consisting of two at-
tempts, respectively. Only values 𝛾􀐅􀏶 < 𝛾􀐄􀏶 are considered, since cooperation is
only helpful when the quality of the relay-destination link is higher than the one
of the source-destination link, while a direct transmission is to be preferred other-
wise.
4.3.4 PERFORMANCE OF THE COOPERATIVE HARQ SYSTEM
The previous section presented how to assess the success of a cooperative sys-
tem relying on HARQ techniques and how to select the best modulation modes
to be used by the source and by the relay stations. This section uses these res-
ults for determining the limiting throughput, delay and outage performance of the
cooperative scheme for diverse propagation conditions, including block and slow
fading. The section also presents results for an adaptive system that maximises the
throughput of the system.
Consider a scenario consisting of a source station, a destination and a relay loc-
ated between them. Denote the average SNR on the source-destination link by
Γ􀐅􀏶, the average SNR on the source-relay link by Γ􀐅􀐄 and the average SNR on the
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Figure 4.6: Best modulation mode couple for S's and R's transmissions of a two at-
tempts cooperative scheme under incremental forwarding for different
values of 𝛾􀐅􀏶 and 𝛾􀐄􀏶.
relay-destination link by Γ􀐄􀏶. The results provided consider average SNRs values
of Γ􀐄􀏶|􀎛􀍿 = Γ􀐅􀐄|􀎛􀍿 = Γ􀐅􀏶|􀎛􀍿 + 4.51 dB. These values correspond to a network
topology where the relay is located half-way between the source and the destina-
tion stations and the source-relay path forms an angle of value
􀑐
􀍱
with the source-
destination path, and to a propagation environment characterised by a path loss
value of 𝛼 = 3.
The single transmissions are affected by fading. Particularly, name with 𝛾􀐅􀏶 =
ℎ􀐅􀏶 Γ􀐅􀏶, 𝛾􀐅􀐄 = ℎ􀐅􀐄 Γ􀐅􀐄 and 𝛾􀐄􀏶 = ℎ􀐄􀏶 Γ􀐄􀏶 the instantaneous SNR values on
the source-destination, source-relay and relay-destination links, respectively. The
quantity ℎ represents the fading envelope. Results are provided for a Rayleigh
faded scenario, hence ℎ is exponentially distributed with mean and variance equal
to unity.
Finally, this section considers the performance of schemes composed by codes
having a rate of 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
. Similar results have been obtained using schemes formed
by codes having rates of 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍱
􀍲
and 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍮􀍳
􀍮􀍴
.
Consider a slow fading scenario, where the instantaneous link qualities remain
constant over a transmission sequence, i.e. the values 𝛾􀐅􀏶, 𝛾􀐅􀐄 and 𝛾􀐄􀏶 are the same
for all the transmission attempts. A number 𝐵 = 1800 of encoded bits is transmit-
ted in each attempt, where the encoded bit sequence is generated from 𝑈 = 1600
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information bits.
The transmission sequence develops as follows. The source station transmits
the 􀅭irst group of bits, which is received both by the relay and by the destination.
If the relay successfully decodes the received information it forwards the following
group of bits, which is otherwise transmitted by the source station. The transmis-
sion sequence endswhen the destination successfully decodes the received inform-
ation or when the maximum number of attempts has been reached.
The transmission sequence may be modelled by using two indexes, namely 𝑠
and 𝑡. The index 𝑠 denotes the attempts transmitted by the source, while the index
𝑡 denotes all the transmitted attempts. Hence, at the stage (𝑠, 𝑡) the destination
received the 􀅭irst 𝑠 attempts from the source stationwith SNR 𝛾􀐅􀏶 and the following
𝑡 − 𝑠 attempts from the relay with SNR 𝛾􀐄􀏶.
Namewith 𝛾􀐟􀐠􀓽􀓮 the SNR required on the source-destination link to correctly de-
code at the destination the information received in the 􀅭irst 𝑠 attempts from the
source station. Similarly, name with 𝛾􀐟􀐠􀓽􀓼 the SNR required on the source-relay link
to correctly decode at the relay the information received from the source station
after it transmitted the 􀅭irst 𝑠 attempts. Finally, name with 𝛾􀐟,􀐠􀐠􀓼􀓮 the minimum SNR
on the relay-destination link supporting an error-free decoding at the destination
at the stage (𝑠, 𝑡).
The success thresholds 𝛾􀐟􀐠􀓽􀓮 , 𝛾
􀐟
􀐠􀓽􀓼 and 𝛾
􀐟,􀐠
􀐠􀓼􀓮 introduced before may be evaluated
using the SPB, as shown in the previous subsection. Particularly, these threshold
values may be obtained by considering the particular HARQ system obtained at
the (𝑠, 𝑡) stage and evaluating for such scheme the SNR values that satisfy (4.13)
or (4.27) with an equal operator.
Note also that when bits are received from both the source station and the relay
(i.e. 𝑡 > 𝑠), the destination combines their LLRs and performs a joint decoding.
Hence, the relay to destination threshold 𝛾􀐟,􀐠􀐠􀓼􀓮 depends on 𝛾􀐅􀏶.
The probability that the destination successfully decodes the information at the
(𝑠, 𝑡) stage may be obtained by averaging over fading the probabilities that the in-
stantaneous SNRs are higher than the thresholds 𝛾􀐟􀐠􀓽􀓮 , 𝛾
􀐟
􀐠􀓽􀓼 and 𝛾
􀐟,􀐠
􀐠􀓼􀓮 . The mathem-
atical formulation is presented in the following.
Denote the cumulative distribution function of an SNR value with 𝐹􀑃(𝛾) =
􀍮
􀎴
(1 − 𝑒􀍸
􀔻
􀒬 ) and assume 𝛾􀍭􀐠􀓽􀓮 = 𝛾
􀍭
􀐠􀓽􀓼 = 𝛾
􀐟,􀐟
􀐠􀓼􀓮 = +∞. The probability 𝑝
􀐟,􀐠
􀐟 of having a
successful transmission at the stage (𝑠, 𝑡)may be calculated as:
𝑝􀐟,􀐠􀐟 =
⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩
1 − 𝐹􀑃􀓽􀓮(𝛾
􀐟
􀐠􀓽􀓮) 𝑠 = 1
[𝐹􀑃􀓽􀓮(𝛾
􀐟􀍸􀍮
􀐠􀓽􀓮 ) − 𝐹􀑃􀓽􀓮(𝛾
􀐟
􀐠􀓽􀓮)] 𝑝
􀐄
􀐒 (𝑠 − 1) 𝑡 = 𝑠 > 1
∫
􀑃􀔗􀔘􀓽􀓮
􀍭
[𝐹􀑃􀓼􀓮(𝛾
􀐟,􀐠􀍸􀍮
􀐠􀓼􀓮 ) − 𝐹􀑃􀓼􀓮(𝛾
􀐟,􀐠
􀐠􀓼􀓮)]
𝑝􀐄􀐟 (𝑠)d𝛾􀐅􀏶
𝑡 > 1
. (4.30)
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In (4.30), 𝑝􀐄􀐟 (𝑠) is the probability that the relay successfully decodes the signal
transmitted by the source station at the 𝑠-th stage and is equal to:
𝑝􀐄􀐟 (𝑠) = 𝐹􀑃􀓽􀓼(𝛾
􀐟􀍸􀍮
􀐠􀓽􀓼 ) − 𝐹􀑃􀓽􀓼(𝛾
􀐟
􀐠􀓽􀓼), (4.31)
while 𝑝􀐄􀐒 (𝑠) is the probability that the relay could not decode the signal transmitted
by the source station after receiving the 􀅭irst 𝑠 attempts, whichmay be obtained as:
𝑝􀐄􀐒 (𝑠) = 1 −
􀐟
∑
􀐘􀍹􀍮
𝑝􀐄􀐟 (𝑙). (4.32)
Finally, the probability 𝑝􀐟(𝑡) that a transmission sequence successfully com-
pletes after 𝑡 attempts may be calculated as:
𝑝􀐟(𝑡) =
􀐠
∑
􀐟􀍹􀍮
𝑝􀐟,􀐠􀐟 . (4.33)
Conversely, the probability 𝑝􀐒(𝑡) that the information bits are not correctly de-
coded after receiving the 􀅭irst 𝑡 attempts is obtained as:
𝑝􀐒(𝑡) = 1 −
􀐠
∑
􀐟􀍹􀍮
𝑝􀐟(𝑠). (4.34)
The outage probability𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫 represents the probability that all the 𝐽􀎊􀍾􀎕 attempts
are unsuccessful and can be obtained as:
𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫 = 𝑝􀐒(𝐽􀎊􀍾􀎕). (4.35)
For assessing the throughput and the delay performance of the system, one has
to calculate the average number of bits that are transmitted by the HARQ scheme
within the attempts that form a particular stage. The detailed procedure for obtain-
ing such value is as follows.
Consider the 𝑡-th transmission attempt. Denote with 𝜆􀐅􀏶(𝑡) = 𝐵/𝜂(ℳ􀐅􀏶) the
number of symbols transmitted in the case where the 𝐵 encoded bits are trans-
mitted by the source station. Similarly, the value 𝜆􀐄􀏶(𝑡) = 𝐵/𝜂(ℳ􀐄􀏶) denotes the
number of symbols transmitted in the case where the attempt is sent by the relay.
The average number of symbols transmitted at the 𝑡􀐠􀐔 attempt can be obtained
as:
𝜆(𝑡) = {
𝜆􀐅􀏶(𝑡)𝑝
􀐄
􀐒 (𝑡 − 1) + 𝜆􀐄􀏶(𝑡) (1 − 𝑝
􀐄
􀐒 (𝑡 − 1)) 𝑡 > 1
𝜆􀐅􀏶(1) 𝑡 = 1
, (4.36)
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while the average number of bits transmitted within the 􀅭irst 𝑡 attempts may be
obtained as:
Λ(𝑡) =
􀐠
∑
􀐘􀍹􀍮
𝜆(𝑙). (4.37)
Finally, the throughput ef􀅭iciency of the considered system is given by:
𝒮 =
(1 − 𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫)𝑈
𝜆(1) + ∑􀏼􀒂􀑶􀒍􀐠􀍹􀍯 𝜆(𝑡)𝑝􀐒(𝑡 − 1)
, (4.38)
and the average normalised delay is given by:
𝒟 =
∑􀏼􀒂􀑶􀒍􀐠􀍹􀍮 𝑝􀐟(𝑡)Λ(𝑡)
(1 − 𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫)𝑈
. (4.39)
The analysis may be extended to correlated or block fading models by quant-
ising the fading values. The interested reader is referred to [65], which fully covers
the correlated and block fading regimes for non-cooperative systems and whose
analysis may be extended to a cooperative system as shown in the previous sec-
tions for the slow fading scenario. The accuracy of the quantised model depends
on the number of quantisation levels considered for the fading envelope variables,
as detailed in [78].
Results for different fading regimes and an incremental system scenario con-
sisting of two attempts (i.e. 𝐽􀎊􀍾􀎕 = 2) are provided in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The
analysis is also validated comparing the theoretical evaluation with the actual per-
formance of a HARQ system obtained using punctured turbo codes. Different mod-
ulationmodes couples are considered for the source station's and the relay's trans-
missions, namely theBPSK-QPSK,QPSK-16QAMand16QAM-64QAMcouples. It can
be seen that the theoretical estimator closely predicts the actual performance of the
turbo coded system.
Note again that the purpose of this chapter is to assess the limiting performance
of a cooperative system and to show that the analysis captures the performance of
carefully designed schemes, and not to detail how to obtain practical systems that
approach such limit. Further details on the code design algorithm and on how it in-
􀅭luences the actual performance of a systemwill be given in the following chapters.
The proposed framework may also be used for quantifying the perform-
ance increase offered by cooperation and by incremental forwarding over a non-
cooperative transmission scheme, as detailed in the following for a simple adaptive
system. Particularly, the following results compare a non-cooperative schemewith
a cooperative scheme. In the non-cooperative scheme, the source station may use
a modulation mode chosen from a set containing the BPSK mode, the QPSK mode
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Figure 4.7: Theoretical (solid) and simulated ( ) outage probability and through-
put performance of a coded cooperation system consisting of two at-
tempts (𝐽􀎊􀍾􀎕 = 2) using incremental encoding and different modula-
tion couples over a slow fading channel.
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Figure 4.8: Theoretical (solid) and simulated ( ) outage probability and through-
put performance of a coded cooperation system consisting of two at-
tempts (𝐽􀎊􀍾􀎕 = 2) using incremental encoding and different modula-
tion couples over a block fading channel.
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Figure 4.9: Theoretical (solid: cooperative incremental, dotted: cooperative repe-
tition, dashed: non-cooperative) and simulated ( : cooperative with
incremental forwarding, : cooperative with repetition forwarding,
: non-cooperative with repetition transmissions) outage probability,
throughput and normalised average delay performance of an adaptive
coded cooperation system consisting of three attempts (𝐽􀎊􀍾􀎕 = 3) over
a slow fading channel.
and the 16QAMmode. The cooperative system is capable of using different modu-
lation mode couples for the transmissions of the source and relay stations. These
modulation mode couples are the BPSK-QPSK pair, the QPSK-16QAM pair and the
16QAM-64QAM pair.
Assume a block fading scenario, where the instantaneous link qualities 𝛾􀐅􀏶, 𝛾􀐅􀐄
and 𝛾􀐄􀏶 change in every attempt and are independent from previous values. As-
sume also that the source station and the relay know themean SNRs quantities Γ􀐅􀏶
and Γ􀐄􀏶 of the source-destination and relay-destination links, while the destination
knows the instantaneous quantities 𝛾􀐅􀏶 and 𝛾􀐄􀏶.
Consider an adaptive system where modulation adaptation is used for maxim-
ising the network throughput. Such adaptive scheme may be obtained in a co-
operative scenario by letting the source and relay stations choosing the modula-
tion mode couple which offers the highest throughput, obtained using to (4.38),
for given values of Γ􀐅􀏶 Γ􀐅􀐄 , and Γ􀐄􀏶. Similarly, consider a non-cooperative adaptive
scheme that maximises the throughput value obtained using the non-cooperative
performance analysis formulation of [65], which is a particular case of the analysis
presented in this chapter. Finally, consider an adaptive scheme that transmits three
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Figure 4.10: Theoretical (solid: cooperative incremental, dotted: cooperative repe-
tition, dashed: non-cooperative) and simulated ( : cooperative with
incremental forwarding, : cooperative with repetition forwarding,
: non-cooperative with repetition transmissions) outage probability,
throughput and normalised average delay performance of an adapt-
ive coded cooperation system consisting of three attempts (𝐽􀎊􀍾􀎕 = 3)
over a block fading channel.
attempts using either repetition or incremental forwarding.
The presented adaptive algorithm has to be considered as an example to valid-
ate the theoretical framework since it uses only three modulation modes and does
not consider different coding rates. However, the results may be easily extended
to select the best modulation mode pair-coding rate couple from a predetermined
set by choosing the couple that offers the highest throughput calculated according
to (4.38).
Results for the considered adaptive scheme without cooperation and with co-
operation are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 for slow and block faded regimes, re-
spectively. More explicitly, Figures 4.9 and 4.10 compare the theoretical perform-
ance of the repetition non-cooperative and cooperative schemes and of an incre-
mental cooperative scheme transmitting themaximumnumber of previously punc-
tured bits in each attempt (i.e. attaining the lowest code rate at the destination for
each attempt).
Results con􀅭irm previous studies showing that cooperation may be used for in-
creasing the network performance, even in the block faded scenario, where all the
considered schemes have the same diversity gain. Finally, the analysis con􀅭irms
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and quanti􀅭ies that among cooperative coded techniques the one offering the best
performance is the incremental forwarding. In particular, the incremental scheme
uses a more ef􀅭icient channel code, and attains a lower coding rate at the destina-
tion, hence compensating the fact that some bits are received less times than using
a repetition scheme.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 also compare the theoretical outage, throughput and delay
values with the actual simulated performance. One can see that the performance
of the turbo coded system is very close to the analytic prediction, proving that the
theory is capable of capturing the performance of carefully designed schemes and
that such schemes exist.
4.4 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter analysed the limiting performance of coded cooperation schemes over
a faded channel. The analytic framework is not limited to a particular encoding
and decoding scheme, rather it is accurate for every ef􀅭icient distributed encoding
technique. Furthermore, the estimator takes into account the general case where
many transmission attempts are sent by the source and relay stations, possibly us-
ing different modulation modes and incorporating different encoded bits. It was
shown that the limiting performance may be seen as a benchmark tool for assess-
ing whether a particular code scheme is ef􀅭icient.
The following chapter will be focused on the design of turbo code schemes that
approach the limiting performance, such as the benchmark system used through
this chapter for validation purposes.
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5
DESIGN OF EFFICIENT DISTRIBUTED
TURBO CODE SCHEMES
The previous chapter analysed the limiting performance of a HARQ system for a co-
operative channel. This chapter addresses the problem of designing schemes that are
capable of approaching the limiting performance. More particularly, the chapter con-
siders the design problem of 􀅲inding sets of puncturing patterns for turbo codes for
composingHARQ systems that performclose to the limitingperformance. The chapter
addresses both the problem of assessing the performance of a particular scheme and
that of selecting well performing schemes from all the possible distributed coding sys-
tems relying on punctured turbo codes.1
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous chapter shown that the limiting performance of a coded cooperation
scheme over a fading channel may be approached by ef􀅭icient codes, though it dis-
pensedwith the design of such coding schemes. This chapter considers such design
problem, and proposes a novel algorithmbased on genetic optimisation techniques
for contriving punctured turbo code systems that are suited for cooperative scen-
arios.
Punctured turbo codes [79] are selected among different candidate coding tech-
niques, namely over Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes [68, 69] and rateless
codes [80], since they are capable of obtaining a capacity approaching performance
for many coding rates and for different attempts using a single decoding engine.
Particularly, rate compatible LDPC codes have a waterfall performance loss com-
1The content of this chapter is based on F. Babich, A. Crismani and R.G. Maunder, ``EXIT chart
aided design of periodically punctured turbo codes'', Electronics Letters, vol. 46, no 14, June 2010,
and on F. Babich and A. Crismani, ``Cooperative coding schemes: design and performance evalu-
ation'', IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications, vol. 11, pp. 222–235, Jan. 2012.
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pared to turbo codes under heavy puncturing. A performance at 1dB from capa-
city at a rate of 0.9 transmitting more than 10􀍲 bits and using a mother code of rate
0.5 is reported in [81]. Rateless codes are better suited to erasure channels, where
it is possible to design a single code capable of approaching the capacity for every
erasure probability. However, rateless codes are not able to approach the capacity
of different symmetric channels without changing the encoding and decoding en-
gine [82].
Among turbo codes, non-systematic codes, where the information bits are
spread over different attempts, are selected in order to obtain balanced schemes
whose performance does not depend on the particular quality of different trans-
missions. The literature on punctured turbo codes aimed to optimise their error
􀅭loor performance [83, 84], due to the computational dif􀅭iculties found when dir-
ectly addressing the waterfall behaviour [85]. Conversely, the design procedure
presented in this chapter directly targets the waterfall performance by proposing a
novel Genetic Algorithm (GA) for designing non-systematic punctured turbo code
schemes for the source's and relay's attempts of a coded cooperation algorithm.
The GA relies on a novel tri-dimensional (3D) EXIT chart technique for predicting
the decoding behaviour of non-systematic periodically punctured turbo codes and
allows one to contrive code schemes consisting of attempts optimised for the wa-
terfall region for both the source and the relay. The chapter shows that the codes
designed by the 3DEXIT chart aided GA closely approach the analytically estimated
limiting performance and outperformpreviously proposed systematic and comple-
mentary schemes.
5.2 HYBRID AUTOMATIC REPEAT AND REQUEST SYSTEMS
USING PUNCTURED TURBO CODES
The chapter considers the same coded cooperation system studied in the previ-
ous chapter. Namely, the scenario under study consists of an HARQ system where
successive attempts are transmitted either by a source station or by a relay. Fur-
thermore, this chapter considers coded cooperation systems that rely onpunctured
turbo codes for encoding the information bits in each attempt. More particularly,
assume that the 𝐵 encoded bits that are sent in each transmission attempt are ob-
tained by puncturing the encoded bits produced by a mother code fed with 𝑈 in-
formation bits. The mother code is a parallel concatenation of two convolutional
encoders having the generator polynomial (1 5)􀍵 and the feedback polynomial
(1 3)􀍵 that are separated by a random interleaver 𝜋 with length equal to the in-
formation bit sequence size. Among turbo coded systems, the parallel concaten-
ation architecture is chosen since it was shown to perform exceptionally well at
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Figure 5.1: Encoder structure of the punctured turbo code under consideration.
low SNRs [86], where cooperative communications and ARQ techniques operate.
Conversely, serial concatenations are best suited to applications requiring a lower
error 􀅭loor [87].
The encoder's structure is shown in Figure 5.1, where 𝐚, 𝐜 and 𝐝 represent the
information bits sequence, the parity bits sequence produced by the upper convo-
lutional encoder and the parity bits sequence produced by the lower convolutional
encoder, respectively. The sequences of bits 𝐚, 𝐜 and 𝐝 are punctured by puncturers
P􀎘, P􀎚 and P􀎛, respectively, and the 𝐵 bits that are preserved after the puncturing
operation are sent on the channel.
The decoder for a single attempt operates on the LLR sequences ?̃?􀎚, ?̃?􀎚 and ?̃?􀎚,
pertaining to the sequences 𝐚, 𝐜 and 𝐝, respectively. The zero value is used to rep-
resent the LLR value of punctured bits in the sequences ?̃?􀎚, ?̃?􀎚 and ?̃?􀎚. The operation
of adding the zero values in the positions of punctured bits is denoted by P􀍸􀍮􀎘 , P
􀍸􀍮
􀎚
and P􀍸􀍮􀎛 , respectively for the sequences ?̃?􀎚, ?̃?􀎚 and ?̃?􀎚. The joint decoding of mul-
tiple attempts collects the LLRs received in each transmission and adds the LLRs
pertaining to the same bit for obtaining the sequences ?̃?􀎚, ?̃?􀎚 and ?̃?􀎚.
The turbo decoder operates in an iterative fashion [7], where the two Soft-
Input Soft-Output (SISO) decoders, based on the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR)
algorithm [88] that is used for obtaining the maximum a-posteriori probability of
the bits fed to the two RSC in the encoder, exchange their information until conver-
gence is reached or a maximum number of iterations is performed. In particular,
the upper SISO decoder uses the sequences of LLRs ?̃?􀎚 and ?̃?􀎚 and a sequence of
a-priori LLRs ?̃?􀎘 for the bits 𝐚 for producing a sequence of extrinsic LLRs ?̃?􀎜. The
extrinsic LLRs ?̃?􀎜 are interleaved and fed as a-priori information to the lower SISO
decoder. The lower decoder, in turn, uses such a-priori information, together with
the sequence ?̃?􀎚 that is obtained by interleaving the sequence of LLRs ?̃?􀎚 and the se-
quence ?̃?􀎚, for producing a new sequence of extrinsic LLRs ?̃?􀎜, which is interleaved
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Figure 5.2: Decoder structure of the punctured turbo code under consideration.
and fed back to the upper decoder as a-priori information, continuing the iterative
process. The decoder structure is shown in Figure 5.2, where ?̃?􀎧 represents the se-
quence of a-posteriori LLRs that is produced at the end of the iterative process and
is used for estimating the transmitted bits. A reader that is interested in the turbo
decoding principle may 􀅭ind further details in [7, 89].
The HARQ system under study is obtained by using different puncturing
schemes for each attempt, in order to operate with a lower code rate. Assume to
adopt a periodic puncturing scheme for the 𝑘-th attempt. More explicitly, the in-
formation and parity bit sequences generated by the mother code are partitioned
in sub-blocks of length equal to the puncturing period Τ. The sets 𝒰􀐗􀐍 , 𝒰
􀐗
􀐏 and 𝒰
􀐗
􀐐
specify the positions of unpunctured bits transmitted at the 𝑘-th attempt for each
sub-block of sequences 𝐚, 𝐜 and 𝐝, respectively. Similarly the punctured bit posi-
tions are enumerated by the sets𝒫􀐗􀐍 ,𝒫
􀐗
􀐏 and𝒫
􀐗
􀐐 . The coding rate of the 𝑘-th attempt
is given by:
𝑅􀐏􀐗 =
𝑃
|𝒰􀐗􀐍| + |𝒰􀐗􀐏 | + |𝒰
􀐗
􀐐|
=
𝑈
𝐵
. (5.1)
Denote the sets containing the positions of information bits, upper and lower par-
ities that have been transmitted at least once within the 􀅭irst 𝑘 attempts by 𝒯􀐗􀐍 =
⋃􀐗􀐔􀍹􀍮𝒰
􀐔
􀐍, 𝒯
􀐗
􀐏 = ⋃
􀐗
􀐔􀍹􀍮𝒰
􀐔
􀐏 and 𝒯
􀐗
􀐐 = ⋃
􀐗
􀐔􀍹􀍮𝒰
􀐔
􀐐 , respectively. The code rate at the des-
tination after receiving the 􀅭irst 𝑘 attempts is equal to:
𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀐗 =
𝑃
|𝒯􀐗􀐍 | + |𝒯􀐗􀐏 | + |𝒯
􀐗
􀐐 |
. (5.2)
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Finally, assume to adopt the same coding rate 𝑅􀐏􀐗 = 𝑅􀐏 ∀𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝐽􀎊􀍾􀎕] for
each attempt, where 𝐽􀎊􀍾􀎕 is the maximum number of attempts of the cooperat-
ive scheme. Again, this chapter provides results for a set of coding rates chosen for
exemplifying the design procedure, namely the coding rates of 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍱
􀍲
, 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
and
𝑅􀐏 =
􀍮􀍳
􀍮􀍴
. Similar results are obtained for different coding rates.
5.3 THE INFLUENCE OF THE PUNCTURING PATTERNS ON
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TURBO CODED SYSTEM
As introduced in the previous section, the distributed coded scheme under consid-
eration is completely characterised by specifying the positions of punctured bits for
all the attempts that compose the HARQ system. It is then expected that the system
performance signi􀅭icantly depends on the particular set of puncturers under use.
This section brie􀅭ly analyses the performance of the classic systematic incremental
puncturing solutions and details why they are not suited for cooperative scenarios.
The following sections will address the problems identi􀅭ied in this section, propos-
ingmethods for evaluating the performance of a generic non-systematic punctured
turbo code and for obtaining puncturing sets that perform close to the network 􀅭ig-
ure values predicted by using the SPB estimator of Chapter 4.
Consider classic incremental HARQ schemes used for non-cooperative scenario,
where the 􀅭irst attempt, transmitted by the source station, preserves all the inform-
ation bits and some parity bits, while later attempts transmit either only parity bits
or a wide set of parity bits complemented by few information bits. The quality re-
quired on the relay-destination link for achieving a target error ratio at the destin-
ation for a given value of SNR 𝛾􀐅􀏶 on the source-destination link in a system that
follows this puncturing rule is comparedwith the performance predicted using the
SPB in Figure 5.3 for different values of code rate used for each attempt. The spe-
ci􀅭ic puncturing schemes used are listed in Table 5.1. Such puncturing schemeswill
be referred in the following of this thesis as systematic schemes, given that a sys-
tematic code that transmits all the information bits is used in the 􀅭irst attempt.
One can see from Figure 5.3 that the simulated performance of the system ap-
proaches the theoretical analysis when the quality of the source-destination link is
high, while a severe performance downgrade occurs for low values of 𝛾􀐅􀏶, where
the system operates at the target error rate only for values of 𝛾􀐄􀏶 that are signi􀅭ic-
antly higher than the ones predicted by the SPB.
Such downgrade may be explained by looking carefully at the distribution of
information and parity bits across the transmission attempts of the scheme under
consideration. Particularly, it was shown in [90] that information bits are critical
for the waterfall performance of turbo codes. Looking carefully at the classic HARQ
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between the SPB limit (solid) and the actual simulated per-
formance of a systematic incremental system (dashed ) using differ-
ent combinations of modulation modes for the source-destination and
relay-destination links.
scheme one may note that when transmitting two attempts only, all the informa-
tion bits are sent by the source station, while the relay forwards parity bits. Hence,
the information bits are received with low quality when 𝛾􀐅􀏶 is low, and since their
quality is of paramount importance for the decoding performance in the waterfall
region the system requires amuch higher value of 𝛾􀐄􀏶, which ultimatelymeans that
the system requires having very reliable parity bits for compensating the low qual-
ity of themore important information bits in order to achieve the target error ratio.
Onemaynote that theperformancedowngradedoes not affect the system trans-
mitting three attempts. This is because the third attempt, which is transmitted by
the relay, contains some information bits. Hence, there are information bits re-
ceived from the relay, and therefore with high quality, and the decoder is capable of
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between the simulated outage probability (dashed ) of a
systematic incremental system consisting of two attempts (𝐽􀎊􀍾􀎕 = 2)
using and the performance predicted using the SPB (solid) in a slow
fading regime.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between the simulated outage probability (dashed ) of a
systematic incremental system consisting of two attempts (𝐽􀎊􀍾􀎕 = 2)
using and the performance predicted using the SPB (solid) in a block
fading regime.
correctly decoding the transmitted signal at channel qualities close to the limiting
performance predicted using the SPB.
The performance downgrade translates to the system performance and partic-
ularly to the outage probability. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 compare the simulated outage
performance of the classic HARQ scheme with the SPB analysis for slow and block
faded regimes, respectively. One can see again that the simulated performance does
not follow the theoretical analysis, and it exhibits a 􀅭loor behaviour when the value
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Γ􀐅􀏶 increases.
One can 􀅭inally conclude that the performance of an HARQ scheme based on
punctured turbo codes signi􀅭icantly depends on the particular set of puncturers
used. Particularly, the classic incremental schemes used for non-cooperative scen-
arios, where the quality of different attempts is likely to be similar, are not suited
for cooperative systems, where different transmissions are characterised by qual-
ity values that may differ signi􀅭icantly, given that the transmissions are carried out
by different stations.
5.4 DESIGN OF BALANCED TURBO CODED HARQ SYSTEM
FOR COOPERATIVE SCENARIOS
The previous paragraph shown that a careful design of the puncturing sets com-
posing a distributed turbo coded system is needed for approaching the perform-
ance predicted using the SPB. More explicitly, unbalanced systems, where different
attempts contain different quantities of information and parity bits and hence have
different decoding performance, cannot operate close to the predicted values.
It is then of interest to design balanced HARQ systems, where each attempt has
the same decoding performance. Particularly, balanced schemes allow the des-
tination to decode the received information independently of the quality of each
attempt, and hence avoid transmitting the attempts that contribute the most to
the decoding performance on links having a very low SNR, as may happen in un-
balanced schemes. Balanced turbo coded HARQ schemes necessarily use non-
systematic puncturers for each attempt, given that the information bits must be
spread across all the transmissions since they signi􀅭icantly contribute to the de-
coding performance of the single attempt.
The design procedure for contriving balanced non-systematic punctured
schemes for cooperative scenarios consists of two steps. Firstly, one needs to evalu-
ate the performance of single non-systematic turbo codes, in order to compare dif-
ferent punctured solutions. Secondly, one needs to explore the search space com-
posed by all possible non-systematic punctured turbo codes and select solutions
that optimise the performance of the whole HARQ system.
This sectiondetails thesedesign steps,where anovel tri-dimensional EXIT chart
analysis is used for assessing the waterfall performance of a non-systematic punc-
tured turbo code and a genetic algorithm based optimisation technique is adopted
for selecting HARQ schemes that are capable of performing close to the analytic
prediction.
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5.4.1 ANALYSIS OF PERIODICALLY PUNCTURED NON-SYSTEMATIC
TURBO CODES USING TRI-DIMENSIONAL EXIT CHARTS
Coding schemes suited for cooperative scenarios should be optimised to provide
a satisfying waterfall behaviour, noting that cooperation operates in this region.
This goal is opposed to previous literature works that optimised the error 􀅭loor
performance of punctured turbo codes [83, 84]. The performance of a turbo code
in thewaterfall regionmay be quanti􀅭ied by identifying the decoding threshold that
characterises the scheme. The decoding threshold is de􀅭ined as the lowest SNR
value that allows the decoding engine to achieve a vanishingly low BER, and it may
be estimated by using EXIT charts. In particular, EXIT charts have been proved to
be an effective tool for predicting the waterfall performance of iteratively decoded
schemes without relying on BER simulations [72, 91].
An EXIT chart depicts the iterativemutual information exchange between a par-
allel concatenation of two SISO decoders. In particular, the a-priori information 𝐼􀏳
provided to the upper decoder by the lower decoder is quanti􀅭ied by the mutual
information 𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎘) between the systematic bit sequence 𝐚 and the a-priori LLR
sequence ?̃?􀎘 of Figure 5.2. In response, the upper decoder generates the extrinsic
LLR sequence ?̃?􀎜, whose mutual information 𝐼􀏷 is obtained as 𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎜). The relation
𝐹􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩 between the value ofmutual information 𝐼􀏳 of the a-priori LLR sequence and
the value of mutual information 𝐼􀏷 of the extrinsic LLR sequence produced by the
upper decoder is referred to as the EXIT function, or EXIT curve, of the upper de-
coder. Hence, one may write:
𝐼􀏷 = 𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎜) = 𝐹􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩[𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎘)] = 𝐹􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩(𝐼􀏳). (5.3)
The extrinsic LLR sequence ?̃?􀎜 generated by the upper decoder is provided to
the lower decoder as a-priori information. The lower decoder produces in turn
an updated sequence of LLRs ?̃?􀎘, that is fed back to the upper decoder as a-priori
information in an iterative fashion, as detailed in the previous section and pictured
in Figure 5.2. Similarly to the upper decoder, the operation of the lower decoder
may be characterised by an EXIT function. Particularly, one may write:
𝐼􀏳 = 𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎘) = 𝐹􀎣􀎦􀎮􀎜􀎩[𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎜)] = 𝐹􀎣􀎦􀎮􀎜􀎩(𝐼􀏷). (5.4)
AnEXIT chart jointly plots the twoEXIT functions of the concatenated decoders.
The concatenated scheme is capable of attaining an in􀅭initesimally low BER, when
the two EXIT curves do not intersect, allowing the stair-case-shaped decoding tra-
jectory to reach the (1, 1) point of perfect decoding convergence.
Consider the transmission of a single attempt of the HARQ system using the
BPSK modulation mode over an AWGN channel having SNR equal to 𝛾. Figure 5.6
plots the EXIT chart of the code used in the 􀅭irst attempt of the classic systematic
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Figure 5.6: Classic EXIT charts of a periodically punctured systematic turbo code
for different values of SNR.
incremental scheme having a rate of 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
for different SNR values. The complete
listing of punctured and unpunctured bits is given in Table 5.1.
It can be seen that the EXIT chart shows an open tunnel at an SNR value of about
2.9 dB, which is referred to as the decoding threshold of the scheme. Hence, the
turbo code scheme is capable of attaining a vanishingly low BER for SNR values
that are higher than 2.9 dB, as validated by BER simulations shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.6 also plots the actual stair-shaped decoding trajectory, showing that the
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Figure 5.7: BER versus SNR curve of a periodically punctured systematic turbo
code.
real decoding procedure is closely predicted by the EXIT chart analysis.
The same EXIT chart analysis is shown in Figure 5.8 for a non-systematic peri-
odically punctured code of rate𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
, where only8 information bits are preserved
from the 16 information bits collected in each puncturing period. The listing of the
particular puncturing scheme used may be found in 5.1, where the code is labeled
as ``Genetic Algorithm aided designed''. It can be seen that the EXIT chart analysis
fails to model the performance of the coded scheme. Particularly, the actual decod-
ing trajectory is not predicted by the two EXIT curves, and it can be seen that the
actual decoder is capable of reaching the (1, 1) point of perfect convergence even
when the twoEXIT curves do intersect. Hence, onemay conclude that a classic EXIT
chart cannot be used for analysing the convergence behaviour of non-systematic
periodically punctured turbo codes. It is then necessary to modify the EXIT chart
analysis for accounting for the effect of periodic puncturing.
The mismatch between the EXIT chart and the actual performance originates
from a reduction in the amount of extrinsic information for the neighbouring ex-
trinsic LLRs in the sequence ?̃?􀎜. This reduction is produced by the puncturing of
bits in the sequence 𝐚. The effect is exacerbated if consecutive systematic bits in
the sequence 𝐚 are punctured, which happens consistently for periodic punctur-
ing.
Hence, when periodic puncturing is employed, the extrinsic LLRs in the se-
quence ?̃?􀎜 can be divided into two categories, those in the vicinity of punctured
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Figure 5.8: Classic EXIT charts of a periodically punctured non-systematic turbo
code for different values of SNR.
bits and those not in the vicinity of punctured bits. Since the former category has
a higher mutual information than the latter one, there is an uneven distribution
of information within ?̃?􀎜. However, the classical EXIT chart analysis models the
extrinsic LLR sequence ?̃?􀎜 using a single mutual information value of 𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎜) and
hence with an even distribution of information. Since the lower decoder is sensit-
ive to the distribution of information in the extrinsic sequence ?̃?􀎜, the mutual in-
formation 𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎘) of the a-priori sequence of LLRs ?̃?􀎘 provided by it is not correctly
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predicted.
Note also that the classic EXIT chart analysis is able to correctly obtain the upper
decoder's EXIT function. This is because the interleaver 𝜋 randomises the periodic
uneven distribution of information within the LLR sequences ?̃?􀎜 and ?̃?􀎚 before they
are provided to the lower decoder, as shown in Figure 5.9, which explicitly pictures
LLR sequences having even or uneven distributions of mutual information. As a
result, the LLR sequence ?̃?􀎘 provided by the lower decoder has an even distribution
of information, which is correctly modelled in the classic EXIT chart analysis.
In order to correctly model the behaviour of periodically punctured codes, the
classical EXIT chart analysis ismodi􀅭ied for taking into account the unevendistribu-
tion of mutual information in the LLR sequence ?̃?􀎜. Particularly, a tri-dimensional
EXIT chart analysis is proposed, where the arti􀅭icial LLR sequence ?̃?􀎜 is divided into
two categories.
The 􀅭irst category ?̃?􀎧􀎜 corresponds to the punctured bits 𝐚􀐜 of the sequence 𝐚,
while the second category ?̃?􀎬􀎜 corresponds to the unpunctured bits 𝐚
􀐡. The two
categories of LLRs ?̃?􀎧􀎜 and ?̃?􀎬􀎜 that are fed to the lower decoder as a priori in-
formation are generated separately and have distinct mutual information values of
𝐼􀐜􀏷 = 𝐼(𝐚􀐜; ?̃?
􀎧
􀎜) and 𝐼􀐡􀏷 = 𝐼(𝐚􀐡; ?̃?􀎬􀎜), respectively. Such distinction allows separately
accounting for the contributions of punctured and unpunctured bits. Particularly,
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Figure 5.10: Tri-dimensional EXIT charts of a periodically punctured non-
systematic turbo code for different values of SNR.
the behaviour of the lower encoder is now characterised by the EXIT function:
𝐼􀏳 = 𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎘) = 𝐹􀎣􀎦􀎮􀎜􀎩[𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?
􀎧
􀎜), 𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎬􀎜)] = 𝐹􀎣􀎦􀎮􀎜􀎩(𝐼
􀐜
􀏷 , 𝐼
􀐡
􀏷 ), (5.5)
which represents a surface in the tri-dimensional space. Conversely, the behaviour
of the upper decoder is characterised by two EXIT functions, one for the punctured
bits and one for the unpunctured bits, that are obtained as:
𝐼􀐜􀏷 = 𝐼(𝐚􀐜; ?̃?
􀎧
􀎜) = 𝐹
􀐜
􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩[𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎘)] = 𝐹
􀐜
􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩(𝐼􀏳) (5.6)
𝐼􀐡􀏷 = 𝐼(𝐚􀐡; ?̃?􀎬􀎜) = 𝐹
􀐡
􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩[𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎘)] = 𝐹
􀐡
􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩(𝐼􀏳) (5.7)
The proposed tri-dimensional EXIT chart analysis jointly plots the EXIT curves
𝐹􀎣􀎦􀎮􀎜􀎩, 𝐹
􀐜
􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩 and 𝐹􀐡􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩. The analysis is exempli􀅭ied for the non-systematic code
under consideration in Figure 5.10, which pictures the tri-dimensional EXIT chart
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Figure 5.11: BER versus SNR curve of a periodically punctured non-systematic
turbo code.
for different values of SNR. It can be seen that the proposed tri-dimensional ap-
proach allows one to correctly model the behaviour of the non-systematic scheme,
while the classic EXIT chart analysis fails. The decoding threshold for the con-
sidered scheme is equal to 3.1 dB, as can be seen from the open tunnel appearing in
Figure 5.10. Such threshold is validated by BER simulations shown in Figure 5.11,
which again con􀅭irm the accuracy of the proposed EXIT chart method.
For visualisation purposes and for facilitating the user at identifying an open
tunnel, the tri-dimensional EXIT chart of a non-systematic code may be projected
into a bi-dimensional space. Particularly, the bi-dimensional projection may be ob-
tained byweighting the contributions of punctured and unpunctured bits with real
quantities𝑤􀐜 and𝑤􀐡, representing respectively the fractions of punctured and un-
punctured information bits. The upper decoder is characterised by the single EXIT
function 𝐹􀎧􀎩􀎦􀎡􀎜􀎚􀎫􀎜􀎛􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩 (𝐼􀏳) obtained as:
𝐼􀏷 = 𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎜) = 𝑤􀐜 ⋅ 𝐹
􀎧
􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩[𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎘)] + 𝑤􀐡 ⋅ 𝐹
􀎬
􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩[𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎘)]
= 𝑤􀐜 ⋅ 𝐹
􀎧
􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩(𝐼􀏳) + 𝑤􀐡 ⋅ 𝐹
􀎬
􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩(𝐼􀏳)
= 𝐹􀎧􀎩􀎦􀎡􀎜􀎚􀎫􀎜􀎛􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩 (𝐼􀏳). (5.8)
The lowerdecodermayalsobe characterisedbya singleEXIT function that depends
only on the value 𝐼􀏷 . Particularly, onemaymodel its behaviour by de􀅭ining the EXIT
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curve 𝐹􀎧􀎩􀎦􀎡􀎜􀎚􀎫􀎜􀎛􀎣􀎦􀎮􀎜􀎩 (𝑤􀐜 ⋅ 𝐼
􀐜
􀏷 +𝑤􀐡 ⋅ 𝐼
􀐡
􀏷 ) as:
𝐼(𝐼􀏳) = 𝐼(𝐼(𝐚; ?̃?􀎘)) = 𝐹
􀎧􀎩􀎦􀎡􀎜􀎚􀎫􀎜􀎛
􀎣􀎦􀎮􀎜􀎩 [𝑤􀐜 ⋅ 𝐼(𝐚
􀐜; ?̃?􀎧􀎜) + 𝑤􀐡 ⋅ 𝐼(𝐚
􀐡; ?̃?􀎬􀎜)]
= 𝐹􀎧􀎩􀎦􀎡􀎜􀎚􀎫􀎜􀎛􀎣􀎦􀎮􀎜􀎩 (𝑤􀐜 ⋅ 𝐼
􀐜
􀏷 +𝑤􀐡 ⋅ 𝐼
􀐡
􀏷 ), (5.9)
for the values of 𝐼􀐜􀏷 , 𝐼
􀐡
􀏷 and 𝐼􀏳 at which 𝐹
􀎧
􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩(𝐼􀏳) and 𝐹
􀎬
􀎬􀎧􀎧􀎜􀎩(𝐼􀏳) intersect, i.e. for the
values that contribute at matching the actual decoding trajectory.
The projections on the bi-dimensional space of the tri-dimensional EXIT charts
pictured in Figure 5.10 are shown in Figure 5.12. It can be seen again that the pro-
posed analysis allows one to correctly model the decoding behaviour and to ob-
tain the decoding threshold value that characterises the coding scheme. Hence,
opposed to the classic EXIT chart analysis, the proposed tri-dimensional approach
may be used for evaluating the decoding behaviour of periodically punctured
schemes in the waterfall region.
5.4.2 GENETIC AIDED DESIGN OF PERIODICALLY PUNCTURED CODES
SUITED FOR HARQ SYSTEMS
The previous sections shown that a balanced HARQ system consisting of non-
systematic punctured coding schemes is required for approaching the system lim-
iting performance and proposed an analyticmethod based on tri-dimensional EXIT
charts for assessing the performance of the single attempts composing such HARQ
system. Hence, the previous sections identi􀅭ied a suited HARQ structure and pro-
posed a tool for evaluating how well one particular HARQ scheme performs. The
next design step consists in 􀅭inding balanced HARQ schemes that are capable of
approaching the limiting performance predicted using the SPB.
Particularly, the design problem consists in 􀅭inding HARQ schemes where the
single attempts have the same performance in the waterfall region, this perform-
ance is as close as possible to the limiting one obtained by using the SPB and, 􀅭inally,
the coding rate at the destination when combining the received attempts is as low
as possible. It has to be noted that, opposed to previous literature works that op-
timised the error 􀅭loor performance of punctured turbo codes [83, 84], thewaterfall
performance is considered, since cooperative scenarios operate with low SNRs.
The design problem is addressed by proposing a novel code design technique,
based on a genetic optimisation algorithm, that allows 􀅭inding ef􀅭icient punctur-
ing schemes for the source's and relay's transmissions. More explicitly, a GA aided
design tool is constructed for obtaining non-systematic punctured codes that com-
bined at the destination provide a low code rate and whose performance in the
waterfall region is capable of approaching the limiting one predicted by the SPB.
The choice of a GA is based on previous literature works where genetic optim-
isation techniques have been used as heuristic tools for selecting suitable coding
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Figure 5.12: Bi-dimensional projections of tri-dimensional EXIT charts of a peri-
odically punctured non-systematic turbo code for different values of
SNR.
schemes [92]. This section shows that the GA allows ef􀅭iciently exploring the set
of possible punctured codes, opposed to performing an exhaustive search as pro-
posed for turbo trellis codedmodulation schemes in [93], whichmay be unfeasible
for the considered design problem [85].
The GA operates in steps. The 𝑖-th step contrives codes for the 𝑖-th transmis-
sion attempt. More explicitly, the 𝑖-th step operates on a search list 𝐂 formed by
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candidate coding schemes. The generic code scheme 𝐶 is composed by 𝑖 punctur-
ing patterns {𝐶􀐖}
􀐕
􀐖􀍹􀍮, one for each attempt.
At each step, the GA tries to obtain codes that achieve the best waterfall per-
formance for the target attempt. In order to select the schemes offering the best
waterfall performance, the GA compares candidate codes in terms of their de-
coding thresholds. The decoding thresholds Γ􀎂􀎕􀎆􀎑(𝐶􀐕) are predicted using the tri-
dimensional EXIT chart analysis presented in the previous section, assuming to
transmit a BPSK modulated signal over an AWGN channel. In particular, given that
non-systematic codes are considered for the single attempt and that the classic
EXIT chart analysis cannot correctly model the behaviour of such codes, the pro-
posed tri-dimensional EXIT charts are of paramount importance for the GA as they
allow selecting the best code candidates with a reduced computational cost than
BER plots. More explicitly, the tri-dimensional EXIT chart analysis provides the
means for comparing the waterfall performance of candidate codes that are con-
sidered during the GA operations in an ef􀅭icient way.
The novel GA not only allows designing code schemes with satisfying waterfall
performance for each attempt, but also prioritises code schemes that repeat less
bits, in order to achieve a low coding rate at the destination. Particularly, the pro-
posed cost function for the 𝑖-th step decreases for schemes formed by punctured
codes performing closer to the channel capacity and takes into account the coding
rate at the destination after receiving all the 𝑖 attempts. Hence, the GA allows one to
contrive coding schemes which repeat the least number of bits while guaranteeing
a satisfying waterfall performance for each attempt.
The cost function for the 𝑖-th step is expressed as:
Ω(𝐶) =
􀐕
∑
􀐖􀍹􀍮
(Γ􀎂􀎕􀎆􀎑(𝐶􀐖) − Γ􀐏) + 𝛽𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀐕 , (5.10)
where Γ􀐏 is the SNR providing a channel capacity equal to the code rate 𝑅􀐏 of the
single attempt. The real valued quantity𝛽 is used toweight the contribution of per-
forming near the channel capacity or achieving a lower code rate at the destination.
More details on the in􀅭luence of the parameters that control the behaviour of the
GA will be provided in the following of the section.
In each step, the GA operates in stages. Particularly, at each stage the GA gen-
erates 10mutations. Each mutation derives from a randomly chosen code scheme
𝐶∗ ∈ 𝐂. Among the 10 mutated codes, a new code scheme 𝐶􀚄 is appended to the
search list only if its cost function Ω(𝐶􀚄) is lower than the one of the originating
code scheme, Ω(𝐶∗). When 20 codes are already in the search list, 𝐶􀚄 substitutes
the scheme with the highest cost function. The search loop for the particular step
stops when a code schemewith a target cost function is found or when amaximum
number of iterations without improvements is reached.
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A mutated code scheme 𝐶􀚄 is generated by performing a set of 𝑄 operations on
the 𝑖-th puncturing pattern 𝐶∗􀐕 , where 𝑃􀐃{𝑄} = 2
􀍸􀐃. A decreasing probability is
chosen to facilitate the convergence of the GA, however many operations are per-
mitted to explore the search-space suf􀅭iciently densely. The operations applied for
mutating a puncturing pattern are the following:
1. move an element from 𝒰􀐕􀐤 to 𝒫
􀐕
􀐤 , and, viceversa, move an element from 𝒫
􀐕
􀐤 to
𝒰􀐕􀐤, where 𝑥 ∈ {𝑎, 𝑐, 𝑑};
2. move an element from 𝒰􀐕􀐏 to 𝒫
􀐕
􀐏 , and, viceversa, move an element from 𝒫
􀐕
􀐐 to
𝒰􀐕􀐐;
3. move an element from 𝒫􀐕􀐏 to𝒰
􀐕
􀐏 , and, viceversa, move an element from𝒰
􀐕
􀐐 to
𝒫􀐕􀐐 ;
In order to facilitate the convergence to a low code rate at the destination, the
candidate bits to be moved between sets when mutating a code scheme are not
selected randomly.
Denote with 𝑥 ∈ {𝑎, 𝑐, 𝑑} either the sequence containing systematic bits, up-
per parities or lower parities. For achieving a lower code rate at the destination,
bits that have already been transmitted many times are more likely to be selected
when choosing the bit to be punctured (i.e. when moving a bit from the set 𝒰􀐕􀐤 of
unpunctured bits to the set 𝒫􀐕􀐤 of punctured bits). Viceversa, bits that have been
transmitted less times are better candidates when choosing the bit that has to be
unpunctured (i.e. whenmoving a bit from the set𝒫􀐕􀐤 of punctured bits to the set𝒰
􀐕
􀐤
of unpunctured bits).
More explicitly, denote withℛ􀐖(𝒰􀐕􀐤) the set enumerating the positions of bits of
𝒰􀐕􀐤 that have been transmitted 𝑗 times within the 􀅭irst 𝑖 attempts. Similarly,ℛ
􀐖(𝒫􀐕􀐤)
enumerates punctured bits. The probability 𝑃{ℛ􀐖(𝒰􀐕􀐤)} of puncturing one of the
bits from the set𝒰􀐕􀐤 that have been transmitted 𝑗 timeswithin the 􀅭irst 𝑖 attempts is
proportional to 𝛼􀐖 . Hence, bits transmitted more times are preferred. Conversely,
the probability𝑃{ℛ􀐖(𝒫􀐕􀐤)} of unpuncturing one of the bits in the set𝒫
􀐕
􀐤 that has been
transmitted 𝑗 times is proportional to 𝛼􀍸􀐖 and prioritises less transmitted bits.
It may be noted that all the operations preserve the coding rate, while some of
them change the code's structure, in the sense that different numbers of upper and
lower parity bits are transmitted after applying operations 2) and 3). Conversely,
the number of transmitted information bits is 􀅭ixed and the mutations only change
the positions of unpunctured information bits. This is to prevent the GA from trans-
mitting many information bits in the 􀅭irst step. In particular, codes which preserve
many information bits exhibit a better waterfall performance, however they lead to
repeated bits in the following attempts and do not facilitate the design of balanced
schemes.
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Figure 5.13: Average decoding threshold and average coding rate at the destination
at different stages when running the second step of the proposed GA.
Figure 5.13 shows the average decoding threshold and the coding rate at the
destination at different stages of the second step of the proposed GAwith different
values of 𝛼 and 𝛽.
It can be seen that prioritising the choice of bits to be punctured and unpunc-
tured by using an higher value of 𝛼 effectively reduces the coding rate at the destin-
ation. More explicitly, when the bits to be punctured and unpunctured are chosen
randomly (i.e. using 𝛼 = 1), the candidate code schemes repeat many bits and the
GA does not converge to a low rate solution. Conversely, a value 𝛼 = 5 allows one
to obtain schemes that do not repeat any bit after only few GA stages.
The value of 𝛽 is used to weight the contribution of the coding rate with respect
to the decoding threshold on the cost function calculation. A lower 𝛽 means that
codes performing nearer to the channel capacity are preferred over codes having a
lower rate at the destination.
This behaviour is con􀅭irmed by Figure 5.13, that shows that running the GA
with lower values of 𝛽 allows obtaining codes with satisfying waterfall behaviours
after fewer steps. The results presented in the following of the section have been
obtained using the values 𝛼 = 5 and 𝛽 = 5, which provide a good compromise
between the coding rate convergence and the decoding threshold performance.
The best code schemes generated by the GA for different coding rates of the
single attempt are listed in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 along with the 3D EXIT chart
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Figure 5.14: BER versus SNR curves for the codes composing the GA designed
(dashed) and the reviewed schemes (solid: systematic, dotted:
scheme of [70]). The curves are shown for the codes composing the
three single attempts of the HARQ scheme (􀅭irst attempt: , second at-
tempt: , third attempt: ).
predicted decoding thresholds for each attempt.
Note that the presented GA aided design procedure is optimised for obtain-
ing incremental schemes that rely on successive transmissions. Particularly, even
though the schemes obtained are robust to erasures, since each attempt is invert-
ible, they are not symmetric, in the sense that the decoding performance after re-
ceiving the 􀅭irst and the second attempt is different than the decoding performance
achieved combining the 􀅭irst and the third attempts, or the second and the third
attempts. This behaviour results from the particular structure of the GA, which op-
timises the performance of codes relying on the transmission of the whole attempt
sequence, and does not account for erasures. Though the design problem of 􀅭inding
code schemes that satisfy the requirements listed in this chapter and, additionally,
are symmetric is of interest, it is left for future works.
Finally, Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 also show the patterns of systematic incremental
schemes and of the complementary scheme of [70] for a scenario where 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
.
Consider now the particular case of 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
. It can be seen that each attempt
of the GA aided designed code scheme performs within 0.3 dB from the system-
atic punctured code, that offers the best waterfall performance. The predicted per-
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Scheme Puncturing patterns Γ􀎂􀎕􀎆􀎑 Coding rate at D
G
A
de
si
gn
ed
co
de
𝒰􀎆􀐍: {1 3 5 9 10 14 15 16}
3.17dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍮 = 0.889𝒰
􀎆
􀐏: {3 4 5 7 8 9 10}
𝒰􀎆􀐐: {6 8 10}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐍 : {2 4 6 7 8 11 12 13}
3.14dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍯 = 0.444𝒰
􀎆􀎆
􀐏 : {2 11 12 13 14 15 16}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {1 2 16}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐍 : {1 3 6 7 8 10 15 16}
3.12dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍰 = 0.39𝒰
􀎆􀎆􀎆
􀐏 : {1 5 6 7 9 10 11}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {9 13 15}
Co
de
of
[7
0]
𝒰􀎆􀐍: {3 4 5 6 9 10 11 13 15 16}
3.67dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍮 = 0.889𝒰
􀎆
􀐏: {1 2 7 8 13 14}
𝒰􀎆􀐐: {1 2}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐍 : {1 2 5 6 7 8 11 12 13 15}
3.65dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍯 = 0.516𝒰
􀎆􀎆
􀐏 : {3 4 9 10 15 16}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {6 7}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐍 : {1 3 4 7 8 9 10 13 14 15}
3.67dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍰 = 0.42𝒰
􀎆􀎆􀎆
􀐏 : {1 2 5 6 11 12}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {11 12}
Sy
st
em
at
ic
co
de
𝒰􀎆􀐍: {1 …16}
2.88dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍮 = 0.889𝒰
􀎆
􀐏: {9}
𝒰􀎆􀐐: {1}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐍 : ∅ non
invertible
𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍯 = 0.444𝒰
􀎆􀎆
􀐏 : {1 3 4 5 7 11 13 15}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {2 4 6 8 9 10 12 13 14 16}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐍 : {1 5 9 10 12 13}
4.95dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍰 = 0.333𝒰
􀎆􀎆􀎆
􀐏 : {2 6 8 10 12 14 16}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {3 5 7 11 15}
Table 5.1: GA aided designed and reviewed coding schemes for a code rate of the
single attempt equal to 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
.
formance of the codes shown in Table 5.1 is validated by BER curves shown in Fig-
ure 5.14.
It can be seen that the codes employed in each attempt of the scheme designed
using the GA have a satisfying waterfall behaviour, while the codes composing the
complementary scheme of [70] show a noticeably performance downgrade and re-
quire additional 0.5 dB to achieve a low BER. The scheme of [70] also transmits
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Scheme Puncturing patterns Γ􀎂􀎕􀎆􀎑 Coding rate at D
G
A
de
si
gn
ed
co
de
𝒰􀎆􀐍: {1 2 3 4 8}
1.57dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍮 = 0.8𝒰
􀎆
􀐏: {2 3 4}
𝒰􀎆􀐐: {2 3}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐍 : {1 5 6 7 8}
1.57dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍯 = 0.444𝒰
􀎆􀎆
􀐏 : {1 7 8}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {7 8}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐍 : {2 3 4 5 6}
1.64dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍰 = 0.364𝒰
􀎆􀎆􀎆
􀐏 : {1 5 6}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {1 5}
Sy
st
em
at
ic
co
de
𝒰􀎆􀐍: {1 …8}
1.57dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍮 = 0.8𝒰
􀎆
􀐏: {5}
𝒰􀎆􀐐: {1}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐍 : ∅ non
invertible
𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍯 = 0.4𝒰
􀎆􀎆
􀐏 : {1 2 3 4 7}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {1 3 5 6 8 }
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐍 : {1 4 7}
2.66dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍰 = 0.333𝒰
􀎆􀎆􀎆
􀐏 : {1 5 6 8}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {2 4 7}
Table 5.2: GA aided designed and systematic schemes for a code rate of the single
attempt equal to 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍱
􀍲
.
more information bits and hence suffers from a higher coding rate at the destina-
tion.
Finally, the performance of the second and third attempts of the systematic in-
cremental scheme is not shown since only parities or few information bits are sent
and hence the codes are either not invertible or exhibit a poor waterfall behaviour.
Similar considerations apply to schemes designed using the GA for coding rates
of𝑅􀐏 =
􀍱
􀍲
and𝑅􀐏 =
􀍮􀍳
􀍮􀍴
. It can be seen again that the performance of the GA designed
codes is close to the optimal one of the correspondent systematic solutions.
To evaluate the computational complexity of the proposed GA, the number of
candidate codes examined before obtaining a satisfactory scheme is comparedwith
the number of possible punctured code con􀅭igurations. Consider again the example
case of 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
. The 􀅭irst step of the GA was stopped after around 200 stages, i.e.
after evaluating around 2000 codes. An average decoding threshold of 3.23 dBwas
obtained. In comparison, the number 𝑁􀎚􀎦􀎛􀎜􀎪 of possible punctured schemes trans-
mitting 𝑒 = 18 encoded bits per puncturing period, where 𝑢 = 8 are information
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Scheme Puncturing patterns Γ􀎂􀎕􀎆􀎑 Coding rate at D
G
A
de
si
gn
ed
co
de
𝒰􀎆􀐍: {1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 14 15 16
21 23 26 29}
4.29dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍮 = 0.941𝒰
􀎆
􀐏: {3 5 6 9 12 15 16 19 20 21 23
24 26 27 28 29}
𝒰􀎆􀐐: {2 23}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐍 : {4 11 12 13 17 18 19 20 22
24 25 27 28 30 31 32}
4.35dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍯 = 0.47𝒰
􀎆􀎆
􀐏 : {1 2 4 7 8 10 11 13 14 17 18
22 25 30 31 32}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {11 31}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐍 : {3 4 6 9 10 12 15 16 17 21 22
24 25 26 27 30}
4.36dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍰 = 0.45𝒰
􀎆􀎆􀎆
􀐏 : {5 6 9 10 11 15 16 18 21 23
26 27 28 31 32}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {5 7 15}
Sy
st
em
at
ic
co
de
𝒰􀎆􀐍: {1 …32}
4.29dB 𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍮 = 0.941𝒰
􀎆
􀐏: {17}
𝒰􀎆􀐐: {1}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐍 : ∅
non
invertible
𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍯 = 0.47
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐏 : {1 2 3 5 6 8 11 12 15 18 20 22
23 25 28 29 32}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {2 3 4 7 9 10 13 14 16 19 21
22 24 26 27 30 31}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐍 : {6 17 27}
non
invertible
𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍰 = 0.33
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐏 : {2 4 7 9 10 13 14 16 19 21 24
26 27 30 31}
𝒰􀎆􀎆􀎆􀐐 : {3 5 6 8 11 12 15 17 18 20 22
23 25 28 29 32}
Table 5.3: GA aided designed and systematic schemes for a code rate of the single
attempt equal to 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍮􀍳
􀍮􀍴
.
bits, is:
𝑁􀎚􀎦􀎛􀎜􀎪 = (
𝑃
𝑢
) ⋅
􀐑􀍸􀐡􀍸􀍮
∑
􀐜􀑦􀍹􀍮
(
𝑃
𝑝􀍮
) ⋅ (
𝑃
𝑒 − 𝑢 − 𝑝􀍮
) ≃ 8 ⋅ 10􀍮􀍮 (5.11)
Hence, the GA reduces the number of EXIT chart simulations of a 10􀍵 factor com-
pared to a deterministic full search.
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Figure 5.13 also shows that running only 50 stages of the proposed GA allows
one to contrive code schemes having no repeated bits in the 􀅭irst two attempts (i.e.
obtaining a coding rate of𝑅􀐏
􀏶
􀍯 = 0.444) that performwithin0.7 dB from the channel
capacity, achieved at Γ􀐏 = 2.51 dB, and within 0.3 dB from the optimal systematic
code. Hence, the GA is capable of obtaining satisfactory code schemes requiring a
reasonable computational cost, opposed to the unfeasible full search required by a
deterministic approach.
To further quantify howremarkable the results givenby theGAare, the obtained
codes are compared with the best ones obtained adopting a random search. Ran-
dom searches are low complexity algorithms that have been used to obtain satisfy-
ing individuals from large search spaces [94].
After simulating 5000 schemes consisting of one attempt, none obtained a bet-
ter decoding threshold than the one of the GA aided designed code. In particular,
only 2 and 21 schemes performed, respectively, within 0.15 dB and 0.5 dB from the
GA aided code.
Finally, 5000 codes formed by two attempts were randomly selected and their
performance compared to theGAaideddesigned one. Again noneperformedbetter
than the one designed by the proposed GA. Adding more, only 12 codes, represent-
ing the 0.24% of the searched schemes, had the same coding rate and decoding
thresholds within 0.5 dB from the ones of the GA aided designed scheme.
Hence, theGAoutperformed the randomsearch, even considering that the latter
required an higher computational complexity, since it evaluated a number of codes
2.5 and 10 times higher than the 􀅭irst and second steps of the GA, respectively.
To further elaborate on the computational complexity, simulating a stage of the
proposed GA requires around 15 minutes when run on a 2.5 GHz Intel i5 CPU.
Hence, the proposed GA is not suited for real time operations. Note that this is not
a limitation, since the aim of the GA of designing capacity-approaching punctured
codes is well ful􀅭illed by an off-line operation.
Note also that the complexity of the search algorithm is of paramount import-
ance due to the high number of possible solutions. More explicitly, it would be un-
feasible to perform an exhaustive search to derive the optimum punctured scheme
in a reasonable amount of time, particularly when the puncturing period increases.
Finally, it can be shown that the genetic aided designed codes are capable of
performing close to the theoretical system limit obtained using the SPB. Particu-
larly, the simulated curves that were shown in Chapter 4 were obtained using the
code having rate of 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
and designed using the GA, that is listed in Table 5.1.
It was shown that such code approached the limiting performance, and the results
are shown again for clarity purposes in Figures 5.15 and 5.16, where the actual per-
formance of the HARQ system transmitting three attempts and using the GA aided
designed code is recorded over slow and block fading scenarios, respectively.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between the simulated performance of the HARQ system
transmitting three attempts and based on the GA aided designed code
of rate 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
( ) and the theoretical values predicted using the SPB
(solid) in a slow faded regime.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison between the simulated performance of the HARQ system
transmitting three attempts and based on the GA aided designed code
of rate 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
( ) and the theoretical values predicted using the SPB
(solid) in a block faded regime.
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5.5. Conclusions
Again, one can note that the proposed code scheme closely parallels the lim-
iting performance of the system, showing that the GA aided code scheme design
algorithm is capable of contriving ef􀅭icient HARQ systems for the cooperative chan-
nel.
5.5 CONCLUSIONS
The chapter considered the design problemof 􀅭inding practical distributed channel
coding techniques that are capable of approaching the system limiting perform-
ance. The chapter proposed a novel genetic algorithm aided design approach for
contriving punctured turbo codes for the transmissions of the source and relay sta-
tions. Furthermore, for selecting punctured codes that compose balanced schemes
and provide remarkable waterfall performance, the chapter introduced a novel
tri-dimensional EXIT chart analysis that correctly predicts the behaviour of non-
systematic periodically punctured turbo codes. The chapter shown that the novel
code design algorithm allows contriving distributed schemes that closely parallel
the limiting performance predicted using the SPB.
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6
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF COOPERATIVE
MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL PROTOCOLS
The cooperative approach is not limited to the physical layer, and it may be used as
a base for designing cooperative MAC schemes where the transmission of a source
station is aided by a relay. This chapter presents the design procedure of a novel co-
operative MAC protocol. The novel protocol is designed using a cross-layer approach,
where the PHY and MAC layer are jointly considered for the sake of exploiting the
bene􀅲its of distributed channel coding at the MAC layer. The chapter also details a
theoretical formulation for assessing the performance of the novel cross-layer pro-
tocol.1
6.1 INTRODUCTION
A cooperative design approach allows nodes equipped with a single antenna to
share their information forming a virtual antenna array in order to exploit the spa-
tial diversity provided by independently faded antenna elements. As shown in the
previous chapters the literature on physical layer cooperative techniques is rich.
Recently, a cooperative approach has been used for designing novel MAC protocols.
Cooperative MAC schemes reduce the negative effects on the throughput of slow
802.11 stations [39, 40] by enabling faster multi-hop communications using relays
with better channel conditions.
CooperativeMAC schemesmay be found in [41, 42, 43, 45, 47, 50, 95]. Themain
limit of the above-mentioned references lies in adopting an ideal channel model
1The content of this chapter is based on F. Babich, A. Crismani and L. Hanzo, ``Cross-Layer solu-
tions for cooperativemediumaccess control protocols'', presented at the IEEEVehicular Technology
Conference, Taipei (Taiwan), May 2010, and on F. Babich and A. Crismani, ``Incremental and com-
plementary coding techniques for cooperative medium access control protocols'', presented at the
IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference, Budapest (Hungary), May 2011.
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and over-simpli􀅭ied assumptions for the physical-layer. In particular, the theoret-
ical analysis performed in [45, 95] considers a simpli􀅭ied adaptive regime, where
data rates are 􀅭ixed on each link and are based on the distance between stations,
while outage is not taken into account. Furthermore, the works of [45, 95] fail to
take into account the contribution of the signal gleaned by the destination from
the source station and are not able to exploit the bene􀅭its offered by distributed
physical-layer techniques. The cross-layer designed protocol of [42] considers a
joint decoding at the destination of signals received from the source and the relay.
However its bene􀅭its are not exploited by the adaptive regime algorithm and the
analysis is based on idealised conditions which do not take into account channel
coding.
This chapter investigates the effects of different channel coding schemes and
provides adaptive regime rules to exploit their bene􀅭its at the MAC layer. A novel
cooperativeMACprotocol is designedextending thepopularCoopMAC [42, 45] pro-
tocol in a cross-layer design fashion.
The novel protocol incorporates the bene􀅭its of PHY layer distributed coding by
allowing the relay to forward different information than the one transmitted by the
source station. Different forwarding coding schemes are investigated to address
HARQ design issues, which are exacerbated in distributed scenarios.
The performance of the studied cooperative protocols are also analytically de-
rived, extending the theory of [96, 97, 98] by introducing a more realistic channel
model which accounts for fading impairments, adaptive modulation schemes, out-
age situations and channel coding. More explicitly, a 􀅭inite stateMarkov chainmod-
els the backoff behaviour of a contending station while the ON-OFF approximation
based on the SPB theory of Chapter 4 is used for assessing the performance of the
selected channel code and modulation pair.
6.2 EXTENDING THE COOPMAC PROTOCOL FOR INCLUDING
DISTRIBUTED CHANNEL CODING
As introduced and reviewed in Chapter 2, the CoopMAC protocol is a popular ac-
cess scheme which extends the IEEE 802.11 DCF for enabling cooperative commu-
nications. The main drawback of the classic CoopMAC scheme is that the source
and relay stations transmit the same information, while incremental schemeswere
shown to achieve a higher performance in previous chapters. Furthermore, in the
CoopMAC protocol, the destination does not combine the signals gleaned from the
source and relay stations, and rely only on the information received from the relay
for decoding the frame. It is then of interest to extend the CoopMAC protocol in a
cross-layer fashion using distributed channel coding techniques for improving the
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decoding and ultimately the network performance.
6.2.1 THE CONSIDERED NETWORK SCENARIO
Consider a normalised scenario, where |𝒩| stations equally spaced on a circle with
radius 𝑅 = 1 transmit to an access point placed in the middle of the circle. The
normalised scenario allows a fair comparison among different schemes, although
the analysis may be easily extended to different topologies.
Assume that a station checks the channel conditions when it attempts a packet
transmission. Block non-dispersive Rayleigh fading is considered, hence the in-
stantaneous SNR of every frame's transmission between two stations ``𝐴'' and ``𝐵''
is given by:
𝛾􀏳􀏴 = ℎ􀏳􀏴 Γ􀏳􀏴, = ℎ􀏳􀏴
Γ
𝑑􀑁(𝑎, 𝑏)
, (6.1)
where ℎ􀏳􀏴 is an exponentially distributed random variable with unity mean and
variance, Γ􀏳􀏴 represents the average SNR characterising the AWGN, 𝛼 = 3 is the
path-loss exponent, 𝑑(𝑎, 𝑏) is the distance between 𝐴 and 𝐵 and Γ is the average
SNR at a distance equal to 𝑑 = 𝑅 = 1, i.e. the average SNR on the link between a
station and the access point. Since block fading is assumed, the instantaneous SNR
remains constant over a packet transmission, while it changes during the access
period andwhen a station 􀅭inishes its backoff the channel state is independent from
previous values.
This chapter assumes that the source station has a perfect knowledge of the
channel conditions of every link in the network. Even though this assumption is
strong, it allows one to assess the limiting performance of the considered proto-
cols. The performance of cooperative MAC protocols relying on imperfect channel
knowledge is analysed in the next chapter.
6.2.2 THE PROPOSED ADAPTIVE REGIME FOR INCREMENTAL ENCODING
AIDED PROTOCOLS
Assume to extend the CoopMAC protocol by allowing the relay station to forward
different bits than the ones transmitted by the source station, in order to operate
with a lower coding rate at the destination.
Particularly, consider a scenariowhere the relay decodes the information trans-
mitted from the source station, re-encodes it using an incremental scheme and
forwards it to the destination. The destination in turn combines the information
gleaned from both the source and the relay stations performing a joint decoding.
Furthermore, assume that the distributed encoding technique used is ef􀅭icient, in
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the sense that it operates near the limiting performance of the cooperative chan-
nel. The consequences of the coding scheme selection are thoroughly investigated
in the following of the chapter.
Previous chapters shown that performing a joint decoding at the destination
yields an improved error performance. Such performance increase may be ex-
ploited for selecting higher order modulation modes and for compensating the
higher SNR required in order to meet a target error performance at the destina-
tion. Hence, incremental schemesmay be used for enablingmore aggressive adapt-
ive strategies, obtaining faster transmissions whilst maintaining a target decoding
performance. Particularly, the cross-layer protocol proposed exploits the bene􀅭its
of the joint decoding at the destination, which decreases the SNR required on the
relay-destination link for a successful transmission, by introducing a novel adaptive
algorithm at the relay station.
The adaptive scheme selects the transmissionmode from a 􀅭inite set containing
𝐾 available modulation modes. Opposed to recently published works mentioned
in Chapter 2, where the transmission rates are decided using distances between
stations or simulations of the used channel codes, the proposed adaptive regime is
based on the SPB and on an ON-OFF approximation of the channel code, as detailed
inChapter 4. Relyingon the SPBallowsobtaining a limitingperformance andavoids
tying the protocol to a particular channel coding scheme.
Consider at 􀅭irst the transmission of the source station. This transmission may
be either adapted to the SNR of the source-destination link, in the case of a direct
communication, or to the SNRof the source-relay link in the casewhere cooperation
is invoked. In both situations, the SPB is used for assessing the switching threshold
𝛾􀐠|
􀐕
􀎛􀍿 that allows selecting the 𝑖-th transmission rateℛ
􀐕 , which derives from using a
speci􀅭ic modulation modeℳ􀐕 .
Particularly, the threshold 𝛾􀐠|
􀐕
􀎛􀍿 is obtained as the SNR value, augmented by an
offset 𝜓|􀎛􀍿, that satis􀅭ies Equation (4.7) with an equal operator. If the actual SNR
on the link is higher than 𝛾􀐠|
􀐕
􀎛􀍿, then the 𝑖-th modulation mode may be used for
transmitting the information. The offset value 𝜓|􀎛􀍿 accounts for the performance
gap that separates the actual behaviour of the used channel code and the limiting
block error ratio value derived using the SPB. Furthermore, an additional offset
𝜉|􀎛􀍿 = 0.5 dB is considered for selecting the modulation mode between the source
station and possible relays in order to avoid the error propagation phenomenon of
decode-and-forward and coded cooperation schemes.
The switching thresholds for the six considered modulation modes are shown
in Table 6.1. A coding rate of 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
, a packet length of 𝑃 = 9000 bits and a tar-
get BLER of 𝑃􀏴 = 10
􀍸􀍮 are considered in the following of the paper as an example
and without any loss of generality, given that the analysis, the protocol design pro-
cedure and the considerations presented apply to any coding rate and number of
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transmission rateℛ modulation modeℳ switching threshold 𝛾􀐠|􀎛􀍿
1 Mbps BPSK 2.8 dB
2 Mbps QPSK 5.6 dB
3 Mbps 8-PSK 10.2 dB
4 Mbps 16QAM 12.1 dB
5 Mbps 4-12-16APSK 14.9 dB
6 Mbps 64QAM 17.7 dB
Table 6.1: Used modulations and corresponding rates and thresholds for 𝜓|􀎛􀍿 =
0dB, 𝐵 = 9000 bits, 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
and 𝑃􀏴 = 10
􀍸􀍮.
encodedbits. Furthermore, the analysismaybe easily extended to incorporate code
rate adaptation by considering different rate-modulation pairs among the available
transmissionmodes and by denotingwith 𝛾􀐠|
􀐖
􀎛􀍿 the switching threshold for the 𝑗-th
code rate-modulation mode pair.
The SPB is also used for the novel adaptive algorithm at the relay. More expli-
citly, when adopting a joint decoding of the signal transmitted by the source and
relay stations, the switching thresholds used for selecting the modulation on the
relay-destination link depend on both the modulation ℳ􀐖 chosen on the source-
relay link and on the value 𝛾􀐅􀏶.
The novel thresholds 𝛾􀐠
􀐘
􀐄|ℳ
􀐖 , 𝛾􀐅􀏶 are calculated according to the SPB analysis
presented in Chapter 4, and particularly are obtained as the SNR value on the relay-
destination link required for satisfying Equation (4.27) with an equal operator.
Again, the thresholds 𝛾􀐠􀐄 include the offset𝜓|􀎛􀍿 for accounting for the gap between
the limiting error performance and the actual behaviour of the used channel code.
6.2.3 THE SELECTION OF USED TRANSMISSION MODE
The source station decides whether to transmit directly to the destination or to
invoke cooperation before initiating its communication, in a proactive fashion. The
decision is based on a transmission duration minimisation criterion.
More particularly, the source station selects the transmission mode and the re-
lay that provide themost prompt transmission for the given channel conditions 𝛾􀐅􀏶,
{𝛾􀐔􀐅􀐄}􀐔∈ℋ and {𝛾􀐄􀔌􀏶}􀐔∈ℋ, whereℋ is the set that enumerates all available relay sta-
tions. Assume to use the 𝑖-th transmissionmodeℳ􀐕 on the source-destination link
and denote the duration of the direct transmission using the mode ℳ􀐕 with 𝑇􀎛􀎠􀎩􀐕 .
Similarly, consider a particular relay ℎ ∈ ℋ and assume to transmit using the mod-
ulation modesℳ􀐖 andℳ􀐘 , respectively on the source-relay and relay-destination
links. Denote the duration of the cooperative communication through the relay ℎ
using the modulation modesℳ􀐖 andℳ􀐘 with 𝑇􀐞􀔌􀐖,􀐘 .
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The duration of the direct transmission depends on the modulation modeℳ􀐕
and may be obtained as:
𝑇􀎛􀎠􀎩􀐕 = 𝑇􀎏􀎑􀎐 + 𝑇􀎀􀎑􀎐 +
𝐻􀎍􀎅􀎖
ℛ􀍮
+
𝐻􀎊􀍾􀎀 + ℰ[𝑃]
ℛ􀐕
+ 𝑇􀍾􀎀􀎈 + 3 SIFS + DIFS. (6.2)
Similarly, the duration of the cooperative transmission depends on themodula-
tion modesℳ􀐖 andℳ􀐘 and may be calculated as: and
𝑇􀐞􀔌􀐖,􀐘 =𝑇􀎏􀎑􀎐 + 𝑇􀎅􀎑􀎐 + 𝑇􀎀􀎑􀎐 + 2
𝐻􀎍􀎅􀎖
ℛ􀍮
+
𝐻􀎊􀍾􀎀 + ℰ[𝑃]
ℛ􀐖
+
𝐻􀎊􀍾􀎀 + ℰ[𝑃]
ℛ􀐘
+
𝑇􀍾􀎀􀎈 + 5 SIFS + DIFS. (6.3)
Denote the duration of a direct communication using the available transmission
mode that provides the most prompt transmission with 𝑇􀎛􀎠􀎩. A modeℳ􀐕 is said to
be available on the source-destination link if its enabling threshold 𝛾􀐕􀐠 is lower than
the actual value of 𝛾􀐅􀏶. The duration 𝑇
􀎛􀎠􀎩 may be obtained as:
𝑇􀎛􀎠􀎩 = argmin{𝑇􀎛􀎠􀎩􀐕 } subject to 𝑖 ∶ 𝛾
􀐕
􀐠 ≤ 𝛾􀐅􀏶. (6.4)
Similarly, consider the ℎ-th available relay and denote the duration of the co-
operative communication using the available modulation modes that provides the
most prompt transmission with 𝑇􀐞􀔌 . Such duration may be obtained as:
𝑇􀐞􀔌 = argmin{𝑇􀐞􀔌􀐖,􀐘} subject to 𝑗, 𝑙 ∶ (𝛾
􀐖
􀐠 ≤ 𝛾􀐅􀐄) ∧ (𝛾􀐠
􀐘
􀐄|ℳ
􀐖 , 𝛾􀐅􀏶 ≤ 𝛾􀐄􀏶). (6.5)
Finally, the source stationdecides to cooperate if a relay provides a transmission
having a smaller duration than the direct on, i.e. cooperation is invoked if:
𝑇􀐞􀔌∗ < 𝑇􀎛􀎠􀎩, (6.6)
where ℎ∗ indicates the relay inℋ that provides the most prompt transmission, ob-
tained as.:
ℎ∗ = argmin
􀐔∈ℋ
{𝑇􀐞􀔌}. (6.7)
The transmission durations are related to the transmission rates derived using
the SPB and hence are likely to provide successful communications. Conversely,
when no transmission modes are available, the transmission is likely to be unsuc-
cessful. Hence, the source station believes to be in an outage situation when the
instantaneous SNRs on the source-destination link and on either the source-relay
or the relay-destination link for each relay are lower than the threshold enabling
the BPSKmode. When the source station is in outage, it defers the packet transmis-
sion procedure to a later time and resumes its backoff procedure, as if the packet
collided or was unsuccessfully received.
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6.3 ANALYTIC FORMULATION OF THE NETWORK
PERFORMANCE
For avoiding time consuming simulations, it is interesting to model the network
performance of the proposed protocol and to obtain an analytic formulation for the
throughput, the outage probability and the delay values. The analytic approach is
detailed in the following of the section.
The theoretical analysis is divided into three parts. The mean duration for a
successful transmission and the probability that a station defers the transmission
to a later time due to outage are derived in the 􀅭irst part for the DCF and for co-
operative schemes. The second part models the backoff process of a contending
station using a bi-dimensional Markov chain. The Markov model for the backoff
process of a station is obtained extending the results of [96, 97, 98] by accounting
for outage situations and coded adaptive modulation schemes. Finally, the mean
saturation throughput and the average packet delay are obtained by accounting for
all the diverse events that may occur during a single network slot.
6.3.1 AVERAGE SUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION DURATION AND OUTAGE
PROBABILITY
Consider at 􀅭irst the legacy DCF access scheme used in the IEEE 802.11 standard
protocol. The DCF is a non-cooperative protocol and it only allows direct transmis-
sions from the source station to the destination.
As detailed in the previous section, the duration of the direct communication
depends on the particular modulation mode adopted, since it de􀅭ines the trans-
mission rate. The probability of choosing the 𝑖-th modulation mode for a direct
communication may be obtained as:
𝑃{ℳ􀐕} = 𝑃{𝛾􀐕􀐠 < 𝛾􀐅􀏶 < 𝛾
􀐕􀍷􀍮
􀐠 }
= exp (−
𝛾􀐕􀐠
Γ􀐅􀏶
) − exp(−
𝛾􀐕􀍷􀍮􀐠
Γ􀐅􀏶
) , (6.8)
whereℳ􀍭 represents an outage situation, 𝛾􀍭􀐠 = 0 and 𝛾
􀏽􀍷􀍮
􀐠 = +∞. From the pre-
vious de􀅭inition, one can also obtain the probability of outage for the DCF scheme
as:
𝑃􀎛􀎠􀎩􀎦􀎬􀎫 = 𝑃{𝛾􀐅􀏶 < 𝛾
􀍮
􀐠 } = 𝑃{ℳ
􀍭}. (6.9)
As previously detailed, each modulation modeℳ􀐕 (𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝐾]) corresponds to a
transmission duration 𝑇􀎛􀎠􀎩􀐕 calculated according to (6.2). From this consideration
follows that the average duration 𝑇􀐅 of a successful transmission from the source
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station to the destination is:
𝑇􀐅 = ℰ[𝑇
􀎛􀎠􀎩] =
∑􀏽􀐕􀍹􀍮 𝑇
􀎛􀎠􀎩
􀐕 𝑃{ℳ
􀐕}
1 − 𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫􀒓􀒘􀒡
, (6.10)
where, in order to consider only successfully received packets, the expected value
operator takes into account only transmissions which do not experience outage
situations.
Consider now the cross-layer cooperative MAC scheme relying on the modi􀅭ied
adaptive regime at the relay introduced in the previous section. The considerations
made for a direct communication using the DCF protocol still apply to the cooper-
ative scheme, when source to destination transmissions take place. It is however
interesting to consider a transmission that relies on cooperation.
The transmission duration in a cooperative scenario depends on the modula-
tion modes chosen on the source-relay and relay-destination links. In turn, such
modulation mode couple depends on the particular channel quality of the source-
destination link, given that a joint decoding procedure is used at the destination.
Particularly, given a value of SNR on the source-destination link 𝛾􀐅􀏶, the probability
𝑃{ℳ􀐖 ,ℳ􀐘|𝛾􀐅􀏶} that the couple (ℳ
􀐖 ,ℳ􀐘) is chosen for the source-relay and relay-
destination transmissions, respectively, using the ℎ-th relay may be calculated as:
𝑃{ℳ􀐖 ,ℳ􀐘|𝛾􀐅􀏶} =𝑃{ℳ
􀐘|ℳ􀐖 , 𝛾􀐅􀏶}𝑃{ℳ
􀐖}
= [exp (
𝛾􀐠
􀐘
􀐄|ℳ
􀐖 , 𝛾􀐅􀏶
Γ􀐄􀔌􀏶
) − exp(
𝛾􀐠
􀐘􀍷􀐕
􀐄 |ℳ
􀐖 , 𝛾􀐅􀏶
Γ􀐄􀔌􀏶
)]×
[exp(
𝜉 𝛾􀐖􀐠
Γ􀐅􀐄􀔌
) − exp(
𝜉 𝛾􀐖􀍷􀍮􀐠
Γ􀐅􀐄􀔌
)] , (6.11)
where again choosing the modulation modeℳ􀍭 on a link means that the link is in
outage.
More explicitly, a cooperative link is in outage if at least one between the source-
relay link or the relay-destination link is in outage. Hence, the outage probability
𝑃􀐄􀔌􀎦􀎬􀎫 for the ℎ-th relay may be obtained as:
𝑃􀐄􀔌􀎦􀎬􀎫|𝛾􀐅􀏶 =
􀏽
∑
􀐖􀍹􀍭
𝑃{ℳ􀐖 ,ℳ􀍭|𝛾􀐅􀏶} +
􀏽
∑
􀐘􀍹􀍮
𝑃{ℳ􀍭,ℳ􀐘|𝛾􀐅􀏶}. (6.12)
The overall transmission is in outage when the direct link is in outage, i.e. when
the value 𝛾􀐅􀏶 is lower than the threshold that enables the BPSK modulation mode,
and all the relay aided links are in outage, given the particular value of 𝛾􀐅􀏶. More
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particularly, the outage probability of the cooperative system 𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫 may be calcu-
lated as:
𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫 =∫
􀔻􀑦􀔘
􀒬􀓽􀓮
􀍭
∏
􀐔∈ℋ
(𝑃􀐄􀔌􀎦􀎬􀎫|𝛾􀐅􀏶)𝑓􀑃􀓽􀓮(𝛾􀐅􀏶)d𝛾􀐅􀏶, (6.13)
where 𝑓􀐊(𝑥) denotes the probability density distribution of a continuous random
variable 𝑋. Denote also the cumulative distribution function of a random variable
𝑋 with 𝐹􀐊(𝑥).
As previously described, each modulation mode couple (ℳ􀐖 ,ℳ􀐘) (𝑗, 𝑙 ∈ [1, 𝐾])
corresponds to a transmissionduration𝑇􀐞􀔌􀐖,􀐘when invoking thehelp of theℎ-th relay.
The duration is calculated according to (6.3).
Given that each modulation mode couple, and in turn each value for the trans-
missionduration, is selectedwithprobability𝑃{ℳ􀐖 ,ℳ􀐘|𝛾􀐅􀏶}, onemay calculate the
probability 𝐹􀐆􀔖􀔌, (𝑥) that the duration is less than a value 𝑥 by summing the prob-
abilities of modulationmodes that provide transmissions having durations smaller
than 𝑥. Similarly, one may calculate the probability 𝐹􀎑􀒓􀒘􀒡(𝑥) that the direct com-
munication lasts less than 𝑥 by summing the probabilities of selecting modulation
modes for the source-destination link that provide transmission having durations
that are less than 𝑥.
Recall now that, being 𝑍 = min(𝑋, 𝑌), where 𝑋 and 𝑌 are independent random
variables, one has:
𝐹􀐌(𝑍) = 1 − (1 − 𝐹􀐊(𝑥)) − (1 − 𝐹􀐋(𝑦)). (6.14)
As detailed in the previous section, the transmission mode selection rule oper-
ates following a durationminimisation criterion. Particularly, the duration 𝑇 of the
transmission made by a source station may be obtained as the minimum between
the duration of a direct transmission and the duration of each relay-aided commu-
nication, i.e.:
𝑇 = min(𝑇􀎛􀎠􀎩, 𝑇􀐞􀑦, , … , 𝑇
􀐞|ℋ|
, ). (6.15)
It follows from the previous equation that the probability 𝐹􀐆(𝑥) = 𝑃 {𝑇 ≤ 𝑥}
that an ongoing transmission lasts less than 𝑥 may be evaluated as:
𝐹􀐆(𝑥) = 1 −∫
􀍷􀏯
􀍭
(1 − 𝐹􀐆􀒓􀒘􀒡(𝑥))∏
􀐔∈ℋ
(1 − 𝐹􀐆􀔖􀔌, (𝑥)) 𝑓􀑃􀓽􀓮(𝛾􀐅􀏶)d𝛾􀐅􀏶, (6.16)
Finally, the average duration of a successful communication 𝑇􀐅 may be obtained
as:
𝑇􀐅 = ℰ [
𝑇
1 − 𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫
] , (6.17)
where again only transmissions that do not experience outage are considered.
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6.3.2 MARKOV CHAIN BASED MODEL FOR THE BACKOFF PROCEDURE
OF A COOPERATIVE STATION
The average duration of a communicationmodels the behaviour of a stationwhen it
already accessed the channel and hence it is ready for transmitting its information.
For reaching such a state, a station has to undergo through a backoff procedure for
reducing the changes of colliding with another station that wants to transmit its
packet. The backoff procedure of the single station is analysed in the following of
the section.
Consider a discrete time scenario, where 𝑡 and 𝑡 + 1 mark the beginning
of consecutive time slots. Let 𝑏(𝑡) and 𝑠(𝑡) be the stochastic processes repres-
enting the backoff counter and the backoff state of a contending station. Refer-
ences [96, 97, 98] model the joint stochastic process {𝑠(𝑡), 𝑏(𝑡)} with a 􀅭inite state
Markov chain, assuming that the probability 𝑝􀐏 that a transmitted packet collides
does not depend on the backoff state. In the proposed protocol, however, a trans-
mission may also fail because of an outage situation.
The analytic results of [96, 97, 98] may be extended in order to account for
outage by noting that a transmission attempt fails either when a station estimates
an outage situation or due to a packet collision, when the station is not in outage.
Hence, the probability 𝑝􀏸 that an attempt fails may be expressed as:
𝑝􀏸 = 𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫 + (1 − 𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫)𝑝􀐏 , (6.18)
where 𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫 is the outage probability derived in the previous part.
The 􀅭inite stateMarkov chainmodelling thebackoff process of a station is shown
in Figure 6.1. The quantities included in Figure 6.1 are the following: 𝑚 is the max-
imum retry limit, i.e. the maximum number of times a single packet is retransmit-
ted after its previous transmissions failed; 𝑚􀚄 is the maximum backoff stage, i.e.
the maximum number of times that the contention window is doubled, 𝑊􀍭 is the
minimum contention window and, 􀅭inally,𝑊􀐕 is the contention window in the state
𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑖 and is equal to:
𝑊􀐕 = {
2􀐕𝑊􀍭 if 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚
􀚄
2􀐙
􀚅
𝑊􀍭 if𝑚
􀚄 < 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚
. (6.19)
Denote the transition probability𝑃{𝑠(𝑡+1) = 𝑖, 𝑏(𝑡+1) = 𝑘|𝑠(𝑡) = ℎ, 𝑏(𝑡) = 𝑙}
with𝑃{𝑖, 𝑘|ℎ, 𝑙}. The only non-zero probabilities that characterise theMarkov chain
are:
⎧
⎨
⎩
𝑃 {𝑖, 𝑘|𝑖, 𝑘 + 1} = 1 𝑘 ∈ [0,𝑊􀐕 − 2] , 𝑖 ∈ [0,𝑚]
𝑃 {0, 𝑘|𝑖, 0} = (1 − 𝑝􀏸)/𝑊􀍭 𝑘 ∈ [0,𝑊􀍭 − 1] , 𝑖 ∈ [0,𝑚 − 1]
𝑃 {𝑖, 𝑘|𝑖 − 1, 0} = 𝑝􀏸/𝑊􀐕 𝑘 ∈ [0,𝑊􀐕 − 1] , 𝑖 ∈ [1,𝑚]
𝑃 {0, 𝑘|𝑚, 0} = 1/𝑊􀍭 𝑘 ∈ [0,𝑊􀍭 − 1]
. (6.22)
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0, 0 0, 1 … 0,𝑊􀍭 − 2 1,𝑊􀍭 − 1
1, 0 1, 1 … 1,𝑊􀍮 − 2 1,𝑊􀍮 − 1
… … … … …
𝑖, 0 𝑖, 1 … 𝑖,𝑊􀐕 − 2 𝑖,𝑊􀐕 − 1
… … … … …
𝑚, 0 𝑚, 1 … 𝑚,𝑊􀐙 − 2 𝑚,𝑊􀐙 − 1
1 − 𝑝􀏸
1 − 𝑝􀏸
1 − 𝑝􀏸
∑ = 𝑝􀏸
∑ = 𝑝􀏸
∑ = 𝑝􀏸
∑ = 𝑝􀏸
∑ = 𝑝􀏸
∑ = 𝑝􀏸
Figure 6.1: Markov chain used tomodel the backoff process of a contending station.
Consider now the evolution over time of the Markov chain. Particularly, let 𝑏􀐕,􀐗
denote the stationary chain distribution, i.e.:
𝑏􀐕,􀐗 = lim
􀐠→􀏯
𝑃 {𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑖, 𝑏(𝑡) = 𝑘} . (6.23)
Noting that 𝑏􀐕,􀍭 = 𝑝􀏸 ⋅ 𝑏􀐕􀍸􀍮,􀍭 one can obtain:
𝑏􀐕,􀍭 = 𝑝
􀐕
􀏸 ⋅ 𝑏􀍭,􀍭. (6.24)
Then, the stationary probability for a generic state may be evaluated as:
𝑏􀐕,􀐗 =
𝑊􀐕 − 𝑘
𝑊􀐕
{
(1 − 𝑝􀏸)∑
􀐙􀍸􀍮
􀐖􀍹􀍭 𝑏􀐖,􀍭 + 𝑏􀐙,􀍭 𝑖 = 0
𝑝􀏸 𝑏􀐕􀍸􀍮,􀍭 𝑖 ∈ [1,𝑚]
. (6.25)
and substituting the expression for 𝑏􀐕,􀍭 one has:
𝑏􀐕,􀐗 =
𝑊􀐕 − 𝑘
𝑊􀐕
𝑝􀐕􀏸 𝑏􀍭,􀍭. (6.26)
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Finally, the stationary distribution is obtained imposing:
􀐙
∑
􀐕􀍹􀍭
􀐉􀔍
∑
􀐗􀍹􀍭
𝑏􀐕,􀐗 = 1. (6.27)
Opposed to [96, 97, 98], where the source station tries to send a packet when
its backoff counter reaches zero, the proposed cross-layer protocol avoids trans-
mitting if the station is in outage. Hence, a transmission occurs only if the source
station has at least an available way of transmitting to the destination, either using
a direct communication or invoking cooperation. From this follows that the prob-
ability 𝜏 that a chosen station transmits in a random time slot may be evaluated
as:
𝜏 = (1 − 𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫)
􀐙
∑
􀐕􀍹􀍭
𝑏􀐕,􀍭 =
1 − 𝑝􀐙􀍷􀍮􀏸
1 − 𝑝􀏸
(1 − 𝑃􀎦􀎬􀎫) 𝑏􀍭,􀍭. (6.28)
A collision occurs whenmore than one station is transmitting in the considered
time slot, which happens with probability:
𝑝􀐏 = 1 − (1 − 𝜏)
|𝒩|􀍸􀍮. (6.29)
Equations (6.18), (6.28), and (6.29) represent a non-linear system which may
be numerically solved to obtain the values 𝜏, 𝑝􀐏 and 𝑝􀏸 for a given number |𝒩| of
contending stations.
6.3.3 SATURATION THROUGHPUT AND AVERAGE PACKET DELAY
The backoff model of a station characterises the behaviour of the single node com-
posing thenetwork. For obtaining the throughput anddelay values it it necessary to
analyse how the single stations interact together and in􀅭luence the events that may
happen in a time slot. Such analysis is detailed in the following part, completing
the theoretical model for the network performance of the cross-layer cooperative
protocol proposed in the previous section.
Consider a single time slot of duration 𝜎. The probability 𝑝􀎫􀎩 that at least one
station is transmitting in the particular considered slot is:
𝑝􀎫􀎩 = 1 − (1 − 𝜏)
|𝒩|. (6.30)
Recalling that a packet that is transmitted will be successfully received if there
are no other active communications in the same slot, the probability 𝑝􀐅 that a trans-
mitted packet is correctly received by the destination in the time slot is given by:
𝑝􀐅 =
|𝒩|𝜏(1 − 𝜏)|𝒩|􀍸􀍮
𝑝􀎫􀎩
, (6.31)
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From the previous considerations it follows that a randomly chosen time slot is
empty with probability (1 − 𝑝􀎫􀎩), hosts a successful transmission with probability
𝑝􀎫􀎩𝑝􀐅 or contains a collision with probability 𝑝􀎫􀎩(1 − 𝑝􀐅). From the previous slot
characterisation, and following the steps of [96], the average time between two
consecutive backoff decrements 𝐸􀐟 may be calculated as:
𝐸􀐟 = (1 − 𝑝􀎫􀎩)𝜎 + 𝑝􀎫􀎩𝑝􀐅𝑇􀐅 + 𝑝􀎫􀎩(1 − 𝑝􀐅)𝑇􀎚􀎦􀎣􀎣, (6.32)
where 𝑇􀐅 is the average duration of a successful transmission for the considered
access scheme, which was derived in the 􀅭irst step of the analysis, and 𝑇􀎚􀎦􀎣􀎣 is the
time wasted when colliding, obtained as:
𝑇􀎚􀎦􀎣􀎣 = 𝑇􀎏􀎑􀎐 + 𝚝𝚒𝚖𝚎𝚘𝚞𝚝. (6.33)
Denoting with 𝑝􀏶 = 𝑝
􀐙􀍷􀍮
􀏸 the probability that a packet is dropped and recalling
that the backoff counter in the state 𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑖 is uniformly distributed between0 and
𝑊􀐕 − 1, the mean number of time slots required to successfully transmit a packet
𝐸􀎪􀎥 is [98]:
𝐸􀎪􀎥 =
􀐙
∑
􀐕􀍹􀍭
𝑊􀐕 − 1
2
𝑝􀐕􀏸 − 𝑝􀏶
1 − 𝑝􀏶
=
𝑝􀏶[𝑊 +𝑚 + 1 −𝑊2
􀐙􀚅 (𝑚 −𝑚􀚄 + 2)]
2(1 − 𝑝􀏶)
+
𝑊[1 − (2𝑝􀏸)
􀐙􀚅􀍷􀍮]
2(1 − 𝑝􀏶)(1 − 2𝑝􀏸)
+
𝑊 2􀐙
􀚅
(𝑝􀐙
􀚅􀍷􀍮
􀏸 − 𝑝􀏶) + 𝑝􀏶 − 1
2(1 − 𝑃𝑑)(1 − 𝑝􀏸)
. (6.34)
Finally, themean saturation throughput 𝒮 and the average delay𝒟may be eval-
uated as [96, 98]:
𝒮 =
𝑝􀐅 𝑝􀎫􀎩 ℰ[𝑃]
𝐸􀐟
, (6.35)
and
𝒟 = 𝐸􀎪􀎥 𝐸􀐟. (6.36)
6.4 NETWORK PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED
COOPERATIVE PROTOCOL
This section presents simulated results for the performance of the proposed cross-
layer designed cooperative MAC protocol. The simulated results are compared
with the performance obtained using the CoopMAC protocol as well as with the
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Parameter Value
SIFS duration 10 𝜇s
DIFS duration 50 𝜇s
RTS duration 352 𝜇s
HTS, CTS, ACK durations 304 𝜇s
𝐻􀎍􀎅􀎖 192 bits
𝐻􀎊􀍾􀎀 272 bits
𝑊􀍭 32
𝑚,𝑚􀚄 5
Packet length 𝑃 9000 bits
Slot time 𝜎 20 𝜇s
Table 6.2: 802.11 Parameters used in MAC protocols simulations.
non-cooperative IEEE 802.11 standard DCF algorithm. Furthermore, the perform-
ance values are also comparedwith the analytic values obtained following the steps
shown in the previous section. Monte-Carlo simulations have been performed us-
ing a discrete-time custom made simulator written in the C++ programming lan-
guage with the aid of IT++ libraries [99].
Table 6.2 provides a summary of the parameters used in the simulations. Fur-
thermore, different distributed coding techniques are used at the PHY layer of the
cross-layer designedMACprotocol for assessing the in􀅭luence of the channel coding
scheme on the network performance.
Figure 6.2 compares the theoretical saturation throughput, the mean packet
delay and the outage performance for the DCF, the CoopMAC and the proposed
MAC protocols. The 􀅭irst two attempts of the genetic algorithm aided designed
HARQ scheme having a rate of 𝑅􀐏 =
􀍵
􀍶
and listed in Table 5.1 of Chapter 5 are
used for the transmissions of the source and relay stations, respectively. Finally,
a value 𝜓|􀎛􀍿 = 0.8 dB is used for repetitive schemes and a less aggressive value
𝜓|􀎛􀍿 = 1.3 dB is used for the cross-layer scheme that relies on distributed cod-
ing. Furthermore, the additional offset 𝜉|􀎛􀍿 used for determining the thresholds of
source to relay transmissions is set to 𝜉 = 0.5 dB. The in􀅭luence of the threshold
values will be analysed in the following of the section.
It canbe seen fromFigure6.2 that thenovel schemeoffers thehighest saturation
throughput as well as the lowest outage probability among the studied algorithms.
It also helps reducing the delay compared to the CoopMAC protocol and it achieves
the lowest delay valuewhen the average channel quality Γ is equal to 10dB. Hence,
results con􀅭irm that the proposed cross-layer design, which bene􀅭its fromusing dis-
tributed channel coding techniques, is capable of providing an enhanced network
performance.
For assessing the in􀅭luence of distributed channel encoding techniques, Fig-
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Figure 6.2: Theoretical (solid: cross-layer protocol, dashed: CoopMAC, dotted:
DCF) and simulated ( : cross-layer protocol, : CoopMAC, : DCF) sat-
uration throughput, outage and average delay performance of the MAC
schemes under study.
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Figure 6.3: Theoretical (solid) and simulated ( : genetic aided protocol, : system-
atic incremental, : complementary scheme of [70]) saturation through-
put performance of the cross-layer MAC scheme using different distrib-
uted channel coding techniques.
ure 6.3 shows the throughput performance of the cross-layer MAC using different
puncturing schemes for the source and relay transmissions. Particularly, the bench-
marked schemes are the genetic aided scheme, the systematic incremental scheme
and the complementary scheme of [70] listed in Table 5.1.
It can be seen that the only scheme that is capable of performing near the ana-
lytic values obtained following the steps shown in the previous section is the one
that relies on the genetic algorithm aided designed channel code. Conversely the
performance of the other forwarding schemes is not closely predicted by the the-
oretical analysis.
In particular, when using the systematic technique, the transmission of the re-
lay station contains only parity bits and hence does not perform close to the SPB,
used as a base for the theoretical analysis. Noting that a cooperative transmission
takes place when the source-destination link is severely corrupted by fading, the
decoding performance at the destinationmainly depends on the bits received from
the relay. Consequently, the ON-OFFmodel does not correctly predict the decoding
performance of the systematic incremental scheme, where the relay station trans-
mission achieves a low error ratio only for SNR values that are much higher than
the one calculatedwith the SPB.More explicitly, higher switching thresholds should
be considered at the relay for the incremental scheme.
Conversely, when using the balanced complementary scheme of [70], the trans-
missions of the source and relay stations have the same decoding performance.
However, the codes de􀅭ined by the puncturing patterns used in such scheme are
not optimised for the waterfall performance and do not closely parallel the SPB,
as shown in Chapter 5. Hence the scheme is less suited for cooperative scenarios,
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where the best performance is achieved by codeswith the lowest convergence SNR.
Furthermore, since the ON-OFFmodel assumes that the decoding thresholds of the
channel code are closely predicted by the SPB, the theoretical analysis fails tomatch
the performance of the complementary scheme. More explicitly, a higher offset
should be added to the switching thresholds employed by both the source and the
relay stations for considering the gap between the channel code performance and
the SPB.
Finally, note that only the switching thresholds to be used at the relay station
are mispredicted using the systematic incremental scheme. Hence, the through-
put downgrade regards only cooperative communications and ismore severewhen
many stations are connected to the network and thus the use of a relay is facilitated.
Conversely, also the thresholds to be used at the source station are not correctly
predicted when using the scheme of [70]. Hence, this scheme experiences many
decoding errors also in direct transmissions, which reduce the throughput even for
a small number of connected nodes, when cooperation is less likely to be invoked.
The effect of the offset 𝜓 on the throughput is shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5
for the cross-layer and the CoopMAC schemes, respectively. A small offset leads
to many transmission errors and to a throughput downgrade, since the switching
thresholds are too close to the SPB and do not account for the convergence SNRs
gap characterising the used code. Increasing 𝜓 reduces the number of decoding
errors, since the analytically derived thresholds better approximate the code's be-
haviour. As a results, the ON-OFF model, which assumes that transmissions are
always successful, closely predicts the network performance. However, an unne-
cessary high value for 𝜓 leads to a throughput decrease since the channel code's
decoding thresholds are overestimated.
It can be seen that the offset value that maximises the actual performance of
the proposed cross-layer protocol satis􀅭ies 𝜓|􀎛􀍿 ∈ [1.2 dB, 1.4 dB], while for the
CoopMAC protocol one 􀅭inds that the offset should be either 0.6 dB or 0.8dB, re-
spectively for Γ = 5 dB or Γ = 10 dB. These results justify the adoption of the
particular values of 𝜓|􀎛􀍿 used in the chapter.
6.5 SUCCESSIVE RELAYING AIDED CROSS-LAYER PROTOCOL
The cooperative MAC scheme considered in the previous parts rely on a three-
terminal scenario, where a single relay aids the communication between a source
station and a destination. In such a scenario, a signi􀅭icant multiplexing loss is in-
curred compared to direct transmissions due to the half duplex constraint of sta-
tions.
Tomitigate this time loss, a successive relaying aided extension of the proposed
cross-layer MAC protocol is presented in the following. The successive relaying ex-
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Figure 6.4: Theoretical (solid) and simulated ( ) saturation throughput perform-
ance of the cross-layer MAC scheme for different values of 𝜓|􀎛􀍿.
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Figure 6.5: Theoretical (dashed) and simulated ( ) saturation throughput perform-
ance of the CoopMAC scheme for different values of 𝜓|􀎛􀍿.
tension is based on theworks of [100, 101]. In order to support successive relaying,
two relays are needed and the corresponding packet transmission sequence is de-
tailed in the following.
Assume to divide the packet to be transmitted into 𝐹 segments, denoted by
{ℱ􀐙}
􀏸
􀐒􀍹􀍮. The source station encodes each of the 𝐹 segments separately and trans-
mits them in 𝐹 consecutive phases. The complete transmission scheme takes place
in (𝐹 + 1) consecutive phases and ensues as follows:
• in the 􀅭irst phase the source station transmits ℱ􀍮; the 􀅭irst relay and the des-
tination listen to the source's transmission, while the second relay remains
idle;
• in the second phase the source station transmits ℱ􀍯 and the 􀅭irst relay re-
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encodes and forwardsℱ􀍮; the second relay receivesℱ􀍯 from the source station
and the destination receivesℱ􀍯 from the source station as well asℱ􀍮 from the
􀅭irst relay;
• in the third phase the source station transmits ℱ􀍰 and the second relay re-
encodes and forwards ℱ􀍯; the 􀅭irst relay receives ℱ􀍰 from the source station
and the destination receivesℱ􀍰 from the source station as well asℱ􀍯 from the
second relay;
• this process continues in this way up to phase 𝐹;
• in phase (𝐹 + 1) both the source station and the 􀅭irst relay (or the second
relay) remain silent, while the second relay (or the 􀅭irst relay) re-encodes and
forwards ℱ􀏿.
Note that segments forwarded by the relay stations may contain the same in-
formation as the ones transmitted by the source station, as in repetition schemes,
or may include new information, using incremental encoding techniques.
Using the above-described successive relaying technique the multiplexing loss
is reduced to the value of
􀏸􀍷􀍮
􀏸
, which approaches unity, if 𝐹 is suf􀅭iciently high.
In order to use the above-mentioned successive relaying scheme the source has
to address in its RTS message the two highest-SNR relays stored in its CoopTable.
For supporting feedback from each relay, an additional HTSmessage is introduced,
where the two HTS frames are issued by both the relays in order to con􀅭irm that
they are willing to cooperate. The ensuing frame exchange of the successive trans-
mission regime is shown in Figure 6.6.
In order to decode the signal arriving from both the relay and the source during
the same phase, the destination has to perform Successive Interference Cancella-
tion (SIC). Given that de􀅭ining a suited SIC algorithm is beyond the scope of this
work, perfect interference cancellation is assumed. A suited choice for the SIC al-
gorithm may be the low-complexity scheme of [101, 102]. In order to mitigate the
interference between the relays, it is assumed that they also employ a SIC algorithm
to recover the source frames.
To decide whether to invoke cooperation or not, the source station evaluates
the expected transmission duration of a direct transmission, of a classic cooperat-
ive communication adopting the fastest relay, aswell as of a successive transmission
using the fastest pair of relays. The time durations of direct and relay-aided com-
munications are calculated according to (6.2) and (6.3). The time required for a
successive relaying aided transmission using the relays ℎ􀍮 and ℎ􀍯 and adopting for
both the source-relays and relays-destination links the fastest availablemodulation
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Figure 6.6: Frames exchange in successive relaying aided cooperation; numbers in-
dicate the indexes of the packet segments, solid boxes represent trans-
mitted packet segments, while dashed boxes represent received ones.
modes, that correspond respectively to the ratesℛ􀐅􀐄􀔌􀑦 , ℛ􀐅􀐄􀔌􀑧 , ℛ􀐄􀔌􀑦􀏶, ℛ􀐄􀔌􀑧􀏶, is:
𝑇􀐞􀔌􀑦 ,􀐞􀔌􀑧 =𝑇􀎏􀎑􀎐 + 2 𝑇􀎅􀎑􀎐 + 𝑇􀎀􀎑􀎐 +
𝐻􀎍􀎅􀎖
ℛ􀍮
+ ⌊
𝑀 + 1
2𝑀
⌋
𝐻􀎊􀍾􀎀 + ℰ[𝑃]
min(ℛ􀐅􀐄􀔌􀑦 , ℛ􀐄􀔌􀑧􀏶)
+
⌈
𝑀 + 1
2𝑀
⌉
𝐻􀎊􀍾􀎀 + ℰ[𝑃]
min(ℛ􀐅􀐄􀔌􀑧 , ℛ􀐄􀔌􀑦􀏶)
+ 𝑇􀍾􀎀􀎈 + 6 SIFS + DIFS. (6.37)
The two relays that minimise the time duration of the successive relaying pro-
cedure are chosen by the source station as candidate relays. Finally, the speci􀅭ic
scheme which provides the fastest transmission at the highest average rate is ac-
tivated.
The throughput of the successive relaying assisted protocol using incremental
forwarding and relying on the genetic algorithm aided designed incremental turbo
code is compared in Figure 6.7 with the performance of the single relay cross-layer
system andwith the performance of the CoopMAC protocol. It can be seen that suc-
cessive relaying provides an additional performance increase compared to simply
adopting distributed coding techniques in a single relay aided system.
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Figure 6.7: Simulated saturation throughput performance of different cooperative
MAC protocols ( : single relay cross-layer scheme, : CoopMAC scheme,
: successive relaying cross-layer scheme).
6.6 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter presented a novel cross-layer designed cooperative MAC protocol
based on the popular CoopMAC scheme. It was shown that a cross-layer approach
allows contriving protocols that achieve a higher network performance, since they
bene􀅭it from distributed channel coding techniques at the PHY layer. Furthermore,
the chapter proposed a successive relaying aided scheme, which further enhances
the performance of the cross-layer MAC by invoking the cooperation of two relays
for mitigating the multiplexing loss incurred in the single relay scenario. Summar-
ising, the chapter shown that a cross-layer design approach should be considered
when designing MAC protocol schemes, since it provides bene􀅭its that enhance the
network performance.
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7
MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL PROTOCOLS
RELYING ON IMPERFECT KNOWLEDGE
The previous chapter shown that adopting a cross-layer approach for the design pro-
cedure of proactive MAC protocols allows contriving schemes than enhance the net-
work performance, since they bene􀅲it from the distributed channel coding at the PHY
layer. However, the performance of such schemes was analysed under the assump-
tion that the source station knew the instantaneous channel qualities of each link
composing the network. Such assumption is very limiting in faded scenarios, where
the channel quality of a link 􀅲luctuates over time. This chapter studies the perform-
ance of both proactive and reactive MAC schemes when the relay selection algorithm
adopted by the source station relies on imperfect channel quality estimates. Further-
more, novel relay selection algorithms based onMarkov techniques for predicting the
actual channel qualities from the imperfect estimates are proposed and are shown to
mitigate the downgrade incurredwhen the source station has to rely on outdated and
corrupted information.1
7.1 INTRODUCTION
Themajority of cooperative MAC protocols found in the literature rely on idealised
simplifying assumptions for the physical layer. In particular, [41, 45, 47, 52] assume
that either the source station or some of the relays bene􀅭it from instantaneous and
perfect CSI.
Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) techniques have been
used for improving the performance of non-cooperative schemes, when the sys-
1The content of this chapter is based on F. Babich, A. Crismani and L. Hanzo, ``Relay selection
schemes relying on adaptive modulation and imperfect channel knowledge for cooperative net-
works'', presented at the IEEE International Conference on Communications, Ottawa (Canada), June
2012.
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tem's state is characterised by a certain degree of uncertainty [103, 104].
A cooperative system using realistic imperfect CSI knowledge was considered
in [55], where the different relays employed a POMDP for selecting the cooperative
partner, though a transmission technique dispensing with adaptive modulation or
channel coding was assumed. Similarly, a POMDP based approach was used in [58]
for assessing the performance of a cooperative sensor network. Again, the authors
of [58] also dispensedwith adaptivemodulation systems andwith detailing the co-
operative MAC protocol's procedures. As a further advance, a Markov formulation
was used in [105] for modelling the time instants of a cooperative communication
system, where the relay selection problem was treated as a ``multi-armed bandit
problem''.
This chapter models and compares the performance of both proactive and re-
active relay selection algorithms using realistic outdated and imperfect CSI know-
ledge. Furthermore, novel POMDP based relay selection algorithms are conceived
formitigating the performance degradation introduced by the channel uncertainty.
A sophisticated physical layer is considered, which includes adaptive modulation
and incremental encoding. The SPB is used for assessing the attainable perform-
ance of ef􀅭icient codes, as detailed in the previous chapters. The chapter shows
that the performance of a relay selection scheme employed for a cooperative MAC
protocol is sensitive to the quality of the CSI knowledge. It is also shown that MDP
based techniques allow one to mitigate the impairments imposed by the imperfect
CSI, hence effectively increasing the network performance.
7.2 PERFORMANCE OF COOPERATIVE MAC PROTOCOLS
RELYING ON IMPERFECT INFORMATION
Consider a cooperative MAC protocol where the relay selection algorithm is per-
formed at the source station. Such choice is opposed to other solutions were con-
tention between relays is used for enabling cooperation at the MAC layer [41, 52].
The particular choice where the source station selects the relay invoked for co-
operation ismotivated by noting that it avoids time-consuming backoff procedures
and collisions at relay stations and at the same time it reduces the power consump-
tion of relay stations in reactive schemes, where the candidate partners have to de-
code themessage of the source station even if they will not be the preferred helper.
Particularly, this chapter consider a scenario where the relay station is chosen
by the source station based on imperfect channel estimates thatmight be outdated.
Furthermore, since the scope of the chapter is to compare the performance of di-
verse relay selection techniques, rather than to analyse a particular MAC scheme,
theMAC overhead involved in setting up cooperation (e.g. the RTS/HTS/CTS frame
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exchange considered in the previous chapter) is not taken into account.
Similarly to the previous chapter, consider a scenario having a source station,
|ℋ| relay stations {𝑅􀐔}􀐔∈ℋ and a destination station. Denote the distance between
stations ``𝐴'' and ``𝐵'' normalised to the distance between the source station and
the destination station by 𝑑(𝐴, 𝐵).
Time is discrete anddivided into slots. Consider the𝑛-th time slot 𝑡􀐚. Denote the
instantaneous SNR of the source-destination link by 𝛾􀐠􀔒􀐅􀏶. Similarly, denote the in-
stantaneous SNRs of the link between the source station and the ℎ-th relay-station
and of the link between the ℎ-th relay station and the destination by 𝛾􀐠􀔒􀐅􀐄􀔌 and 𝛾
􀐠􀔒
􀐄􀔌􀏶,
respectively.
Assume that the SNRs pertaining to different time slots are identically distrib-
uted and denote their average quantities on the corresponding links by:
Γ􀐅􀏶 = ℰ[𝛾
(⋅)
􀐅􀏶],
Γ􀐅􀐄􀔌 = ℰ[𝛾
(⋅)
􀐅􀐄􀔌] = Γ􀐅􀏶/𝑑
􀍯(𝑆, 𝑅􀐔),
Γ􀐄􀔌􀏶 = ℰ[𝛾
(⋅)
􀐄􀔌􀏶] = Γ􀐅􀏶/𝑑
􀍯(𝑅􀐔, 𝐷).
Assuming Rayleigh fading, 𝛾(⋅)􀐅􀏶, {𝛾
(⋅)
􀐅􀐄􀔌}􀐔∈ℋ and {𝛾
(⋅)
􀐄􀔌􀏶}􀐔∈ℋ are exponentially dis-
tributed with means equal to Γ􀐅􀏶, {Γ􀐅􀐄􀔌}􀐔∈ℋ and {Γ􀐄􀔌􀏶}􀐔∈ℋ, respectively.
The values of SNRs on the same link in two time slots 𝑡􀐚 and 𝑡􀐚􀍷􀑔 are correlated
according to:
ℰ(𝛾􀐠􀔒(⋅), 𝛾
􀐠􀔒􀑯􀕌
(⋅) ) = 𝐽
􀍯
􀍭(2𝜋𝑓􀐐𝜏), (7.1)
where 𝐽􀍭 is the zero-order unmodi􀅭ied Bessel function of the 􀅭irst kind and 𝑓􀐐 is the
Doppler frequency. The channel qualities of the different links are independent.
Again, similarly to Chapter 6, consider an adaptive scenario, where {ℛ􀐕}􀏽􀐗􀍹􀍮
are the 𝐾 available transmission rates corresponding to 𝐾 different transmission
modes. This chapter considers the BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM modulation
modes, that provide rates of 1, 2, 4, 6 Mbits/s, respectively. Denote the switching
threshold used by the source station to select the 𝑖-th transmissionmode by 𝛾􀐕􀐠 . The
adaptive mode switching thresholds are analytically derived by using the SPB, as
already adopted for the cross-layer designed cooperativeMACprotocol of Chapter 6
and discussed in Chapter 4.
Finally, note that the destination station combines the signal received from the
source station and from the activated relay station, performing a joint decoding.
Hence, as deeply detailed in previous chapters, the new success threshold 𝛾􀐠
􀐖
􀐄 of
the 𝑗-th mode on the relay to destination link depends both on the mode ℛ􀐕 used
by the source station and on the SNR value 𝛾􀐅􀏶 of the source-destination link.
The purpose of this chapter is to assess the performance of different relay se-
lection schemes, rather than analysing the in􀅭luence of the channel coding tech-
nique adopted. Hence the chapter does not consider a particular distributed cod-
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ing scheme, rather it is assumes that both the codes used by the source station and
by the relay station are near-capacity schemes and hence the SPB-based predicted
performance is accurate. Note however, that both the design procedure for con-
triving ef􀅭icient distributed coding techniques of Chapter 5 and the considerations
about using diverse schemes of Chapter 6 apply to the considered scenario.
Assume now that the SNR values are quantised by the station and opt for the
SNR quantisation thresholds of (𝒬􀍭 = 0) < (𝒬􀐗 = 𝛾
􀐗
􀐠 ) < (𝒬􀏽􀍷􀍮 = ∞). The fading
envelope at a time instant 𝑡􀐚 is quantised to the value 𝑐􀐗 (0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐾) if it satis-
􀅭ies 𝒬􀐗 ≤ 𝛾
􀐠􀔒
(⋅) < 𝒬􀐗􀍷􀍮. Finally, denote the SNR value obtained after quantising the
quantity 𝛾􀐠􀔒(⋅) by ?̂?
􀐠􀔒
(⋅).
This chapter also considers the casewhere the channel state information values
obtainedby the source station arenot onlyoutdated, butmaybe corruptedbynoise.
More particularly, the source station observes potentially corrupted estimates ?̃?(⋅)
of the quantised SNR values ?̂?(⋅).
Denote the probabilities of under-estimating and over-estimating the SNRvalue
by 𝜎􀍮 and 𝜎􀍯, respectively. The probability of observing a channel SNR value ?̃?(⋅),
when the link quality is ?̂?(⋅) is given by:
𝑃 (?̃?􀐠􀔒(⋅) = 𝑐􀐕|?̂?
􀐠􀔒
(⋅) = 𝑐􀐖) =
⎧
⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪
⎩
𝜎􀍮 𝑖 = 𝑗 − 1
1 − 𝜎􀍮 𝑖 = 𝑗 = 𝐾
𝜎􀍯 𝑖 = 𝑗 + 1
1 − 𝜎􀍯 𝑖 = 𝑗 = 0
1 − 𝜎􀍮 − 𝜎􀍯 0 < 𝑖 = 𝑗 < 𝐾
0 otherwise.
(7.2)
The relay selection algorithms studied in the following follow a time minimisa-
tion criterion, similarly to the one presented in the previous chapter.
7.2.1 PROACTIVE RELAY SELECTION SCHEME
In a proactive relay selection scheme the source station chooses the relay station
providing the highest-rate transmission, and hence the most prompt communica-
tion.
Consider the 𝑛-th time slot and the ℎ-th relay. Assume that the source station
knows the corrupted andoutdated channel state information values ?̃?􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌􀐅􀏶 , {?̃?
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐅􀐄􀔌 }
|ℋ|
􀐔􀍹􀍮
and {?̃?􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌􀐄􀔌􀏶 }
|ℋ|
􀐔􀍹􀍮. Denote the highest-rate transmissionmode available on the source-
relay link by:
ℛ∗􀐅􀏺􀔌 = max {ℛ
􀐖 ∈ [ℛ􀍮, ⋯ , ℛ􀏽] ∶ 𝛾􀐖􀐠 < ?̃?
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐅􀐄􀔌 } , (7.3)
and the highest-rate transmission mode available on the relay-destination link by:
ℛ∗􀏺􀔌􀏶 = max {ℛ
􀐖 ∈ [ℛ􀍮, ⋯ , ℛ􀏽] ∶ 𝛾􀐠
􀐖
􀐄|?̃?
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐅􀏶 , ℛ
∗
􀐅􀏺􀔌 < ?̃?
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐄􀔌􀏶 } . (7.4)
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The relay station that achieves the highest transmission rate is selected accord-
ing to:
𝚌𝚑𝚘𝚘𝚜𝚎 𝚛𝚎𝚕𝚊𝚢 ℎ∗ = argmax
􀐔∈ℋ
{(
1
ℛ∗􀐅􀏺􀔌
+
1
ℛ∗􀏺􀔌􀏶
)
􀍸􀍮
} . (7.5)
Finally, cooperation is activated if one has:
(
1
ℛ∗􀐅􀏺􀔌∗
+
1
ℛ∗􀏺􀔌∗􀏶
)
􀍸􀍮
> ℛ∗􀐅􀏶, (7.6)
where ℛ∗􀐅􀏶 is the highest attainable rate on the source-destination link and is ob-
tained as:
ℛ∗􀐅􀏶 = max{ℛ
􀐖 ∈ [ℛ􀍮, ⋯ , ℛ􀏽] ∶ 𝛾􀐖􀐠 < ?̃?
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐅􀏶 }. (7.7)
If Equation 7.6 is not satis􀅭ied, a direct communication provides a higher-rate
and hence is to be preferred.
Note that, since theCSI knownat the source station is not the instantaneous one,
the speci􀅭ic transmissionmode activatedmay result in an unsuccessful decoding at
the destination, especially when the CSI 􀅭luctuates rapidly.
Particularly, consider a direct communication and assume that the source sta-
tion chooses the 𝑖-th transmission mode based on the SNR value ?̃?􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌􀐅􀏶 . The trans-
mission is unsuccessful if we have 𝛾􀐠􀔒􀐅􀏶 < 𝛾
􀐕
􀐠 . Similarly, if the source station opts
for choosing the ℎ-th relay station and the transmission modes ℛ􀐖 and ℛ􀐘 on the
source-relay and relay-destination links, respectively, the cooperative transmission
is unsuccessful if 𝛾􀐠􀔒􀐅􀐄􀔌 < 𝛾
􀐖
􀐠 ∨ 𝛾
􀐠􀔒
􀐄􀔌􀏶 < 𝛾􀐠
􀐘
􀐄|𝛾
􀐠􀔒
􀐅􀏶, ℛ
􀐖 .
7.2.2 REACTIVE RELAY SELECTION SCHEME
In reactive schemes, the source station opts for the speci􀅭ic relay station that
provides themost prompt retransmission to the destination, given that it should be
able to decode the source station's signal. More explicitly, the source station trans-
mits a packet to the destination choosing the highest attainable rateℛ∗􀐅􀏶, obtained
as:
ℛ∗􀐅􀏶 = max{ℛ
􀐖 ∈ [ℛ􀍮, ⋯ , ℛ􀏽] ∶ 𝛾􀐖􀐠 < ?̃?
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐅􀏶 }. (7.8)
Assume to denote the index of the rate ℛ∗􀐅􀏶 used for the direct communication
by 𝑖. If the direct transmission at rateℛ∗􀐅􀏶 fails, the source station considers as can-
didate partners all the relay stations capable of decoding the direct transmission.
Hence, the ℎ-th relay station is a candidate partner if:
?̃?􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌􀐅􀐄􀔌 ≥ 𝛾
􀐕
􀐠 . (7.9)
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Denote the set containing the candidate relay stations at the time slot 𝑡􀐚 by ℋ̃ ⊂
ℋ. Furthermore, denote the highest-rate attainable on the relay-destination link
for a candidate relay ℎ ∈ ℋ̃ byℛ∗􀏺􀔌􀏶, which may be obtained as:
ℛ∗􀏺􀔌􀏶 = max {ℛ
􀐖 ∈ [ℛ􀍮, ⋯ , ℛ􀏽] ∶ 𝛾􀐖􀐠􀓼􀓮|?̃?
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐅􀏶 , ℛ
∗
􀐅􀏶 < ?̃?
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐄􀔌􀏶} . (7.10)
The relay station selection algorithmchooses the highest-rate relay station from
the candidate partners and proceeds according to:
𝚌𝚑𝚘𝚘𝚜𝚎 𝚛𝚎𝚕𝚊𝚢 ℎ∗ = argmax
􀐔∈ℋ̃
{ℛ∗􀏺􀔌􀏶} . (7.11)
Naturally, transmission errors are imposed by the imperfect CSI knowledge. As-
sume again that the source station chooses to transmit at a rate of ℛ∗􀐅􀏶 = ℛ
􀐕 and
invokes cooperation by relying on the ℎ-th relay using a rate of ℛ∗􀏺􀔌􀏶 = ℛ
􀐖 , in the
case of failure of the source-destination link.
The direct transmission fails if one has 𝛾􀐠􀔒􀐅􀏶 < 𝛾
􀐕
􀐠 , and hence cooperation is in-
voked. Then, the relay station's transmission may also fail if 𝛾􀐠􀔒􀐄􀔌􀏶 < 𝛾􀐠
􀐖
􀐄|𝛾
􀐠􀔒
􀐅􀏶, ℛ
􀐕 , in
which case the packet has to be retransmitted.
7.3 PARTIALLY OBSERVABLE MARKOV DECISION
PROCESSES AIDED RELAY SELECTION SCHEMES
Theprevious section identi􀅭ied how tomodel the relay selection algorithmandhow
to quantify the error events when the source station relies on imperfect channel
knowledge.
This section proposes novel relay selection algorithms that are capable ofmitig-
ating the degradation introduced by the imperfect channel knowledge by predict-
ing the actual channel state information from the delayed and corrupted estimates.
Estimation is achieved using POMDPs. The section brie􀅭ly reviews POMDPs
techniques and then details how the relay selection algorithm for cooperative scen-
ariosmaybe formulatedusing a POMDPaided approach andhow the source station
might bene􀅭it from using POMDPs for selecting the transmission mode.
7.3.1 PARTIALLY OBSERVABLE MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES
Markov Decision Processes (MDP) provide a mathematical framework for model-
ling decisions when the underlying system evolves according to a Markov probab-
ility law.
AMDPmay be represented by a tuple (𝑆, 𝐴, 𝑇, 𝑟). The set 𝑆 enumerates the pos-
sible states of the system. Different actions obeying𝑎(𝑠􀐠􀔒􀐕 ) ∈ 𝐴maybe chosenwhen
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the system is in a state 𝑠􀐠􀔒􀐕 ∈ 𝑆 at the time instant 𝑡􀐚. The law 𝑇(𝑠
􀐠􀔒
􀐕 , 𝑎, 𝑠
􀐠􀔒􀑯􀑦
􀐖 ), 𝑇 ∶ 𝑆 ×
𝐴×𝑆 → ℝ represents the probability that the systemmoves from the state 𝑠􀐠􀔒􀐕 to the
state 𝑠􀐠􀔒􀑯􀑦􀐖 upon taking action𝑎. Finally, an immediate reward 𝑟(𝑠
􀐠􀔒
􀐕 , 𝑎), 𝑟 ∶ 𝑆×𝐴 → ℝ
is earned upon choosing action 𝑎 when in the state 𝑠􀐠􀔒􀐕 .
A stationary policy 𝜋 ∶ 𝑆 → 𝐴 is a function that selects an action based on the
current state of the system. The optimisation problem aims to maximise the dis-
counted reward [103]:
𝐽(𝜋, 𝑠􀐕) = ℰ
􀐟􀔍
􀑐 [
􀏯
∑
􀐗􀍹􀍭
𝜓􀐗𝑟(𝑠􀐗􀐕 , 𝑎􀑐(𝑠
􀐗
􀐕 ))] , (7.12)
where 𝜓 is the discount factor.
De􀅭ine the expected reward earned by choosing the policy 𝜋when commencing
from state 𝑠􀐕 by 𝑉(𝜋, 𝑠􀐕). The Bellman equation of [106] may be used to 􀅭ind the
optimal expected reward as:
𝑉∗(𝑠􀐕) = max
􀐍∈􀏳
[𝑟(𝑠􀐕 , 𝑎) + 𝜓∑
􀐟􀔎∈􀐅
𝑇(𝑠􀐕 , 𝑎, 𝑠􀐖)𝑉
∗(𝑠􀐖)] . (7.13)
The policy that achieves 𝑉∗(𝑠􀐕) is the optimal policy 𝜋
∗(𝑠􀐕) to be adopted when
in state 𝑠􀐕 , and may be expressed as:
𝜋∗(𝑠􀐕) = argmax
􀐍∈􀏳
[𝑟(𝑠􀐕 , 𝑎) + 𝜓∑
􀐟􀔎∈􀐅
𝑇(𝑠􀐕 , 𝑎, 𝑠􀐖)𝑉
∗(𝑠􀐖)] . (7.14)
MDPs require a perfect knowledge of the current state. When the state is not
perfectly known, the decision process may be aided by using POMDPs, which rely
on observations of the system gleaned after performing an action.
Denote the set enumerating all the possible observations by 𝑂. The law Ω(𝑠􀐠􀔒􀐕 ),
Ω ∶ 𝑆 × 𝐴 → Π(𝑂), where Π is a probability distribution, represents the probability
of observing 𝑜􀐖(𝑡􀐚) ∈ 𝑂 upon taking action 𝑎 when the system is in the state 𝑠
􀐠􀔒
􀐕 .
Denote the probability of being in a state 𝑠􀐠􀔒􀐕 by 𝑏(𝑠
􀐠􀔒
􀐕 ), which is referred to as
the state belief, and the vector enumerating the belief of every possible state by
𝐛(𝑡􀐚). A stationary policy selects an action based on the probabilities 𝐛(𝑡􀐚) of the
different states.
Diverse algorithms have been proposed for 􀅭inding the optimal policy of a
POMDP [107]. However, these algorithms are typically suitable for problems as-
sociated with a small number of states.
When aiming for 􀅭inding sub-optimal policies that guarantee satisfying a given
performance in more complex problems, typically heuristic algorithms have been
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proposed. The so-called Q-MDP [107] heuristic is used for solving the POMDP
based relay selection problem in this work, since it achieves better results com-
pared to other heuristics, such as the Most Likely State [108] and Action Vot-
ing [109] heuristics.
7.3.2 POMDP AIDED FORMULATION OF RELAY SELECTION SCHEMES
Consider the 𝑢-th link of the cooperative network. The evolution of the quantised
fading process on a speci􀅭ic linkmay bemodelled using a Finite StateMarkov Chain
(FSMC), where transitions are governed by the 􀅭irst order Markov law:
𝑃(?̂?􀐠􀔒􀑯􀑦(⋅) = 𝑐􀐖|?̂?
􀐠􀔒
(⋅) = 𝑐􀐕) = 𝑡
􀐕,􀐖
􀐡 . (7.15)
The transition process may be described by a matrix 𝑇􀐡 = [𝑡
􀐕,􀐖
􀐡 ]. The values
𝑡􀐕,􀐖􀐡 depend both on the Doppler spread as well as on the average SNR and may be
obtained for a Rayleigh fading process as detailed in [110]. The link is in state 𝑠􀐠􀔒􀐕 at
a time 𝑡􀐚, if ?̂?
􀐠􀔒
(⋅) = 𝑐􀐕 . The (𝐾 + 1) legitimate states on the 𝑢-th link are enumerated
by the set 𝑆􀐡.
The cooperative system may be modelled by using (1 + 2|ℋ|) FSMCs. The
states of the cooperative network are obtained by enumerating all the combina-
tions between the single states of each of the (1 + 2|ℋ|) FSMCs. Denote the set
enumerating all the states of the cooperative system by 𝐒 = 𝑆􀍮 × 𝑆􀍯 × … × 𝑆􀍮􀍷􀍯|ℋ|
and the state at time 𝑡􀐚 by 𝐬
􀐠􀔒 . The transition matrix 𝐓may be obtained as:
𝐓(𝐬􀐠􀔒 , 𝐬􀐠􀔒􀑯􀑦) =
􀍮􀍷􀍯|ℋ|
∏
􀐡􀍹􀍮
𝑡
􀐟􀔘􀔒􀔍 ,􀐟
􀔘􀔒􀑯􀑦
􀔎
􀐡 . (7.18)
The set of actions differs between the proactive as well as the reactive scheme
and characterises the behaviour of the source station.
In proactive systems the source station may opt for remaining silent, transmit-
ting directly or transmitting with the aid of cooperation. In the case of a direct
communication the action further divides into 𝐾 actions corresponding to the 𝐾
transmissionmodes. In the case of a cooperative session, the action further divides
into 𝐾􀍯 actions given by the combination of the two transmission modes used on
the source-relay and relay-destination links. Hence, (1 + 𝐾 + |ℋ|𝐾􀍯) actions are
considered.
The reward is zero if the source station remains silent. In the case of a direct
transmission, the reward is:
𝑟(?̂?􀐠􀔒􀐅􀏶 = 𝑐􀐢, 𝑎 = 𝑅􀐗) = {
𝑅􀐗 𝑐􀐢 ≥ 𝛾
􀐗
􀐠
0 otherwise. (7.19)
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In the case that the ℎ-th relay station is chosen for a cooperative communication,
the reward is obtained as:
𝑟 ([?̂?􀐠􀔒􀐅􀏶 = 𝑐􀐢, ?̂?
􀐠􀔒
􀐅􀐄􀔌 = 𝑐􀐣, ?̂?
􀐠􀔒
􀐄􀔌􀏶 = 𝑐􀐦], 𝑎 = {ℛ
􀐖 , ℛ􀐘}) =
= { (
􀍮
ℛ􀔎
+
􀍮
ℛ􀔐
)
􀍸􀍮
𝑐􀐣 ≥ 𝛾
􀐖
􀐠 ∧ 𝑐􀐦 ≥ 𝛾􀐠
􀐘
􀐄|𝑐􀐢, ℛ
􀐖
0 otherwise
(7.20)
In reactive systems, the source station can choose to remain silent or to transmit
at any time instant. In the case of opting for transmission the action divides into
|ℋ| ×𝐾􀍯 further actions corresponding to the transmission modes selected on the
source-destination and relay-destination links for each relay station.
The reward is zero if the source-station remains silent and is calculated accord-
ing to Equation (7.21) if the source station transmits, where the value 𝛼 = 0.1 is
used to prioritise the activation of the highest-rate relay station in the case where
the direct communication might fail.
𝑟 ([?̂?􀐠􀔒􀐅􀏶 = 𝑐􀐢, ?̂?
􀐠􀔒
􀐅􀐄􀔌 = 𝑐􀐣, ?̂?
􀐠􀔒
􀐄􀔌􀏶 = 𝑐􀐦], 𝑎 = {ℛ
􀐕 , ℛ􀐘}) =
=
⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩
(
􀍮
ℛ􀔍
+
􀍮
ℛ􀔐
)
􀍸􀍮
𝑐􀐢 < 𝛾
􀐕
􀐠 ∧ 𝑐􀐣 ≥ 𝛾
􀐕
􀐠 ∧ 𝑐􀐣 ≥ 𝛾􀐠
􀐘
􀐄|𝑐􀐦, ℛ
􀐕
ℛ􀐕 + 𝛼ℛ􀐘 𝑐􀐢 ≥ 𝛾
􀐕
􀐠 ∧ 𝑐􀐣 ≥ 𝛾
􀐕
􀐠 ∧ 𝑐􀐦 ≥ 𝛾􀐠
􀐘
􀐄|𝑐􀐢, ℛ
􀐕
ℛ􀐕 𝑐􀐢 ≥ 𝛾
􀐕
􀐠 ∧ (𝑐􀐣 < 𝛾
􀐕
􀐠 ∨ 𝑐􀐦 < 𝛾􀐠
􀐘
􀐄|𝑐􀐢, ℛ
􀐕)
0 otherwise
(7.21)
Finally, similarly to acting relying only on imperfect channel state information,
the communication using the selected transmission mode may fail. Particularly,
the same error events enumerated for non POMDP aided schemes characterise the
success of a communication using a particular transmission mode.
Assume that in a slot 𝑡􀐚 the source station observes an outdated and imperfect
SNR estimate on each network link. More explicitly, consider one of the (1+ 2|ℋ|)
FSMCs modelling the network and assume that an observation 𝑜􀐖(𝑡􀐚􀍸􀑔) = ?̃?
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
(⋅) of
the state 𝑠􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌􀐕 is obtained at the time instant 𝑡􀐚. The probability 𝑃(𝑜􀐖(𝑡􀐚􀍸􀑔)|𝑠
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐕 ) of
observing a state 𝑗 while the system was in the state 𝑖 is obtained using (7.2).
Since observations pertain to the past, an approach similar to that of [103] is
used for updating the belief, namely by introducing the initial belief 𝑏 and the up-
dated belief ?̃? concepts. The initial belief at time 𝑡􀐚􀍸􀑔 is obtained from the updated
belief at time 𝑡􀐚􀍸􀑔􀍸􀍮 as:
𝑏(𝑠􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌􀐕 ) = 𝑃{𝑠
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐕 } =
􀏽
∑
􀐖􀍹􀍭
𝑃 {𝑠􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌􀐕 |𝑠
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌􀑰􀑦
􀐖 } ?̃?(𝑠
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌􀑰􀑦
􀐖 ). (7.22)
The updated belief ?̃?(𝑠􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌􀐕 ) = 𝑃{𝑠
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐕 |𝑜􀐖(𝑡􀐚􀍸􀑔)} represents the probability of
being in a particular state at the time 𝑡􀐚􀍸􀑔 after obtaining an observation 𝑜􀐖(𝑡􀐚􀍸􀑔)
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and is obtained as:
?̃?(𝑠􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌􀐕 ) =
𝑃{𝑜􀐖(𝑡􀐚􀍸􀑔)|𝑠
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐕 }𝑏(𝑠
􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌
􀐕 )
𝑃{𝑜􀐖(𝑡􀐚􀍸􀑔)}
. (7.23)
The updated belief of the cooperative network ?̃?(𝐬􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌)may be obtained as the
product of the believes ?̃?(𝑠􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌) of the single links. Finally, the outdated belief is
projected into the actual time slot and the current belief is calculated as 𝑏(𝐬􀐠􀔒) =
𝑃{𝐬􀐠􀔒} = ?̃?(𝐬􀐠􀔒􀑰􀕌) ⋅ 𝐓􀑔.
Once one obtains the current belief, theQ-MDPheuristicmaybeused for 􀅭inding
the transmission policy 𝜋.
7.4 NETWORK PERFORMANCE RESULTS
This section compares the simulated performance of POMDP aided relay selection
schemes with their non-POMDP aided counterparts.
Figure 7.1 shows the throughput and the outage probability of both non-
cooperative and cooperative systems using a single relay station that is located
halfway between the source station and the destination. A perfect but outdated
CSI is considered. It can be seen that the performance rapidly degrades, when the
normalised delay increases (subsequent attempts become less correlated), due to
the errors introduced by the outdated CSI. The degradation ismuchmore severe for
proactive protocols, where an aggressive adaptive regime is used for improving the
throughput. By contrast, reactive schemes are less sensitive to the outdated CSI,
and hence they are better suited for scenarios where the CSI uncertainty is high.
One may also observe that the POMDP framework ef􀅭iciently improves the attain-
able network performance.
Figure 7.2 compares the throughput of cooperative systems subjected to imper-
fect SNR knowledge. Two relay stations are considered, both located at the same
distance from the source station and the destination, respectively. It can be seen
again that the POMDP aided relay selection techniques are the ones offering the
best throughput and that the reactive scheme is less sensitive than the proactive
one to the SNR uncertainty. Furthermore, the reactive scheme bene􀅭its less from
employing POMDP based decisions than the proactive one.
Figure 7.3 compares the throughput of the schemes under investigation in a
normalised scenario, where the relay stations are placed randomly between the
source station and the destination. A different number of candidate relay stations
selected from the set of 10 available ones is considered for the non-POMDP aided
schemes and their performance is compared. A scheme always uses the speci􀅭ic
relays closest to the source station. By contrast, the POMDP schemes rely on only
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Figure 7.1: Throughput and outage performance of the non-cooperative (solid) the
proactive (dashed), the POMDP aided proactive (dashed, ), the react-
ive (dash-dotted) and the POMDP aided reactive (dash-dotted, ) relay
selection schemes using outdated CSI estimates for Γ􀐅􀏶 = 10 dB.
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Figure 7.2: Throughput performance of the proactive ( ), the POMDP aided proact-
ive ( ), the reactive ( ) and the POMDP aided reactive ( ) relay selection
schemes using corrupted CSI estimates for Γ􀐅􀏶 = 10 dB.
two relay stations, since the number of states of the underlying POMDP problem
grows exponentially with the number of helpers.
Again, one can see that the POMDP aided relay selection schemes attain the
highest performance. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the attainable per-
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Figure 7.3: Throughput performance of the proactive, the POMDP aided proactive,
the reactive and the POMDP aided reactive relay selection schemes us-
ing corrupted CSI estimates for Γ􀐅􀏶 = 10 dB.
formance hinges on the relay station link SNRs of those closest to the source sta-
tion. More speci􀅭ically, the performance of the schemes using the two relay stations
closest to the source station approaches that of the schemes using all the ten relay
stations. Finally, the POMDP aided schemes using only two relay stations clearly
outperform the schemes where the decision is only based on the outdated CSI and
not assisted by theMarkov framework, even if all the ten relay stations are available
for cooperation.
The erratic 􀅭luctuation of the throughput curves of the POMDP based solutions
is caused by the quantised model adopted for the faded channel and by the 􀅭inite
set of actions. Particularly, since the policy chosen by the POMDP aided schemes
remains the same for a set of under-estimation probabilities, the throughput curve
exhibits an oscillating behaviour across the entire probability domain.
7.5 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter investigated the performance of reactive and proactive relay selec-
tion schemes when the CSI is not perfectly known at the source stations. It was
shown that reactive schemes are less sensitive to the CSI inaccuracy, while proact-
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ive schemes exhibit a better performance when the CSI is accurate.
Novel relay selection selection schemes, using a POMDP aided framework, were
proposed for predicting the CSI and hence for mitigating the errors introduced by
imperfect CSI. It was shown that the POMDP aided schemes clearly outperform
their non-POMDP based counterparts. More speci􀅭ically, proactive schemes exhibit
a signi􀅭icant performance improvement when POMDP aided relay selection is con-
sidered. Even though reactive schemes exhibit less substantial improvements, the
POMDP approach may still be used for increasing the attainable performance.
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8
DESIGN OF SMART ANTENNA AIDED
MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL PROTOCOLS
The previous chapters shown that a cooperative approach may be used for increas-
ing the performance of a wireless network. However, in the cooperative network only
one station may be active at a single time, since multiple simultaneous transmissions
fail because of collisions due to mutual interference. Smart antenna systems may
be used for mitigating the interference received from undesired sources, and hence
may provide a tool for enabling multiple communications in a wireless network. This
chapter presents the design steps for enabling multiple communications in a wireless
network where nodes are equipped with smart antennas.1
8.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous chapters shown that a cooperative approachmay be adopted increas-
ing the performance of wireless networks. Particularly, in cooperative networks
stations equipped with a single antenna adapt their transmission strategy to the
instantaneous channel conditions of links composing the network and select the
fastest route to the destination, accounting for the joint decoding algorithm em-
ployed by the destination itself.
Another approach for increasing the performance of wireless networks is to
equip stations with multiple antenna elements and exploit beamforming tech-
niques for reducing interference hence allowing hosting multiple communications
at a single time. Note that such approach is opposed to MIMO solutions, such as
1The content of this chapter is based on F. Babich, M. Comisso, A. Crismani and A. Dorni ``On the
design of MAC protocols for multi-packet communication in IEEE 802.11 heterogeneous networks
using adaptive antenna arrays'', submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing and on
F. Babich, M. Comisso, A. Crismani and A. Dorni ``Multi-Packet communication in 802.11 networks
by spatial reuse: from theory to protocol'', submitted to the IEEE International Conference on Com-
munications, 2013.
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the one used in the 802.11n extension [36], which use multi-antenna systems for
increasing the data rate of the single link, but maintain the access limited to just
one user at a time.
The use of beamforming techniques for increasing the capacity of wireless net-
works has been theoretically investigated in several research papers [111, 112,
113, 114, 115]. In particular, the limiting network performance when nodes are
equipped with smart antenna systems is analysed in [111], which shows that the
scalability limitations of ad-hoc networks may be alleviated by using directional
communications. This result is con􀅭irmed by [112], which additionally reveals
that the throughput can be kept constant by asymptotically decreasing the antenna
beamwidth according to the inverse of the square root of the number of nodes. In a
mobile environment, the analysis of [113] shows that fading, statistically decreas-
ing the interference power, can increase the capacity of ad-hoc networks adopting
spatial reuse.
Three protocols for multi-hop networks are proposed in [114], where the au-
thors analyse the degrees of freedom that are available when multi-antenna nodes
operate in a network context. Further corroborations of the results of [111, 112]
are provided in [115], which proves that not only the antenna beamwidth, but also
the side lobe level has an impact on the throughput scaling of an ad-hoc network.
The wide diffusion of the IEEE 802.11 family of standards has further focused
the research interests on the introduction of smart antennas on IEEE 802.11 sta-
tions. In this 􀅭ield the research efforts are currently focused on two main topics:
the simultaneous reception of many packets by a unique destination, also known
as Multi-Packet Reception (MPR), and the concurrent communication between dif-
ferent node pairs, de􀅭ined as Multi-Packet Communication (MPC).
In MPR scenarios the objective is allowing a destination to simultaneously re-
ceivemultiple packets from different sources. Hence, the accessmust be synchron-
ised, since all allowed transmissions must begin at the same instant [116, 117].
By contrast, in MPC scenarios the aim is hosting multiple communications
between different node pairs. Hence, the access can be asynchronous, since each
sourcemay start its transmission independently of the instants chosen by the other
sources [118, 119].
In [116] the authors explore the impact of MPR on the throughput of a random
access network, discussing the problems related to the collision model when mul-
tiple users may be simultaneously active.
The characteristics of the propagation environment in the presence of direc-
tional communications are considered in [120], where the authors propose a real-
istic cross-layermodel of the IEEE802.11DCF in thepresence of path-loss, shadow-
ing, and Rayleigh fading. A mathematical framework for analysing the IEEE 802.11
DCF in the presence of a directional virtual carrier sensingmechanism is presented
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in [121]. The in􀅭luence of the channel-antenna characteristics on the throughput
and the delay of an IEEE 802.11 network using MPR is analysed in [117] using a
Markov chain approach.
An asynchronous access for carrier sensing multiple access (CSMA) networks
is numerically explored in [118], where a cross-layer redesign of the MAC layer is
proposed. A completely asynchronous scenario is analysed in [119], where a theor-
etical model for evaluating the throughput of an IEEE 802.11multi-packet network
is presented.
The in􀅭luence of the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) on the cap-
tureprobability of anMPRreceiver having successive interference cancellation cap-
abilities is investigated in the analysis presented in [122], which can be extended
to account for an heterogeneous scenariowhere each usermay be characterised by
a different capture threshold and a different power statistic.
The conditions required for fully exploiting a smart antenna system in a wire-
less network are investigated in [123], where the author identi􀅭ies a fundamental
issue of distributed scenarios: the preservation of the active nodes' distribution at
the beginning of a source-destination communication cannot bemaintained for the
entire duration of that communication.
Despite the limitation outlined in [123], severalwireless networks have to oper-
ate in ad-hocmode due to the lack of a coordinating infrastructure. Hence, together
with solutions for centralisednetworks [124, 125], severalMAC layermodi􀅭ications
using advanced antenna systems and enablingMPRhave beenproposed for distrib-
uted networks [126, 127, 128].
In particular, extensions for exploiting adaptive arrays in slottedAloha and IEEE
802.11 networks are proposed in [126], while [129] improves the RTS/CTS access
and the virtual carrier sensing mechanism of the DCF for increasing the channel
utilisationwhen nodes are equippedwith smart antenna systems. Amulti-hop RTS
approach is presented in [130], where theproposeddesign is inspiredby the typical
problems related to the adoption of directional antennas in IEEE 802.11 networks,
including deafness and hidden terminal, and the obtained results reveal that the
throughput depends on the topology and on the traf􀅭ic patterns.
A receiver initiated approach is proposed in [131], where MPR is enabled by
combining spatial multiplexing with a modi􀅭ied handshake mechanism. In [132]
multiple simultaneous communications are enabledusingdirectional antennas and
adopting a circular directional RTS transmission in order to disseminate inform-
ation concerning the availability of the different antenna beams. A cooperative
scheme, inwhich the handshakemechanism ismodi􀅭ied to support the interference
suppression capabilities of each node, is described in [127]. Both space-division
and time-division multiplexing are adopted in [124], which presents a MAC layer
extension for IEEE 802.11 networkswhere the access points are equippedwith ad-
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vanced antenna systems.
The concept of directional virtual carrier sensing, introduced in [128], is ex-
ploited for allowing the DCF to support MPC and interoperability between direc-
tional and omnidirectional antennas. An asynchronous IEEE 802.11 MPR scheme
based on the use of space-time coding is presented in [125], where the impact of
hidden terminals on the network throughput is investigated.
Even though the above-cited schemes are able to provide considerable through-
put improvements, the majority of them are designed assuming homogeneous
scenarios, where all nodes have the sameantenna system, namely the samenumber
of antennas and the same processing technique.
Moreover, some of these schemes introduce tones [126], new 􀅭ields in the RTS
andCTS frames [129], or evenmodify the IEEE802.11 handshake by adding further
control frames [127, 130, 131, 132], thus potentially inhibiting the communications
of the legacy nodes that share the same frequency channel and may not be aware
of the additional access rules.
These design choices may lead to backward compatibility problems, which are
taken into account in [124], where a centralised-synchronous MPR scenario is as-
sumed, and in [125], where the proposed MPR extension considers a centralised-
asynchronous network. Mixed networks including legacy andnon-legacy nodes are
addressed in [128], though it dispenseswith analysing a completely heterogeneous
scenario.
Motivated from the analysis of [119], which proves that in a distributed IEEE
802.11 network an asynchronous access can provide a higher throughput than a
synchronous one, hence making MPC more suitable for a completely distributed
environment, and from the limitations of the reviewed researchworks, this chapter
considers the design of multi-packet communication aided MAC schemes that are
backward compatible with the IEEE 802.11 standard and are suited for heterogen-
eous networks.
The chapter proposes two schemes, namely theThresholdAccessMPC (TAMPC)
and the Signal to interference ratio access MPC (SAMPC) and shows that the novel
protocols provide an increased network performance.
8.2 HETEROGENEOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS NETWORK
SCENARIO
Consider a distributed IEEE 802.11 network including a set𝒩 of |𝒩| nodes, where
the generic node 𝑛 ∈ 𝒩 has an antenna system composed by 𝑁􀐚(≥ 1) radiating
elements. Such scenario is heterogeneous in the sense that different stations have
different antenna capabilities. Furthermore, the network performance of different
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nodes is also in􀅭luenced by their relative positions within the network. In fact, two
nodes with identical antenna systems may anyway experience signi􀅭icant differ-
ences in their ability to communicate, since the capability of suppressing an inter-
ferer depends on the reciprocal position of the nodes. This implies that a network
in which each node has a different position with respect to the others is in practice
heterogeneous, even if it consists of nodes with identical antenna systems.
The set of node𝒩 canbepartitioned in two subsets: the subset𝒩􀎣 that contains
the |𝒩􀎣| IEEE 802.11 legacy nodes having𝑁􀐚 = 1, and the subset𝒩
􀎥􀎣 that contains
the |𝒩􀎥􀎣| = |𝒩| − |𝒩􀎣| non-legacy nodes having 𝑁􀐚 > 1.
During the reception of a packet each non-legacy node equipped with a smart
antenna system may generate a radiation pattern 𝐺(𝜙) that has the main lobe
steered towards the desired direction and a certain number of nulls placed towards
the interferers [133], being 𝜙 the azimuth angle. The radiation pattern 𝐺(𝜙) may
be characterised by an average gain 𝐺􀎘􀎭􀐚 and a null gain 𝐺
􀎥􀎬􀎣􀎣
􀐚 (<< 1) values, which
depend on the beamforming algorithm, the geometry, and the number of elements
of the array [117].
In the homogeneous scenario considered, the ability of a node 𝑛 of correctly
receiving a packet in an interfered environment may be modelled by considering
the number of communications ℒ that can be sustained by the network [117], and
the number of ongoing transmissions 𝐿􀐠(< ℒ) that allows a contending node to
asynchronously transmit its packet without destroying the communications of the
other nodes [119].
Given that nodes in an heterogeneous network are equipped with different an-
tenna systems, each of themmaybe characterised by its particular value of 𝐿􀐠􀐚, and,
differently from the homogeneous case, a single node cannot infer the thresholds
of the other nodes from the knowledge of its value of 𝐿􀐠􀐚. In particular, if the node
𝑛 is an IEEE 802.11 legacy station, then 𝐿􀐠􀐚 = 0, since a node with a unique omni-
directional antenna can correctly receive a packet only if there are no other ongo-
ing transmissions within its communication range. By contrast, if 𝑛 is a non-legacy
node, then 𝐿􀐠􀐚 is related to the channel-antenna characteristics and to the network
topology [114, 117].
The above-described scenario suggests two possible MAC layer approaches for
introducing multi-packet communication in an IEEE 802.11 distributed network:
a 􀅭irst approach is based on the ``resumptive'' parameter 𝐿􀐠􀐚, while a second ap-
proach may be based on a detailed estimation of the instantaneous Signal to Inter-
ference Ratio (SIR) value.
The former approach has the advantage of summarising the channel-antenna
characteristics in a single value that may be calculated of􀅭line and included in the
set ofMAC layerparameters that characterise the access behaviour of a station, sim-
ilarly to the minimum contention window or the maximum backoff stage. In fact,
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the value 𝐿􀐠􀐚 may be approximately evaluated assuming an homogeneous scen-
ario, in which all 𝑛 nodes have 𝑁 antennas, and relying on the analysis presented
in [117, 119]. Hence, the former approach requires a small computational com-
plexity at each node, however it relies on an averaged quantity.
By contrast, the latter approach relies on a real-time local estimation of the in-
stantaneous SIR. Such estimation accounts for the single-node antenna parameters
and the relative position of the node within the network. Since the second solu-
tion requires real time computing, it imposes higher complexity on transmitting
nodes, but at the same time it may guarantee an access behaviour that matches
more closely the real traf􀅭ic evolution.
Finally, note that the node behaviour in IEEE 802.11 is asynchronous, given that
each station transit at the beginning of a time slot that is chosen independently of
other stations' decisions [116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 126, 127,
128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 134, 135].
While in a synchronous-homogeneous scenario a collision event leads to the
loss of all involved packets, since the transmissions are perfectly superimposed be-
cause of the synchronisation (all bits are corrupted), in all the other three possible
cases (homogeneous-asynchronous, heterogeneous-synchronous, heterogeneous-
asynchronous), the collisionmay determine the loss of only a subset of the involved
packets. In fact, different packets, even of the same length, may be differently cor-
rupted because they span different time slots, and/or different nodesmay have dif-
ferent interference mitigation capabilities. This implies that in the heterogeneous-
asynchronous network under consideration the consequences of a collision must
be evaluated locally, since they depend on the individual characteristics of the in-
volved nodes and on the evolution of each SIR.
8.3 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND STRATEGY FOR IEEE
802.11 MPC AIDED NETWORKS
Independently of the adopted approach, a commercially attractive extension for the
802.11 DCF using adaptive arrays should ful􀅭il three main requirements.
First, the adopted policy should preferably be asynchronous, given that in a dis-
tributed IEEE 802.11 network, MPC can provide a higher throughput than a syn-
chronous approach [119].
For achieving the highest degree of bene􀅭it from the adaptive array system
equipped on nodes that operate in this context, a reliable criterion for the channel
access should target two main objectives [123]: the acquisition of information on
active nodes, and the preservation of the conditions present at the beginning of the
transmission for the entire duration of the transmission itself (since the generated
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pattern 𝐺(𝜙) cannot be changed during reception).
While the 􀅭irst target can be reached in a distributed scenario by monitoring
the channel activity and relying on information contained in control packets, the
second goal cannot be completely achieved, due to the absence of centralised con-
trol and to the asynchrony of the scenario [123]. Hence, for enabling MPC in dis-
tributed environments a MAC protocol should provide ways for source stations to
infer the distribution of interferers at the beginning of transmission andmeans for
evaluating the possible evolution of such distribution.
The second fundamental requirement for introducing MPC in future IEEE
802.11 networks is achieving backward compatibility of the developed MAC layer
extensions. In particular, MPC solutions ought to guarantee the possibility of com-
municating to single-antenna legacy nodes, and hence they should strive for avoid-
ing modi􀅭ications to the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer, which may be perceived as in con-
trast with the access rules adopted by these stations.
The third fundamental requirement for a protocol enabling MPC in distributed
networks concerns the heterogeneity of the scenario. Since IEEE 802.11 networks
are often extended by adding new routers and the continue progresses in antenna
miniaturisation allows accommodating an increasing number of antennas on a
device [136], the scenario of the near future may involve devices of different ``gen-
erations'', characterised by increasing antenna capabilities. Hence, heterogeneity
may represent a plausible aspect of forthcoming networks, where theMACprotocol
should prevent nodes equipped with more powerful antenna systems from acquir-
ing all the resources at the expense of nodes equipped with less powerful antenna
systems.
These three requirements suggest some design choices for extending the IEEE
802.11 DCF in order to allow multiple communications at a single time.
First, the RTS/CTS access seems preferable to the basic access, since the former
helps disseminating information on active communications and hence is used
by almost all MAC protocols proposed for supporting MPC in asynchronous net-
works [124, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 134, 135].
The second choice consists in adopting two non-overlapping frequency chan-
nels, where the 􀅭irst channel can be used by both the legacy and the non-legacy
nodes and is referred to as the Common Channel (CC), while the second one can be
used only by the non-legacy nodes and is referred to as the Multiple Communica-
tions Channel (MCC). Just one communication at a time is allowed on the CC, while
multiple simultaneous communications are allowed on the MCC. A legacy node can
monitor only the CC, while a non-legacy node can perform an omnidirectional sens-
ing of both channels.
The main reason for using two separate channels is that it allows adding novel
􀅭ields to the control packets. These new 􀅭ields contain information required by sta-
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tions for exploiting their antenna systems. Non standard frames cannot be used
in a channel that is shared with legacy nodes, since they are unable to understand
the modi􀅭ied format. Besides, in the standard RTS/CTS frames there are no bits
available for including novel information, since all 􀅭ields are used for standard op-
erations [124].
Finally, omnidirectional transmissions are used on both channels and non-
legacy nodes use their interference mitigation capabilities only during reception.
This choicemay appear to limit the achievable performance, since it reduces spatial
reuse. However, such decision increases robustness against hidden terminal and
deafness problems [130] and simpli􀅭ies the procedure for sensing active transmis-
sions [127]. In particular, the latter aspect is relevant when a node, being involved
in a communication on the MCC, has lost some RTS/CTS exchanges and, once its
communication is completed, tries to update its knowledge of the medium occupa-
tion.
8.4 THE PROPOSED MPC AIDED PROTOCOLS FOR
WIRELESS NETWORKS
This part details the design of the proposed extensions for allowing hosting mul-
tiple communications during a single slot of an IEEE 802.11 network. The design
goal is to contrive access schemes where nodes are capable of adapting their ac-
cess behaviour to the particular instantaneous distribution of interferers, in order
to transmit their packets if they do not interrupt other ongoing communications.
8.4.1 RECOGNITION BETWEEN NON-LEGACY STATIONS
In an heterogeneous network, non-legacy nodes should be able to infer whether
their intended partner is a non-legacy node itself or not, in order to adapt their ac-
cess procedure to the interference mitigation capabilities of the destination, Fur-
thermore, non-legacy stations should also be capable of estimating the antenna
capabilities of other stations that are transmitting and receiving a packet. Hence,
the 􀅭irst novel feature to be designed for contriving an MPC extension for the IEEE
802.11 MAC layer is a mechanism of reciprocal recognition of non-legacy nodes.
Furthermore, for backward compatibility purposes, such recognition mechanism
cannot modify the legacy communication rules.
The proposed recognition scheme relies on the use of the More Data 􀅭ield in-
cluded in RTS/CTS control frames. Such 􀅭ield, consisting of a unique bit, must be
set equal to zero in distributed networks and can be ignored by legacy nodes during
the contention period, since it has meaning only for centralised operations [34, p.
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37]. The reciprocal recognition between non-legacy nodes rely on this 􀅭ield, which
is set to one and read during the contention period by stations having advanced
antenna capabilities.
In particular, when a generic non-legacy source 𝑛 has a packet for a destination
𝐷(𝑛) of unknown antenna characteristics, 𝑛 can communicate to 𝐷(𝑛) its multi-
antenna capabilities by setting to one the More Data 􀅭ield of the transmitted RTS
packet and can also infer the (possible) multi-antenna capabilities of𝐷(𝑛) by read-
ing the More Data 􀅭ield of the received CTS. If 𝑛 and/or𝐷(𝑛) are legacy nodes, they
will not read the More Data 􀅭ield and the communication will follow the standard
IEEE 802.11 operations.
The adopted mechanism of recognition is used both for the access scheme that
relies on the parameter ``𝐿􀐠 '' and for the access scheme that accounts for the SIR
evolution of ongoing transmissions. These two access solutions are presented in
the following of the section.
8.4.2 THRESHOLD ACCESS MULTI-PACKET COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
The TAMPC protocol relies on the threshold 𝐿􀐠􀐚, which summarises the channel-
antenna characteristics of a node 𝑛 [117, 119], for determining the access beha-
viour of a station. Such behaviour is described in the following by considering the
communication between a generic non-legacy source 𝑛 and its non-legacy destina-
tion 𝐷(𝑛).
8.4.2.1 OPERATIONS IN THE CC: SINGLE COMMUNICATION
The communication between𝑛 and𝐷(𝑛) beginswith a commonRTS/CTS exchange
on the CC channel. Once the RTS/CTS exchange and the recognition process are
completed, 𝑛 transmits a modi􀅭ied DATA packet, that includes the original data, the
threshold 𝐿􀐠􀐚 and a preamble. This preamble is used by the smart antenna system
equipped on 𝐷(𝑛) for estimating the Direction Of Arrival (DOA) of the source sta-
tion and to synthesise the receiving radiation pattern using the adopted beamform-
ing algorithm [133]. Similarly, once the DATA reception is completed, the destina-
tion𝐷(𝑛) transmits theACKpacket by adding its threshold 𝐿􀐠􀏶(􀐚) and the preamble.
After this 􀅭irst RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK handshake the nodes 𝑛 and 𝐷(𝑛) have ac-
quired their reciprocal characteristics. These characteristics are stored into a table,
referred to as theNeighbouring Characteristic Table (NCT), which has one entry for
each neighbour with whom data has been previously exchanged.
More precisely, the generic entry𝑚 of theNCT􀐚 of node𝑛 contains the IDenti􀅭ier
(ID) of𝑚 (ID􀐙), the corresponding threshold 𝐿􀐠􀐙, the estimated DOA𝜙􀐚,􀐙, and the
NAV relative to 𝑚 (NAV􀐙). Observe that the modi􀅭ications made to the DATA and
ACK frames are not seen by legacy nodes, since they set theirNAVs and turn off their
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radio for the time speci􀅭ied in the duration 􀅭ield of the sensed RTS (or CTS) frame
once the RTS/CTS exchange between 𝑛 and 𝐷(𝑛) completes.
8.4.2.2 OPERATIONS IN THE MCC: MULTIPLE COMMUNICATIONS
Consider now the case where a non-legacy source 𝑛 has a packet for an already re-
cognised non-legacy destination 𝐷(𝑛), whose ID is hence already present in NCT􀐚.
In this case the non-legacy pair is allowed communicating on the MCC.
As in the IEEE 802.11 DCF, 𝑛 generates a backoff and monitors the medium us-
ing its antenna array to estimate the 𝑙􀐚 DOAs 𝜙􀐚,􀍮, ..., 𝜙􀐚,􀐙, ..., 𝜙􀐚,􀐘􀔒 of signal received
from active transmitters. Such estimation may include RTS, CTS, DATA, and ACK
transmissions, because the scenario is asynchronous.
Noting that an arraywith𝑁􀐚 ≥ 2 elementsmay allow estimating up to𝑁􀐚 active
transmissions, the estimation of active DOAs can be considered reliable only when
𝑙􀐚 ≤ 𝑁􀐚 − 1. In fact, the case where the source station estimates 𝑙􀐚 = 𝑁􀐚 cannot be
considered reliable, since it represents every situation where the actual value 𝑙 of
the number of transmissions that are active in the MCC is equal or greater than𝑁􀐚.
Hence, if 𝑙􀐚 = 𝑁􀐚, the MCC is considered busy and 𝑛 freezes its backoff counter.
Conversely, if 𝑙􀐚 < 𝑁􀐚, 𝑛 examines theNCT􀐚 for each𝑚 = 1,… , 𝑙􀐚 for verifying if
the entry relative to𝜙􀐚,􀐙 is complete, lacks information on ID􀐙, 𝐿􀐠􀐙, or has aNAV􀐙
equal to zero. If each entry is complete, 𝑛 continues monitoring the channel, while,
if an entry𝑚 is not complete, 𝑛 receives the packet incoming from 𝜙􀐚,􀐙 by running
its beamforming algorithm using 𝜙􀐚,􀐙 as the desired direction and all the other es-
timated DOAs as undesired directions. If this packet is relative to a communication
between a source 𝑘 and a destination 𝐷(𝑘), the contained information is used by 𝑛
to update its NCT􀐚.
Precisely, the control packets sent on the MCC (RTS􀎊􀎀􀎀 and CTS􀎊􀎀􀎀) are modi-
􀅭ied versions of the standard RTS/CTS packets, and contain the IDs, the thresholds,
and the NAVs relative to 𝑘 and𝐷(𝑘). The novel control frames also contain the pre-
amble for allowing the required antenna processing operations. Observe that the
structure of the frames can be freely modi􀅭ied on the MCC channel, since only not
legacy operates on it.
If the sensed packet has 𝑛 as its destination (𝐷(𝑘) = 𝑛) or involves the destin-
ation of 𝑛 (𝑘 = 𝐷(𝑛) or 𝐷(𝑘) = 𝐷(𝑛)), 𝑛 freezes its backoff counter. Otherwise, 𝑛
updates the current threshold as:
𝐿􀐠
􀎚􀎬􀎩
􀐚 = min
􀔑∈𝒞∪{􀔒,􀓮(􀔒)}
(𝐿􀐠􀐙), (8.1)
where 𝒞 = {𝑝 ∈ 𝒩􀎥􀎣|NAV􀐜 > 0} is the set of the non-legacy nodes currently
involved in a communication on the MCC (i.e. having a NAV greater than zero in
NCT􀐚). If 𝑙􀐚 ≤ 𝐿􀐠
􀎚􀎬􀎩
􀐚 , all nodes can sustain the current traf􀅭ic load and hence the
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backoff counter can be decreased, since the potential communication between 𝑛
and 𝐷(𝑛) would not destroy the ongoing communications. Otherwise, the backoff
is frozen.
This monitoring operation continues until the backoff counter reaches the zero
value and the source 𝑛 sends itsRTS􀎊􀎀􀎀 frame. When the destination𝐷(𝑛) receives
the RTS􀎊􀎀􀎀 frame, it replies with its CTS􀎊􀎀􀎀 after a SIFS time, and the rest of the
handshake (DATA/ACK) is completed by using the receiving patterns synthesised
using the preambles contained in the control frames.
8.4.3 SIR ACCESS MULTI-PACKET COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
The SIR access multi-packet communication protocol (SAMPC) enables MPC by re-
lying on the instantaneous SIR of ongoing communications for accessing the chan-
nel. The instantaneous SIR is more adherent to the real network behaviour and is
able to account in detail and in real-time for the antenna pattern, the topology, and
the traf􀅭ic information. Furthermore, the SAMPC protocol relies on ef􀅭icient chan-
nel coding techniques at the PHY layer, which are used for recovering occasionally
collided slots.
8.4.3.1 OPERATIONS IN THE CC: SINGLE COMMUNICATION
Once station 𝑛 􀅭inishes the recognition phase with 𝐷(𝑛), it sends a modi􀅭ied DATA
packet that contains the antenna parameters 𝑁􀐚, 𝐺
􀎘􀎭
􀐚 (average gain), 𝐺
􀎥􀎬􀎣􀎣
􀐚 (aver-
age gain in a null), and a preamble that allows 𝐷(𝑛) to estimate the relative DOA
𝜙􀏶(􀐚),􀐚 and to synthesise the receiving pattern 𝐺􀏶(􀐚)(𝜙) using its beamforming al-
gorithm [133].
Remembering that the transmission gain is equal to unity (omnidirectional
transmission), the power received by 𝐷(𝑛) from 𝑛 can be expressed using the Friis
transmission equation as [117]:
𝑃􀎩􀏶(􀐚),􀐚 =
𝑃􀎫 ⋅ 1 ⋅ 𝐺􀏶(􀐚)(𝜙􀏶(􀐚),􀐚)ℎ̃􀑁
𝑑􀑁(𝐷(𝑛), 𝑛)
, (8.2)
where 𝑃􀎫=100mW is the legacy transmission power, ℎ̃􀑁 is a constant depending on
the height of the antennas with respect to the 􀅭loor and on the estimated path-loss
exponent 𝛼 [137], and 𝑑(𝐷(𝑛), 𝑛) is the distance between 𝐷(𝑛) and 𝑛. Hence, the
distance 𝑑(𝐷(𝑛), 𝑛) can be calculated at 𝐷(𝑛) by inverting (8.2), obtaining:
𝑑(𝐷(𝑛), 𝑛) = (
𝑃􀎫𝐺􀏶(􀐚)(𝜙􀏶(􀐚),􀐚)ℎ̃􀑁
𝑃􀎩􀏶(􀐚),􀐚
)
􀑦
􀔹
. (8.3)
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Similarly, the ACK of 𝐷(𝑛) includes 𝑁􀏶(􀐚), 𝐺
􀎘􀎭
􀏶(􀐚), 𝐺
􀎥􀎬􀎣􀎣
􀏶(􀐚), and the preamble, hence
allowing 𝑛 to estimate 𝜙􀐚,􀏶(􀐚) and 𝑑(𝑛, 𝐷(𝑛)). Observe that, since a unique omni-
directional transmission is allowed on the CC, also a non-legacy node 𝑘 ≠ 𝑛, 𝐷(𝑛),
sensing the DATA/ACK exchange between 𝑛 and 𝐷(𝑛), may acquire the exchanged
parameters and estimate 𝜙􀐗,􀐚, 𝜙􀐗,􀏶(􀐚), 𝑑(𝑘, 𝑛), and 𝑑(𝑘, 𝐷(𝑛)). Besides, since the
positions of 𝑛, 𝐷(𝑛) and 𝑘 form a triangle, 𝑘 can use these estimations to evaluate
on its own the relative distance between 𝑛 and 𝐷(𝑛) as:
𝑑(𝑛, 𝐷(𝑛))=√𝑑􀍯(𝑘, 𝑛)+𝑑􀍯(𝑘, 𝐷(𝑛))−2𝑑(𝑘, 𝑛)𝑑(𝑘, 𝐷(𝑛)) cos[𝜙􀐗,􀐚−𝜙􀐗,􀏶(􀐚)]. (8.4)
Finally, together with the above-mentioned values, 𝑘 also stores the values of
NAV􀐚 and NAV􀏶(􀐚) into its NCT􀐗, which has, similarly to the TAMPC protocol, one
entry for each sensed node 𝑚, but now contains 𝑁􀐙, 𝐺
􀎘􀎭
􀐙 , 𝐺
􀎥􀎬􀎣􀎣
􀐙 , NAV􀐙, 𝜙􀐙,􀐜, and
all the 𝑑(𝑚, 𝑝) values estimated using (8.4) for nodes 𝑝 that are already present in
NCT􀐗.
8.4.3.2 OPERATIONS IN THE MCC: MULTIPLE COMMUNICATIONS
Similarly to the TAMPC protocol, when a transmission on the MCC is sensed, the
generic node 𝑛 estimates the current DOAs and checks in the NCT􀐚 if one DOA cor-
responds to a NAV equal to zero. Such condition implies that a new communica-
tion𝑚-𝐷(𝑚) has started. Hence, 𝑛 runs its beamforming algorithm to receive the
RTS􀎊􀎀􀎀 and CTS􀎊􀎀􀎀 frames, which, differently from the TAMPC protocol, now con-
tain𝑁􀐙/􀏶(􀐙), 𝐺
􀎘􀎭
􀐙/􀏶(􀐙), 𝐺
􀎥􀎬􀎣􀎣
􀐙/􀏶(􀐙), and the code rates𝑅
􀏶(􀐙)
􀐏 and𝑅􀐙􀐏 adopted for the cor-
responding DATA and ACK transmissions, respectively. These antenna parameters
are included again in the RTS􀎊􀎀􀎀/CTS􀎊􀎀􀎀 frames for allowing a node that missed
the 􀅭irst DATA/ACK exchange in the CC between 𝑚 and 𝐷(𝑚), being involved in a
communication on the MCC, to receive them.
After the RTS􀎊􀎀􀎀/CTS􀎊􀎀􀎀 exchange, 𝑛 􀅭irst derives the instant of beginning of
the correspondingDATA reception 𝑡􀏶(􀐙) and that of the relative ACK reception 𝑡􀐙 =
𝑡􀏶(􀐙) + 𝑇􀎁􀍾􀎑􀍾 + SIFS, where 𝑇􀎁􀍾􀎑􀍾 is the duration of the DATA frame. Secondly, for
each of the two nodes 𝑞 ∈ {𝑚,𝐷(𝑚)}, 𝑛 stores the ordered set:
ℐ􀍭􀐚,􀐝 = {𝑝 ∈ 𝒩
􀎥􀎣 ∶ NAV􀐜 > 0; 𝑝 ≠ 𝑞, 𝐷(𝑞); 𝑃
􀎩
􀐝,􀍮 ≤ … ≤ 𝑃
􀎩
􀐝,􀐜 ≤ … ≤ 𝑃
􀎩
􀐝,􀐘􀔒}, (8.5)
of the 𝑙􀐚 estimated currently active interferers of 𝑞 in the 𝑞-th entry of the NCT􀐚.
The set ℐ􀍭􀐚,􀐝 in (8.5) is generated by 𝑛 by taking the position of 𝑞 as reference,
since each 𝑃􀎩􀐝,􀐜 can be calculated from the 𝑑(𝑞, 𝑝) value obtained when sensing the
CC. This set accounts for the fact that in an asynchronous scenario the interference
con􀅭iguration cannot be preserved [123]. Hence, if 𝑛 intends to perform a reliable
SIR estimation for a node 𝑞, the initial interference con􀅭iguration experienced by 𝑞
must be stored.
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Since adaptive arrays aim to maximise the SIR [133], 𝑛 can reasonably assume
that, for a node 𝑞, the 𝑁􀐝 − 2 available nulls are used to suppress the strongest
interferers in ℐ􀍭􀐚,􀐝 , while the other interferers are received with the average gain
𝐺􀎘􀎭􀐝 [117]. Hence, ℐ
􀍭
􀐕,􀐝 can be partitioned in two subsets: ℐ
􀍭􀒝􀒤􀒛􀒛
􀐚,􀐝 , containing the𝑁􀐝−2
suppressed interferers, and ℐ􀍭
􀒐􀒥
􀐚,􀐝 , containing the not suppressed ones.
The information stored can be used by a non-legacy source 𝑛, having a packet
for a recognised non-legacy destination𝐷(𝑛), to assesswhether to the decrease the
backoff counter or not according to the SIR estimated not only for the pair 𝑛-𝐷(𝑛),
but also for all pairs active on the MCC.
More particularly, 𝑛 considers the set 𝒞 = {𝑝 ∈ 𝒩􀎥􀎣 ∶ NAV􀐜 > 0} containing
the nodes currently involved in a communication on the MCC. For each 𝑞 ∈ 𝒞, 𝑛
evaluates the set ℐ􀎥􀎬􀎣􀐚,􀐝 = 𝒞 ∩ ℐ
􀍭􀒝􀒤􀒛􀒛
􀐚,􀐝 , containing the still active interferers suppressed
by𝑞, and the set ℐ􀎘􀎭􀐚,􀐝 = (𝒞−ℐ
􀎥􀎬􀎣􀎣
􀐚,􀐝 )∪{𝑛, 𝐷(𝑛)}, containing the still active interferers of
𝑞 that are not nulled together with 𝑛 and 𝐷(𝑛). For 𝑞 ∈ {𝑛, 𝐷(𝑛)}, 𝑛 just partitions
𝒞 into the subsets ℐ􀎥􀎬􀎣􀎣􀐚,􀐝 , containing the 𝑁􀐝 − 2 interferers that may be nulled, and
ℐ􀎘􀎭􀐚,􀐝 , containing the others.
Besides, for each 𝑞 ∈ 𝒞 ∪ {𝑛, 𝐷(𝑛)}, 𝑛 de􀅭ines the function:
𝑓􀐚,􀐝(𝑡) = {
1 𝑡􀐝 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡􀐝 + 𝑇􀍾􀎀􀎈, 𝑞 ∈ 𝒩
􀎪􀎩􀎚 ∪ {𝑛} or
𝑡􀐝 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡􀐝 + 𝑇􀎁􀍾􀎑􀍾, 𝑞 ∈ 𝒩
􀎛􀎪􀎫 ∪ {𝐷(𝑛)}
0 elsewhere
, (8.6)
where 𝑇􀍾􀎀􀎈 is the duration of the ACK frame,𝒩
􀎪􀎩􀎚(⊂ 𝒞) is the subset of the active
sources, and𝒩􀎛􀎪􀎫(⊂ 𝒞) is the subset of the active destinations.
The function (8.6) describes the activity of the node 𝑞 as a function of the time 𝑡.
For 𝑞 ∈ 𝒞, 𝑡􀐝 is stored in the 𝑞-th entry of theNCT􀐚, while, for 𝑞 ∈ {𝑛, 𝐷(𝑛)}, 𝑡􀐝 is the
current time. Moreover, by setting a counter for each 𝑞 ∈ 𝒩􀎥􀎣, 𝑛 can estimate the
probability of activity 𝜂􀐚,􀐝 as the ratio between the number of packets sent by 𝑞 and
the overall packets sensed on the MCC. Finally, 𝑛 can estimate the time evolution of
the interference experienced by each node 𝑞 ∈ 𝒞 ∪ {𝑛, 𝐷(𝑛)} as:
I􀐚,􀐝(𝑡) = 𝐺
􀎥􀎬􀎣􀎣
􀐝 ∑
􀐜∈ℐ􀒝􀒤􀒛􀒛􀔒,􀔕
𝑓􀐚,􀐜(𝑡)𝑃
􀎩
􀐝,􀐜+𝐺
􀎘􀎭
􀐝 ∑
􀐜∈ℐ􀒐􀒥􀔒,􀔕
𝑓􀐚,􀐜(𝑡)𝑃
􀎩
􀐝,􀐜+𝐺
􀎘􀎭
􀐝 ∑
􀐜∈𝒩􀒝􀒛􀍸{􀐝}
𝜂􀐚,􀐜𝑃
􀎩
􀐝,􀐜. (8.7)
The 􀅭irst two terms in (8.7) are deterministic and account for the time evolution
of the active interferers, while the third term estimates the probability that each
non-legacy node becomes an interferer. Observe that the set𝒩􀎥􀎣 − {𝑞} in the third
term includes also the currently active nodes, because a node that has completed
its transmission may begin another one.
From (8.7), the SIR for the node 𝑞 can be derived as:
SIR􀐚,􀐝(𝑡) =
1
I􀐚,􀐝(𝑡)
⋅ {
𝑃􀎩􀐝,􀏶(􀐝) 𝑞 ∈ 𝒩
􀎪􀎩􀎚 ∪ {𝑛}
𝑃􀎩􀐅(􀐝),􀐝 𝑞 ∈ 𝒩
􀎛􀎪􀎫 ∪ {𝐷(𝑛)}
, (8.8)
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where 𝑆(𝑞) is the source of the packet having 𝑞 as destination.
Once all SIRs are available, the success of a frame exchangemay be evaluated by
using the SPB aided framework presented in Chapter 4. Particularly, the equivalent
rate 𝑟􀐚,􀐝􀎜􀎨 (𝑡), is estimated using the SIR value at each time instant, and its average
value is compared to the selected code rate 𝑅􀐚􀐏 . More formally, the averaged equi-
valent rate, which is referred to as the sustainable rate, is obtained as:
𝑟􀐚,􀐝􀎪􀎬􀎪 =
⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩
1
𝑇􀍾􀎀􀎈
∫
􀐆􀑶􀑸􀒀
􀍭
𝑟􀐚,􀐝􀎜􀎨 (𝑡)d𝑡 𝑞 ∈ 𝒩􀎪􀎩􀎚 ∪ {𝑛}
1
𝑇􀎁􀍾􀎑􀍾
∫
􀐆􀑹􀑶􀒉􀑶
􀍭
𝑟􀐚,􀐝􀎜􀎨 (𝑡)d𝑡 𝑞 ∈ 𝒩􀎛􀎪􀎫 ∪ {𝐷(𝑛)}
. (8.9)
A received packet may be assumed successful if the adopted code rate 𝑅􀐏 sat-
is􀅭ies 𝑅􀐏 ≤ 𝑟
􀐚,􀐝
􀎪􀎬􀎪. Hence, de􀅭ining as ℛ􀐏 the set of the available code rates, the two
conditions:
{
∃(𝑅􀐚􀐏 , 𝑅
􀏶(􀐚)
􀐏 ) ∈ ℛ􀐏 × ℛ􀐏 ∶ 𝑅
􀐚
􀐏 ≤ 𝑟
􀐚,􀏶(􀐚)
􀎪􀎬􀎪 , 𝑅
􀏶(􀐚)
􀐏 ≤ 𝑟
􀏶(􀐚),􀐚
􀎪􀎬􀎪
𝑅􀐏 ≤ 𝑟
􀐚,􀐝
􀎪􀎬􀎪, 𝑞 ∈ 𝒞
, (8.10)
may be used by 𝑛 as the criterion for decreasing its backoff counter.
These conditions require that, if the potential communication 𝑛-𝐷(𝑛) becomes
active, this communication and the currently active ones can be all successful. Ob-
serve from (8.10) that the SAMPC scheme considers the potential effect of the con-
current transmissions not only on the DATA receptions, but also on the ACK recep-
tions, which are often neglected but can have a considerable impact on the result
of the communication attempt.
Summarising, the SAMPC protocol adopts an advanced collision avoidance
policy based on an accurate estimation of the instantaneous SIR and of the code
behaviour, in order to allow each node to evaluate the effect of the interference on
its potential communication and on all the active ones, taking into account both the
DATA and the ACK receptions.
Similarly to the TAMPC scheme, the SAMPC algorithm acquires information on
the currentmedium occupation, thusmatching the 􀅭irst condition outlined in [123]
for exploiting adaptive arrays. Additionally, the SAMPC protocol estimates the evol-
ution of the interference, in order to compensate for the impossibility of preserving
the interference con􀅭iguration in a distributed scenario [123].
8.5 RESULTS
The proposed MAC protocols have been implemented in a C++ simulation plat-
form developed adopting the IT++ libraries for signal processing and communic-
ations [99].
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Common parameters
Preamble 128 bits
Slot time 20 𝜇s
DOA estimation algorithm MUSIC [133]
DIFS duration 50 𝜇s
Beamforming algorithm Constrained Least Mean Square (LMS) [133]
SIFS duration 10 𝜇s
Path-loss exponent 𝛼 3
Maximum backoff stage 4
Retry limit 4
RTS 160 bits
CTS 112 bits
DATA header 240 bits
Average payload 6960 bits
ACK 112 bits
Data rate 12Mbits/s
Control rate 2Mbits/s
Modulation QPSK
TAMPC parameters
𝐿􀐠􀐚/􀏶(􀐚) 4 bits
RTS􀎊􀎀􀎀 RTS + 𝐿􀐠􀐚 + preamble
CTS􀎊􀎀􀎀 CTS + 𝐿􀐠􀏶(􀐚) + preamble
SAMPC parameters
𝑁􀐕/􀎛(􀐕) 4 bits
𝐺􀎥/􀎘􀐕/􀎛(􀐕) 8 bits
𝑅􀐕/􀎛(􀐕) 2 bits
RTS􀎊􀎀􀎀 RTS + 𝑁􀐚 + 𝐺
􀎥􀎬􀎣􀎣
􀐚 + 𝐺
􀎘􀎭
􀐚 + 𝑅
􀐚
􀐏 + 𝑅
􀏶(􀐚)
􀐏 + preamble
CTS􀎊􀎀􀎀 CTS + 𝑁􀏶(􀐚) + 𝐺
􀎥􀎬􀎣􀎣
􀏶(􀐚) + 𝐺
􀎘􀎭
􀏶(􀐚) + 𝑅
􀐚
􀐏 + 𝑅
􀏶(􀐚)
􀐏 + preamble
Table 8.1: Adopted parameters and algorithms.
The selected algorithms and parameters are reported in Table 8.1, where the
payload is assumed geometrically distributed with an average length equal to 870
bytes (6960 bits) [135]. For each simulation, 60 seconds of network activity are
recorded. To simplify the comparison between the two presented schemes, a 􀅭ixed
code rate 𝑅􀐚􀐏 (𝑛 ∈ 𝒩) equal to 2/3 is assumed for the ACK frames in all the simu-
lations, while the value of the code rate 𝑅􀏶(􀐚)􀐏 (𝑛 ∈ 𝒩) for the DATA frames, which
is still maintained 􀅭ixed during a particular simulation, will be speci􀅭ied for each
examined scenario. Ef􀅭icient codes are also used at the PHY of the TAMPC protocol,
where, however, they simply replace the convolutional codes typically used by IEEE
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802.11 stations, but are not involved in the backoff counter process as in the SAMPC
protocol. Besides, the threshold adopted by the generic non-legacy node 𝑛 for the
TAMPC scheme is assumed to be equal to the number of degrees of freedom of its
antenna system, thus 𝐿􀐠􀐚 = 𝑁􀐚 − 1 for 𝑛 ∈ 𝒩
􀎥􀎣 [135].
The adopted performance 􀅭igures are the throughput and the Jain's fairness in-
dex. In particular, the throughput is expressed in terms of the average number of
packets that may be successfully hosted in a slot time at the net of the adopted
code rate. In other words, the sum of the throughput of all network nodes directly
provides the number of simultaneous communications that can be hosted in a slot.
The presented results are divided into two parts. The 􀅭irst part reports the per-
formance of the TAMPC and SAMPC schemes in heterogeneous scenarios involving
both legacy and non-legacy nodes equipped with different antenna systems, and
asymmetric network topologies. The second part compares the protocols' beha-
viour to the analyticmodel proposed in [119] for scenarios characterised by a sym-
metric topology.
8.5.1 PROTOCOLS' PERFORMANCE
The 􀅭irst set of results is obtained considering aminimumcontentionwindowequal
to 32 and a code rate 𝑅􀏶(􀐚)􀐏 = 8/9 (𝑛 ∈ 𝒩) in the presence of a Poisson packet
arrival process of mean 𝜇.
The adopted topologies with the corresponding 𝑁􀐚 values are shown in Fig-
ures 8.1(a) and 8.1(b). Precisely, the ring topology in Figure 8.1(a) consists of two
legacy pairs and three non-legacy pairs, while the randomone in Figure 8.1(b) con-
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Figure 8.1: Network throughput as a function of the average arrival rate.
sists of four legacy pairs and six non-legacy pairs. The number of antennas of the
pair 9 − 10 in the ring topology and of the pair 15 − 16 in the random topology is
not speci􀅭ied, since it will be used to put into evidence the different performance of
the developed schemes.
Figures 8.1(c) and 8.1(d) report the aggregate throughput, given by the sum
of the throughput in the CC and in the MCC. In particular, Figure 8.1(c) refers to
the topology of Figure 8.1(a) considering the cases 𝑁􀍶,􀍮􀍭 = 3 and 𝑁􀍶,􀍮􀍭 = 2, while
Figure8.1(d) refers to the topology inFigure8.1(b) considering the cases𝑁􀍮􀍲,􀍮􀍳 = 6
and 𝑁􀍮􀍲,􀍮􀍳 = 2. The 􀅭igures also show the throughput obtained using the IEEE
802.11 super-g extension [138], where the adoption of two frequency channels at
12Mbits/s is assumed for the sakeof providing a fair comparisonwith theproposed
schemes.
The curves show that both the TAMPC and SAMPC protocols provide a higher
performance with respect to the super-g extension, allowing the coexistence of a
number of simultaneous communications ranging from two to three for all the con-
sidered scenarios.
With reference to Figure 8.1(c), a direct comparison between the two proposed
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Pair TAMPC SAMPC TAMPC SAMPC
𝑁􀍶,􀍮􀍭 = 3 𝑁􀍶,􀍮􀍭 = 2
1-2 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38
3-4 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38
5-6 0.62 0.62 0.50 0.62
7-8 0.62 0.62 0.49 0.62
9-10 0.60 0.61 0.47 0.39
Fairness (CC) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fairness (MCC) 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96
Table 8.2: Single-node saturation throughput (in packets/slot) for topology of Fig-
ure 8.1(a).
schemes reveals that, when 𝑁􀍶,􀍮􀍭 = 3, their performance is substantially identical,
while, when 𝑁􀍶,􀍮􀍭 = 2, the SAMPC scheme provides a higher throughput than the
TAMPC protocol.
The different behaviour of the two solutions can be explained in detail con-
sidering the single-node saturation throughput reported in Table 8.2. In the case
𝑁􀍶,􀍮􀍭 = 3, the minimum threshold among all nodes operating in the MCC is 𝐿􀐠􀐚 =
𝑁􀐚 − 1 = 3 − 1 = 2 (𝑛 ∈ 𝒩
􀎥􀎣). As described previously, using the TAMPC protocol
the backoff counter is decreased when two conditions are satis􀅭ied: the number of
estimated active sources 𝑙􀐚 is lower or equal to 𝐿􀐠􀐚 = 𝐿􀐠 = 2 and 𝑙􀐚 ≤ 𝑁􀐚−1 = 2 for
𝑛 ∈ 𝒩􀎥􀎣. This implies that when two communications are active, a further one can
be established and hence three transmissions may be simultaneously performed
on the MCC. Considering also the CC, a total of four concurrent transmissions may
be sustained by the network. Observe that the adoption of a large minimum con-
tentionwindow, which has been selected equal to 32, and the presence of the chan-
nel encoder, determine throughput values lower than four, as it can be shown in
Figure 8.1(c) for 𝑁􀍶,􀍮􀍭 = 3. However, independently of these aspects, in the case
𝑁􀍶,􀍮􀍭 = 3 the proposed protocols guarantee the same throughput and a fair access
to the network nodes.
By contrast, in the case 𝑁􀍶,􀍮􀍭 = 2, the SAMPC protocol provides a higher
throughput, while the TAMPC scheme maintains a better fairness. This result can
be explained by analysing the access of the nodes operating on theMCC, namely the
pairs 5 − 6, 7 − 8, and 9 − 10, for the two developed schemes. For 𝑁􀍶,􀍮􀍭 = 2, the
thresholds become 𝐿􀐠􀍲÷􀍵 = 2 and 𝐿􀐠􀍶÷􀍮􀍭 = 1. Adopting both protocols, when the
pairs 5−6 and 7−8 (having three antennas) are active, the source 10 (having just
two antennas) freezes its backoff counter because it cannot estimatemore than one
active transmitter.
A different behaviour appears for the two schemes in another con􀅭iguration of
transmitters. When adopting the TAMPC protocol, and in the case where one of the
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Pair TAMPC SAMPC TAMPC SAMPC
𝑁􀍮􀍲,􀍮􀍳 = 6 𝑁􀍮􀍲,􀍮􀍳 = 2
1-2 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
3-4 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
5-6 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19
7-8 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21
9-10 0.60 0.54 0.56 0.58
11-12 0.03 0.08 0.02 0.05
13-14 0.03 0.14 0.37 0.40
15-16 0.60 0.46 0.09 0.05
17-18 0.15 0.34 0.07 0.35
19-20 0.23 0.24 0.42 0.27
Fairness (CC) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Fairness (MCC) 0.56 0.76 0.60 0.69
Table 8.3: Single-node saturation throughput (in packets/slot) for topology of Fig-
ure 8.1(b).
twopairswith three antennas (5−6or7−8) and the unique pairwith two antennas
(9−10) are active, the source of the other pair with three antennas (8 or 6) freezes
its backoff counter to protect the communication of the pair 9 − 10, according to
the criterion on the minimum threshold of (8.1). This implies a fair reduction of
the single-node throughput. Conversely, adopting the SAMPC scheme in the same
con􀅭iguration of transmitters, the source 8 or 6 does not freeze its backoff counter,
since it estimates that the communication involving the pair 9 − 10 may remain
successful in the presence of the other two communications. This implies that the
pairs with three antennas acquire more resources, leading to a higher throughput
at the expense of a slight fairness reduction.
The curves in Figure 8.1(d) con􀅭irm the higher performance of the proposed
protocols with respect to the IEEE 802.11 super-g extension for the random to-
pology in Figure 8.1(b). Besides, the results in Table 8.3 show that in this case
the SAMPC scheme outperforms the TAMPC one for the two considered scenarios
(𝑁􀍮􀍲,􀍮􀍳 = 6 and 𝑁􀍮􀍲,􀍮􀍳 = 2) both in terms of throughput and fairness.
In both the proposed protocols each node tries to protect not only its own com-
munication but also those of the other active nodes. The TAMPC protocol reaches
this objective by accounting for the load threshold sustainable by the active node
with the less powerful antenna system, without considering the characteristics of
the topology. The SAMPC protocol adopts a more advanced protection mechanism
based on a SIR estimation, and hence is able to account for a larger number of net-
work elements, including not only the number of antennas, but also the antenna
gains and the relative positions between the nodes. The values in Table 8.3 con􀅭irm
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Figure 8.2: Protocols' performance in saturated conditions (average values for 50
randomly generated topologies).
that the adoption of this more reliable process of estimation of the network condi-
tions provides considerable bene􀅭its to the global performance of the network. This
result suggests the usefulness of the SAMPC protocol for random topologies, which
represent a more realistic scenario for the commonly deployed wireless networks.
To further investigate this issue, a third set of simulations is carried out by con-
sidering 50 random topologies, each having 𝑛 = 20 non-legacy nodes, namely 10
pairs operating in the MCC once the process of recognition is completed. All nodes
are equipped with an antenna array having 𝑁􀐚 = 5 (𝑛 ∈ 𝒩
􀎥􀎣 ≡ 𝒩) elements. Ob-
serve that, while the previously simulated scenarios in Figures 8.1(c) and 8.1(d)
were heterogeneous both in terms on nodes and topologies, in this case the scen-
ario is heterogeneous only because of the spatial distribution of the nodes, since all
stations have identical antenna systems.
Figure 8.2 reports the average network throughput in saturated traf􀅭ic condi-
tions as a function of the minimum contention window for different values of the
code rate 𝑅􀎛(􀐕). One can observe that Figure 8.2 con􀅭irms that the SAMPC protocol
provides a higher throughput when compared to the TAMPC scheme. In particu-
lar, for the TAMPC protocol, the rate 3/4 leads to a higher throughput, while, for the
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SAMPCprotocol, the best performance is obtainedusing a rate of 8/9. Furthermore,
a direct comparison between the uncoded scenario (𝑅􀏶(􀐚)􀐏 = 1) and the coded ones
reveals that a certain channel coding is necessary to maintain an acceptable per-
formance. However, the required redundancy can be maintained low, since even a
high code rate, such as 8/9, provides a satisfactory performance that is close to the
one achievable using the lower rate of 3/4.
In general, the results presented for heterogeneous scenarios show that the cap-
ability of an antenna system alone does not represent an absolute element for the
single-node performance, which is also in􀅭luenced by its position within the net-
work. Therefore, the adoption of a rigid threshold on the number of communica-
tions for establishing the success or failure of the transmission attempts in an MPC
scenario might sometimes result in a partial under-utilisation of the network re-
sources.
This second part of the results aims to compare the protocols' performance
to the analysis presented in [119]. Simulations are carried out assuming satur-
ated traf􀅭ic conditions and maintaining the settings reported in Table 8.1. Since
the model developed in [119] holds for an homogeneous network, the comparison
between theoretical and numerical results is performed adopting a symmetric to-
pology in which |𝒩| = 20 identical non-legacy nodes are placed on two concentric
rings, where the sources lie in the outer ring, having a radius equal to 20 m, and
the destinations lie in the inner ring, having a radius equal to 10 m. Each node
has 𝑁􀐚 = 5 (𝑛 ∈ 𝒩
􀎥􀎣 ≡ 𝒩) antennas and, for each DATA frame, a 􀅭ixed code rate
𝑅􀏶(􀐚)􀐏 = 8/9 (𝑛 ∈ 𝒩) is used. Since only non-legacy nodes are involved, the CC is
used just for the process of recognition and the rest of the traf􀅭ic is delivered using
the MCC.
Figure 8.3 shows the network throughput as a function of theminimum conten-
tion window obtained using the TAMPC and the SAMPC protocols, the IEEE 802.11
super-g extension, and the analysis of [119].
Since the theory of [119] considers an access based on a threshold on the num-
ber of allowed communications, the comparison with the theory is more meaning-
ful when it involves the TAMPC protocol. In particular, the analysis in [119] and the
TAMPC scheme are compared for the two thresholds 𝐿􀐠􀐚 = 𝐿􀐠 = 3 (𝑛 ∈ 𝒩) and
𝐿􀐠􀐚 = 𝐿􀐠 = 5 (𝑛 ∈ 𝒩). One can immediately observe that the analytic and the
numerical throughput values of the TAMPC protocol are very close for a large part
of the considered range of minimum contention windows.
More precisely, the theoretical and simulated curves almost overlap when the
minimum contention window is high, while differences appear when it becomes
low, mainly for the case 𝐿􀐠 = 5. These differences are due to the fact that the stud-
ied scenario, even if symmetric and composed by identical nodes, is not perfectly
homogeneous. In fact, in the simulation, the result of a reception in the presence
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Figure 8.3: Network throughput in saturated conditions as a function of minimum
contention window for a concentric topology.
of a certain number of simultaneous transmissions does not depend only on the
number of transmitters itself, but also on which transmitters are active. Thus, dif-
ferent con􀅭igurations of the same number of active sources can be present, some
of which may lead to unsuccessful receptions, while others may lead to successful
receptions. The analysis, instead, assuming an homogeneous scenario, considers
all possible con􀅭igurations of a given number of transmitters as identical and hence
leading to the same result.
A direct comparison between Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3 shows that the perform-
ance improvement achievable by the proposed protocols with respect to the IEEE
802.11 super-g extension considerably increases in the symmetric scenario. The
same comparison reveals that the concentric topology provides, for the TAMPC and
the SAMPC schemes, an average throughput that is almost doubled compared to the
case where the nodes are located at random positions. The strong impact of the to-
pology on the achievable performance becomesmore evident when noting that the
results in Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3 refer only to different topologies, since both net-
works are characterised by the same number of identical nodes, the same single-
node antenna characteristics, and the same code rate. Hence, one may conclude
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that the location of stations in the network plays a signi􀅭icant role in determining
the network performance.
8.6 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter outlined the design requirements for enabling multi-packet commu-
nication in IEEE 802.11 networks by using advanced antenna systems. Two novel
protocols where stations are capable of adapting their access procedure on the in-
stantaneous network conditions were proposed and their performance analysed.
The results proved that the developed schemes outperform the legacy IEEE
802.11MAC layerwith the super-g PHY layer extension. In particular, the SIR-based
access adopted by the SAMPC scheme can guarantee higher throughput and fair-
ness values than the threshold-based access adopted by the TAMPC protocol, at the
cost of an increased complexity. Furthermore, a comparison between the through-
put of the TAMPC scheme and that obtained from the theory has shown that the
selection of the load threshold has a signi􀅭icant impact on the 􀅭inal performance.
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CONCLUSIONS
This thesis considered the analysis and the design of high throughput wireless net-
works. Particularly, it was shown that the performance of a wireless network may
be increased by relying on cooperative communications and on advanced antenna
techniques. Such techniques, which bene􀅭it from adaptive strategies where the sta-
tions change their transmission policy according to the physical layer and network
characteristics, were shown to be an effective way to provide faster communic-
ations and to increase the number of simultaneous ongoing transmissions, ulti-
mately yielding a better performance.
Particularly, the thesis discussed the problem of identifying the performance
of a distributed channel coding technique, proposing a novel estimator that was
shown to be an accurate benchmark tool for comparing different coding schemes.
Such benchmark was also used for contriving practical physical layer cooperat-
ive schemes that are capable of approaching the limiting performance for a wide
range of channel conditions and transmission policies. The thesis also discussed
the analytic tools required for designing such schemes. Summarising, this work
con􀅭irmed and enriched results obtained by previous studies, evidencing that co-
operation may be an effective physical layer technique for increasing the decoding
performance at the destination in faded scenarios.
The promised performance increase at the physical layer motivated the use of
a cross-layer approach for designing medium access control procedures that be-
ne􀅭it from advanced distributed coding techniques for increasing the network per-
formance. This thesis discussed the design of cooperative medium access control
schemes that rely on ef􀅭icient distributed encoders. Particularly, the thesis dis-
cussed the in􀅭luence of the adaptive algorithm used by stations in the network for
identifying their transmission strategy, and it shown that a carefully designed ad-
aptive regime, which accounts for the bene􀅭it provided by the advanced physical
layer, provides a signi􀅭icant performance increase. Finally, the thesis investigated
the performance of cooperative adaptive systems at the MAC layer when stations
rely on imperfect channel estimates, which represents a more realistic scenario
compared to the idealised case of knowing the instantaneous channel conditions
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without errors. As a summary, this work shown that cooperation may be used also
at the MAC layer for providing an enhanced network behaviour, and characterised
the in􀅭luence of using different encoding schemes on the network performance in
different network scenarios.
Finally, the thesis considered the design of access protocols for wireless net-
workswhere stations are equippedwithmultiple radiating elements. It was shown
that an advanced antenna systemmaybeused for increasing thenumber of ongoing
communications by reducing the interference produced by undesired sources and
ultimately increasing the network performance without sacri􀅭icing the backward
compatibility with legacy nodes that equip an omnidirectional antenna.
Future works may consider further enhancements to the design of cooperat-
ive MAC protocols. It would be of particular interest to develop schemes that fully
exploit the bene􀅭it offered by Markov frameworks for increasing the network per-
formance in scenarioswhere the informationonothernodes is partial, corruptedor
delayed. It would be also of interest to study cooperative MAC schemes that rely on
advanced antenna systems at the PHY layer. Such schemesmay reduce interference
between stations, allowing multiple nodes to cooperate without corrupting other
ongoing transmissions. Finally, it would be interesting to obtain further analytic
results for the performance of networks where stations rely on adaptive physical
layer techniques, including a mixture of cooperation and beamforming.
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